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INTRODUCTION & SUMMARY

A pilot program for Graduate Student Summer Support via the

AFOSR Summer Faculty Research Program (SFRP) was initiated by

contract modification on 26 March 1982. The program was developed
as an adjunct effort to the SFRP. Its purpose is to provide funds
for selected graduate students to work at an appropriate Air Force

Laboratory or Center with a supervising professor who holds a
concurrent SFRP appointment. Although only 16 positions were

budgeted, SCEEE appointed 17 graduate students who represented
fifteen (15) schools and ten (10) disciplines in science and
engineering.

To be eligible, all candidates had to be currently registered

in a graduate program. The graduate students were selected from the
fields of engineering, computer science, mathematics, or the

physical sciences and were supervised by a faculty member who held
an appointment as a SCEEE Fellow for the summer of 1982 under the
Summer Faculty Research Program. The students were U.S. citizens,
working toward an appropriate graduate degree, and currently

enrolled in the graduate school at their respective institutions.

The graduate student researchers in this program had the
following specific obligations:

1) To participate in research under the direction of a Faculty

Member at an Air Force Laboratory or Center;
2) To prepare a report at the end of the summer period

describing the summer research accomplishments. This
report will be approved by or co-authored with the

supervising faculty member;
3) To complete an evaluation questionnaire on the Gr juate

Student Summer Support Program.

1982 GSSS Objectives were: (1) To provide a productive means

for a graduate student to participate in research under the
direction of a faculty member at an Air Force Laboratory or Center;
(2) To stimulate continuing professional association among graduate
students, their supervising professors, and professional peers in
the Air Force; (3) To further the research objectives of the Air
Force; (4) To enhance the research productivity and capabilities of
engineering and science graduate students.

Prerequisities For Appointments: To qualify as a Graduate

Researcher in the 1982 GSSS program, applicants must have been: (l)
US citizens; (2) holders of a BS of MS degree in an appropriate

technical specialty; (3) registered in a Graduate School working

toward an appropriate graduate degree; (4) willing to pursue their
summer research work under the direction of a supervising professor
who holds an appointment under the SFRP for the summer of 1982,
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Research Period: The period of the student appointments was
for ten continuous weeks at the research site between May 15, 1982
and September 30, 1982. The students research period coincided with
the appointment period of the supervising professor with whom the
student worked.

Application Deadline: April 30, 1982

Financial Terms: The stipends for graduate student Researchers
in this program depend upon the student's degree status. They are:

$55.00 per day ($275 per week) for B.S. degree holders
$65.00 per day ($325 per week) for M.S. degree holders

Travel expenses were reimbursed to the student for round trip
travel between the Researcher's school location and the Air Force
facility in accordance with SCEEE travel policy.

A living expense allowance of $25.00 per day was paid for each
day the researcher spent at the Air Force Location.

SCEEE has received only positive responses regarding the
concept of the GSSS Program. A few issues of implementation have
been questioned, but they all relate to the late announcements of
the program, the late appointment dates, or facility limitations.

Evaluations have been requested of the Laboratory Contacts and
all have responded in writing or verbally. The common opinions
among government laboratory scientists, faculty, and students are:
that the program is a valuable addition to the Summer Faculty
Research Program; that the program should be enlarged and continued;
that students should be supervised by faculty researchers; that the
students are highly motivated and contribute significantly to the
research effort; that exposure to USAF R&D produces a positive
student opinion of the USAF. This report contains detailed and
summarized data relevant to the 1982 Graduate Student Summer Support
Program.

The following are GSSS comments by Laboratory Representatives:

(1) We are profiting from the 1982 Graduate Student Summer
Support Program. I highly encourage the continuation of this
program in the future. The graduate student working for us was

from a different university than our SFRP appointee this summer. I

suspect that we would get the maximum benefit from the graduate
student program in the future, if the student and professor were
from the same organization or have a close tie. (For example, a
professor from Harvard may know a student from MIT, or may have had
the student as an undergraduate.) There may even be some
consideration given to having a laboratory prioritize the professors
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based on the availibility of graduate students to accompany him.
There might be a way to indicate the availability of accompanying
graduate students on the application blank for the 1983 AFOSR/SFRP.

(2) It would be desirable, during the SFRP selection process,

to know which SFRP applicants wished to bring students to the
laboratories. In this way the research topics to be addressed could
be matched more closely to the professor/student combinations and
the unique capabilities they would bring to the laboratories as a

research team.
Graduate students thesis or dissertation topics oftimes

require unique facilities which may not be available at their
universities but which may be available at Government laboratories.
The GSSSP could provide an opportunity for graduate students to use
Government facilities during the summer months under the guidance of
SFRP professors. To this end, however, it would be useful if the
brochure for the SFRP/GSSSP included mention of unique or
specialized research facilities available at laboratories along with

research opportunities.

The laboratory experience thus far with the GSSSP is very
favorable and we strongly encourage its continuation. The GSSSP
provides graduate level students with exposure to AF research
interests and also provides the AF with an excellent source for
future recruitment.

(3) The newly initiated pilot program sponsored by AFOSR

labeled "Graduate Student Summer Support Program" has proved quite
beneficial in our Laboratory. The three advisors within the
Materials Laboratory all enthusiastically support this program.

They feel it is beneficial both to the student and the Laboratory
and recommend that it be continued and at an increased level, if
possible. One advisor stated a student may use work in this

Laboratory as a possible thesis project. The key ingredient to a
successful program seems to be a good mesh between the Summer
Faculty Researcher and the Graduate Student.

(4) Our Laboratory has determined, through participation in
the pilot program, that the AFOSR Graduate Student Summer Program is
an excellent idea which, has worked very well for us during the first
year. This program makes sense with respect to supporting the
natural professor/student relationship which is the basis of all of
our university research efforts. Because of the professor/student
relationship, the background of the student will be appropriate to
the task of the research associate professor while the student gains

valuable experience. It is possible that research conducted during
the summer could lead to a possible thesis topic that may be of
potential benefit to the AFOSR. In conclusion, it was suggested

that it may be beneficial to the AFOSR to consider funding for
Graduate Student Support on a project funded under the Mini-grant
Program, especially if this is a follow-on to a Summer
Faculty/Graduate Student effort. We are extremely pleased with this
new program and are already anticipating the possibility of even

more students next summer.
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I. GRADUATE STUDENT RESEARCHER OBLIGATIONS

SCEEE is required by contract to impose certain obligations on you in
your status as a Graduate Student Researcher. This section outlines those

obligations, and you should read them thoroughly. You are required to sign

and return the statement of understanding before the final processing of your
appointment can be completed. The following is a list of these obligations:

1. Research Goals and Objectives: A statement of research objectives
must be provided to SCEEE near the beginning of the Summer Research

period. It should outline your goals and the approach you intend to
follow in researching these goals. It should be submitted with your
first invoice for payment. Neither travel expenses nor expense

allowances will be reimbursed until after receipt of your statement
of research objectives. The report should also clearly indicate the

date of your first working day of the summer research period.

2. Final Report: At the end of your summer research effort, you are

required to submit to SCEEE a completed, typewritten scientific
report stating the objective of the research effort, the approach

taken, results, and recommendations. Information on the required

format is included in the "FINAL REPORT INFORMATION BULLETIN"
enclosed with this packet. However, the final report must be

approved by your SFRP Supervising Faculty Member and then transmitted
so as to reach SCEEE by Monday September 20, 1962. Payment of

"Compensation" for the final four weeks of your ten-week research

period cannot be made until SCEEE has received and approved this
report in the required format.

3. Program Critique: You will be asked to complete a critique form at
the end of your research period regarding your impressions of the
program. This critique form should be completed and returned to
SCEEE by September 30, 1982. Return rf this form is a program

requirement.
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4. U.S. Air Force-SCEEE Graduate Student Researcher Relationship:

The U.S. Air Force and SCEEE understand and agree that the services
to be delivered by the SCEEE Graduate Student Researcher under this
contract will be non-personal services and the parties recognize and
agree that no employer-employee or master-servant relationships will
exist between the U.S. Air Force and the SCEEE Researcher.
Non-personal services are defined as work performed by an individual
who is responsible for an end item (such as a report), free of
supervision of the U.S. Air Force and free of an employer-employee
relationship.

As a SCEEE Graluate Student Researcher, you will not:

(a) Be placed in a position where you are appointed or employed by

a Federal Officer or are under the supervision, direction, or
evaluation of a Federal Officer, military or civilian.

b) Be placed in a staff or policy-making position.

(c) Be placed in a position of command, supervision, administra-
tion, or control over Air Force military or civilian personnel
or personnel of other contractors or become a part of the U. S.
Air Force organization.

The services to be performed under the GSSS Program do not
require SCEEE or the SCEEE Researcher to exercise personal judgement
and discretion on behalf of the U.S. Air Force; rather, the SCEE

Researchers will act and exercise personal judgement and discretion
in coordination with their SFRP Supervising Faculty Member on their
research programs on the GSSS Program conducted by SCEEE.

The Air Force will have unrestricted use of and access to all data
developed during the period of this appointment.
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II. ALLOWABLE TRAVEL EXPENSES

The GSSS Program provides potential funding for one round trip between your
home and your assigned research location. As soon as you have signed and
returned your appointment letter along with the budget sheet, you will be
authorized to receive reimbursement for travel expenses as described below.

As outlined in the SCEEE Graduate Student Researcher obligations section in
this brochure, you are authorized reimbursement for travel to your assigned
research location at the start of your summer effort and a return trip at the
end of the summer research period. You are expected to make your own

arrangements for this travel; after each trip you may invoice SCEEF for
reimbursement of allowable expenses in the format described in the
Instructions for Invoicing for Compensation and Reimbursement section of this
brochure. Closely coordinate your travel plans with your SFRP SUPERVISING
FACULTY MEMBER.

All travel reimbursements under SCEEE GSSS appointments are made according to

current SCEEE policy, and deviations from the approved budget are not
authorized and will not be reimbursed. In light of these restrictions, you
may choose either to travel by commercial airline at coach rates or less, by
bus, by driving your private auto, or by a combination. (Please note that
funding for rental cars is not allowed; SCEEE will not reimburse this expense.
With any of these choices you may claim reimbursement up to the amount for the
most direct routing, taking into the account the desirability of routing on
interstate highways if you drive your private auto.

Reimbursement for direct route travel by commercial airline will thus be paid
on your qubmission of an invoice to SCEEE following the invoicing instructions
referenced above. In the view of the convenience of having a car at the
research location, SCEEE strongly recommends that a private auto be used for
travel when ;ractical. Reimbursement for mileage when you drive your private
auto is at the rate of 20t per mite within the routing restrictions mentioned
above and will likewise be paid on submission of an invoice prepared according
to the referenced instructions. These reimbursements cannot be extended to
cover travel by your family if they accompany you.

During the ten week Summer Research period, you will be authorized to receive
an expense allowance in lieu of a per diem payment. The rate of this allow-
ance is $25 per day for a maximum of 70 days. To receive this allowance, you
are required to invoice for it as described in the invoicing reference above.

These items above are the only reimbursable travel allowances authorized for
the GSSS appointment. Please be advised that any additional travel expenses
incurred during the appointment pe'iod will be your personal responsibility.
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I1. INSTRUCTIONS FOR INVOICING FOR COMPENSATION AND REIMBURSEMENT

Attached is a copy of the Invoice Format that you are required to use to
obtain compensation or reimbursement from SCEEE. Note that all disbursements
by SCEEE for compensation, travel, and/or other expenses are subject to audit

approval, so you must submit receipts substantiating charges invoiced.

In addition, you must prepare and attached to each completed invoice a Brief

Report of Effort.

A. PREPARATION OF BRIEF REPORT OF EFFORT

Whenever you submit an Invoice for reimbursement to SCEEE you must also in-

clude a brief report describing your activities for the invoice period. To
meet this obligation, you must prepare, date, sign, and attach to your com-
pleted invoice a Brief Report of Effort describing the research accomplished

on the appointment and explain any travel during the invoice period.

This report should include innovative techniques and designs or discoveries
which may be disclosed as patents. Rights to any inventions or discoveries

shall reside with SCEEE unless determined otherwise by the contracting agency.

The Brief report should never exceed one typewritten page and most often
should be considerably shorter than one page.

The following is an example of such a report:

BRIEF REPORT OF EFFORT

Effort has been initiated on pole extraction methods. The modified
ordinary least squares technique has been giving fair results. Work
is presently being done on finding a better matrix inversion tech-
nique for the case when the coefficient matrix is ill-conditioned.

Some problems have been encountered with conditioning when the data
is filtered.

Travel invoice is for the trip to my research location.

June, 16, 1982
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B. PREPARATION OF INVOICE FORMAT

Detailed instructions on properly completing your Invoice Format for
reimbursement are provided below. Review them carefully.

(l) In the opening statement of the claim for remuneration on the invoice
format, two dates are required. They are the date of your appointment

letter from SCEEE (in the first blank) and the date you signed that

letter accepting your appointment (in the second blank).

Other financial items required on the Invoice Format are for
COMPENSATION, TRAVEL, EXPENSE ALLOWANCE. These are now explained individually

with examples.

(2) COMPENSATION

(a) In the first blank to the right of COMPENSATION indicate the number
of days you are claiming for compensation in this particular
invoice.

(b) In the next blank enter your SCEEE Researcher daily appointment

rate of $55.00 or $65.00 as noted in your appointment letter.

(c) Multiply the number of days times your appointment rate and enter

the total dollar amount in the blank at the far right side. Note
that the accumulated total number of days you claim on this

appointment may not exceed the number authorized in your appointment
letter. Some specific details on the compensation days must be
provided in the next space.

(d) Under the heading Date, list the date of each of the days you are
claiming for compensation, and opposite each date under the heading
Place of Activity indicate where you worked on that date.

A sample entry of a correctly completed COMPENSATION item is shown

below:

SAMPLE COMPENSATION ENTRY ON INVOICE

COMPENSATION: ( 10 days @ $65.00 per day) ....... $ 650.00 (I)

Date (Specify exact dates) Place of Activity

June 3,4 1982 AFAPL/POD High Power Lab

June 7-11, 1982 (inclusive) WPAFB Computer Center
June 14, 15, 16, 1982 AFAPL/POD High Power Lab
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(3) TRAVEL

(a) Under the heading Date indicate the date you departed on your trip
and the date you arrived at your destination.

(b) Under the heading Departure/Arrival Time list the departure and
arrival times for the corresponding days you listed under Date.

(c) List your destination under the heading Destination.

(d) Under the heading Mode, indicate your principal means of convey-
ance; i.e., commercial air, private auto, etc.

(e) Under the heading Amount, itemize these expenditures for
travel reimbursement.

(f) Total these travel items and enter the total dollar amount to be
reimbursed for travel in this particular submission on the
line to the right of Total Travel Expense.

An example of a correctly completed TRAVEL entry is shown below.

TRAVEL EXAMPLE: TRAVEL TO RESEARCH LOCATION BY PRIVATE AUTO

TRAVEL: (Attach receipts for all Airline or Bus charges. Payment
cannot be made without receipts attached to invoice.)

Date Departure/Arrival Time Destination Mode Amount

5/27-6/2/82 0630/1530 Wright-Patterson Private $480.00

AFB, Ohio Auto

One-way trip from home in Eugene, Oregon to Wright-Patterson AFB,
Ohio, (2400 mi x 20t/mi- $480.00)

(mileage at start: 24162; at end: 26562)

Total Travel Expense .................................... $ 480.00 (111)

Please note the following comments about the TRAVEL EXAMPLE:

i) Travel by your private auto in lieu of a commercial airline is

authorized as a convenience to the traveler.

ii) Travel with use of a privately-owned vehicle will be reimbursed

at the rate of 20t per mile provided mileage is listed with the
start and end mileage on each separate use for all distances
over 100 miles.
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(4) EXPENSE ALLOWANCE

This item on the invoice will be used to claim the $25 per day for
reimbursement of costs incurred at your assigned research location.

(a) In the first blank to the right of EXPENSE ALLOWANCE enter the number
of days for which you are claiming reimbursement of the expense
allowance for costs incurred at your assigned research location.

(b) Multiply this number by the daily allowance rate of $25.00 and enter
this total dollar amount in the blank at the far right.

(c) Itemize the days for which you are claiming the Expense Allowance
reimbursement. It can include weekend days and holidays as well as
regular work days.

The following is a sample of a correctly completed EXPENSE ALLOWANCE item.

SAMPLE

EXPENSE ALLOWANCE: ( 14 days @ $25.00/day) ......... $ 350.00 (IV)

Specific dates covered:
7/3/82 - 7/16/82 (inclusive)

(5) You may combine reimbursement requests for compensation, travel, and
expense allowance in the same invoice. The total for all items
invoiced should be indicated on the blank labeled "GRAND TOTAL FOR
INVOICE" in the lower right hand side of line 5.

(6) IMPORTANT: Indicate in the space provided on each invoice the address to
which you want the check mailed.

(7) You must sign and date your invoice in the lower right hand corner as
"VENDOR" before it is submitted; you MUST also have your Summer Faculty
Research Program (SFRP) Supervising Faculty Member countersign the invoice
before it is mailed to SCEEE.

Invoices should be mailed to:

GSSS PROGRAM OFFICE
SCEEE Central Florida Facility

1101 Massachusetts Avenue
St. Cloud, Florida 32769
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GRADUATE STUDENT SUMMER SUPPORT PROGRAM
INVOICE FORMAT

(Brief Report of Effort Attached)

1. 1 claim remuneration from SCEEE, Inc. via the terms and conditions of the agreement
dated and accepted _ as follows:

2. COMPENSATION: ( days @ $ _ per day) ................... $ (IH)

Date (Specify exact dates) Place of Activity

3. TRAVEL: (Attach receipts for all Airline or Bus charges. Payment

cannot be made without receipts attached to invoice.)

Date Departure/Arrival Time Destination Mode Amount

Total Travel Expense .................................... $ (lI)

4. EXPENSE ALLOWANCE: ( days @ $25.00/day ..................... $ (IV)

Specific dates covered:

5. GRAND TOTAL FOR INVOICE (Sum of II, III, IV above) ............... $ (V)

6. Please send check to following address:

7. 1 certify that c'ompensation invoice is not concurrent with compensation received
from other Federal government projects, grants, contracts, or employment.

X X
SFRP SUPERVISING FACULTY SIGNATURE VENDOR SIGNATURE

Location of Faculty Social Sec. No.

Telephone Telephone

Date Date
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GP.iUMAtE STUOENT'S QUEST'IONNAtRE & SU1*(ARY



0 ESIUDNT. I

1982 USAF/SCEE GRADUATE STJDEIT SUMMER SUPPOR PROGRAM
EVAUIATION QUESTICNNAIRE

(TO BE OMPLE BY GRADUATE STUDENT PARTICIPANT)

Name Title
Dept. (at home) Hoe Institution

Summer Supervising Professor__
Research Colleague(s)
Laboratory Address of Colleague(s) ___

Brief Title of Research Topic

A. TOM*ICAL ASPEMS

1. Was the offer of research assignment within your field of competency
and/or interest? YES NO

2. Was the work challening? YES NO . If no, what would have make it so?

3. Were your relations with your Supervising Professor and research colleague satisfactory
from a technical point of view? YES NO . If no, why?

4. Suggestions for improvement of relationship(s).___

5. Considering the circumstances of a summer program, were you afforded adequate facilities

and suport? YES NO . If no, what did you need and why was it not provided?

6. Considering the calendar "window" of ten weeks being limited by varying college
and university schedules, please coment on the program length.

Did you accomplish: more than __, less than- , about what you expected ?

7. Do you feel the Graduate Student appointment should oontinue to require affiliation
with a Summer Research Faculty Member? YES NO__

8. Were you asked to present seminars on your work and/or your basic expertise?
YES NO . Please list number, dates, approximate attendance, length of seminars,

title of presentations (use reverse side if necessary.)
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OUES1UDNT. 2

GRA[XJTE S1 UDEP QJESTICNNAIRE (Page 2 of 3)

9. Were you asked to participate in regular meetings in your laboratory? YES NO
If yes, approximately how often?

10. Other owments concerning any *extra- activities.

11. On a scale of A to D, how would you rate this program? (A high, D low)

Technically challenging A B C D
Future researdh opportunity A B C D
Professional association A B C D
Enhancement of my academic qualifications A B C D

Enhancement of my research qualifications A B C D
Overall value A B C D

B. ADMINISTRATIVE ASPEC-TS

1. How did you first hear of this program?

2. What aspect of the program was the most decisive in causing you to apply?

3. How do you rate the stipend level? Meager Adequate Generous_ -

4. Please give information on housing: Did you reside in VCQ., apartment__,

other (specify) - ? Name and address of apartment complex and manager's name.

5. Would you encourage or discourage expansion of the Student Program?

6. Considering the many-faceted aspects of administration of a program of this
magnitude, how do you rate the overall conduct of this program?

Poor Fair Good Excellent . Please add any additional cuments.
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QJESTUDNT. 3

AUATE SWDEP Q TXIUAIRE (Page 3 of 3)

7. Please amunent on what, in your opinion, are:

a. Strong points of the program:

b. Weak points of the program: _

8. On balance, do you feel this has been a fruitful, worthwhile, constructive experience?
YES NO .

9. Other remarks:

THAK YOU
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QUESTIONNAIRE EVALUATION SUMMARY

A. TECHNICAL ASPECTS

1. Assignment in field of competency and/or interest? Yes - 17 No - 0

2. Work Challenging? Yes - 16 No -

3. Relations with Professor and Colleague satisfactory? Yes - 16 No - 1

If no, why? Poor communication stemming from personality clash.

4. Suggestions for improvement? Professor and Graduate Student should be
closely associated; a few more informal discussions with USAF people were
needed; student needs to be more involved with USAF people; the Air Force was
not aware of the guidelines of my status with SCEEE; better briefings are
needed prior to beginning the research work; close association with professor
is essential.

5. Afforded adequate facilities? Yes - 17 No - 0

6. Accomplishment in ten weeks? More than expected - 4 Less than expected - 6
About what expected - 7

7. Should Graduate Student appointment continue to require affiliation with
faculty member? Yes - 12 No - 5

8. Asked to present seminars? Yes - 2 1o - 15

9. Asked to participate in meetings? Yes - 7 No - 10

10. Other comments on extra activities? It is helpful to talk to other chemists;
had good opportunity to visit related USAF activities; several tours were
organized to acquaint us with AFESC facilities; we were also able to attend
lectures concerning current projects underway; the chance to observe other
engineering techniques at the Avionics Lab was excellent; had the opportun-
ity to meet several government scientists, needed travel funds to other AF
locations, I was invited to attend siminars at RADC.

11. Technically Challenging? A - 10 B - 6 C - I D - 0
Future Research Opportunity? A - 10 B - 4 C - 1 D - 2
Professional Association? A - 10 B - 5 C - 1 D - I
Enhancement of my academic qualifications? A - 7 B - 8 C - 1 D - 1
Enhancement of my research qualifications? A - 9 B - 8 C - 0 D - 0
Overall value? A - 9 B - 7 C - 1 D - 0
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Graduate Student Summary
Page Two

B. ADMINISTRATIVE ASPECTS

I. First hear about program? Through local faculty; through faculty at the Univer-
sity of Dayton; Bulletin Board at Chemistry Department; from my advisor; from my
supervising professor; by university faculty member; fellow student at Penn State;

asked by research faculty member to join him; asked a university professor about
some possible summer work so he informed me about this program.

2. Decisive aspect of application? Needed summer work; financial consideration;
research experience gained; opportunity to work on topic of interest; opportunity
to work at government research labs; working with my advisor on a real world
problem; professor asked me to go so I went; to get engineering experience; the
pay and the location; the fact that I was going to be at WPAFB whether I was a
Graduate Fellow or not; opportunity to work with professionals and enhance my
research skills; tough for student researchers to find work in their field - this
was such a job; offered the opportunity to work full-time without the usual
university interruptions and on a one-to-one basis with my advisor; monetary and
future references; a chance to do some research and become familiar with the
workings of the Air Force.

3. Stipend level? Meager - 1 Adequate - 9 Generous - 7

4. Housing information? VOQ - 4 Apartment - 3 Other - 10

5. Encourage or Discourage expansion of Student program? Encourage - 17
Discourage - 0

6. Program administration overall rating? Poor - 0 Fair - 2 Good - 9
Excellent - 6

7. A. Strong Points of Program? Good research experience for student as well as
developing good relations with Air Force - I've become much more aware of the
opportunities within the government; research opportunity in field of interest and
good salary; I) well organized 2) strong colleague interest and support 3) excel-
lent laboratory assistance; experience in lab setting and monetary benefits are
the strongest points - students need both; opportunity to dive head-long into a
problem with the individual attention from a faculty member; the availabilty of
Air Force resources; excellent alternative to teaching summer courses; freedom
left to Graduate Student to research a topic worthwhile to himself and his
colleagues; Graduate Student support makes SFRP more effective.

B. Weak Points of Program? Requiring faculty sponsorship; minimal
connection of Graduate Student with faculty member and payment time lag between
submitted invoice to check arrival; not enough time allowed; short length of
program; lack of opportunity for continuation; excessive paper work, rules and
regulations; conflicts arose with our Air Force research colleagues concerning the

access of information, many valuable publications were not made available to us until
the end of our 1O week stay; Graduate Students style is cramped by having to work for
faculty; Graduate Student final report; not knowing in the beginning what living and
working conditions would be; difficulty in surviving financially; It would be more
convenient for Graduate Student to know what summer program they were involved with
sooner.

8. Has this been a fruitful, worthwhile, constructive experience? Yes - 17 No - 0
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1982 USAF/SCEEE GRADUATE STUDENT SUMMER SUPPORT PROGRAM

Conducted by
SOUTHEASTERN CENTER FOR ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING EDUCATION, INC.

PROGRAM STATISTICS

1. Number of Air Force Installations (Laboratories/Centers) - 10

2. Applications Received (First Choice as Follows) - 38

APL (W-PAFB) - 3 GL (Hanscom) - 1
AMRL (W-PAFB) - 7 HRLiFTD (Williams) - I
AD (Eglin) - I LMC (Gunter) - I
AL (W-PAFB) - 2 ML (W-PAFB) - 8
BRMC (W-PAFB) - I RADC (Griffiss) - 4
ESC (Tyndall) - I SAM (Brooks) - 2
FJSRL (USAFA) - 1 WL (Kirtland) - 4

Unknown - 1

3. Number of Participants - 17

Number holding Masters Degree - 1

Number holding Bachelors Degree - 16

4. Average Age of Participants - 24.4 years

5. Distribution of Participants Location

APL (W-PAFB) - 2 FJSRL (USAFA) - I
AMRL (W-PAFB) - 3 GL (Hanscom) - I
AD (Eglin) - I ML (W-PAFB) - 3
AL (W-PAFB) - I RADC (Griffiss) - 3
ESC (Tyndall) - I WL (Kirtland) - 1

6. Disciplines Represented - 9

Chemical Engineering - 1 Industrial Engineering - 2
Chemistry - 2 Mathematics - I
Civil Engineering - 1 Mechanical Engineering - 1
Computer Science - I Physics - 4
Electrical Engineeriag - 4
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PROGRAM STATISTICS - PAGE TWO

7. Number of Colleges/Universities Represented - 15

Boston University Missouri/Rolla, University of

Carnegie Mellon University New Mexico, University of
Colorado State University Oklahoma, University of

Dayton, University of (2) Pennsylvania State University (2)

Florida, University of South Florida, University of
Kansas, University of Wright State Unviersity

Kent State University Wittenberg University
Kentucky, University of

8. Number of StatesUS Territories Represented - 11

Colorado Missouri

Florida New Mexico
Indiana Ohio

Kansas Oklahoma
Kentucky Pennsylvania
Massachusetts
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LIST OF GRADUATE STUDENTS Page 1

NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY

ASSIGNED

Robin Archer Degree: B.S. in Chemical Engineering
University of Dayton 1982
Chemical Engineering Department Specialty: Biomedical Engineering
Dayton, OH 45469 Assigned: APL
(513) 229-6227

James Bogan Degree: B.S. in Physics, 1975
Colorado State University Specialty: Ring Laser & Dye Laser Amp.

Physics Department Assigned: FJSRL
Ft. Collins, CO 80523
(303) 491-7723

Mary Doddy Degree: B.E. in Mechanical Engineering,
Univeristy of Dayton 1980

Mechanical Engineering Department Specialty: Mechanical Engineering (Design
Dayton, OH 45469 & Materials)
(513) 229-2238 Assigned: AMRL

Brenda Evans Degree: B.S. Ed. Biology, Chemistry,

Wright State University Physical Science, 1981
Chemistry Department Specialty: Organic and Polymer Chemistry

Dayton, OH 45435 Assigned: ML
(513) 873-2855

Dorothy Fitzgerald Degree: B.S. in Geology, 1977
Boston University Specialty: Computer Science
College of Engineering Assigned: AD
Boston, MA 02215
(617) 353-2823

Joffery Harpster Degree: B.S. in Industrial Engineering,

P-nn State University 1982
Industrial Engineering Department Specialty: Ergonomics Engineering

U'nveriity Park, PA 16802 Assigned: AMRL
t814) 865-7601

David Israel Degree: B.S. in Civil Engineering, 1982
University of Florida Specialty: Geotechnical Engineering

Civil Engineering Department Assigned: ESC
G.iinesville, FL 32601
(904) 392-0933

Jeffrey Kallman Degree: M.S. in Electrical Engineering,

Carnegie-Mellon University 1981
Electrical Engineering Department Specialty: Biological Control Threory
Pittsburgh, PA 15213 Assigned: AMRL

(412) 578-3030
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LIST OF GRADUATE STUDENTS Page 2

NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY
ASSIGNED

James Kempton Degree: B.A. in Physics, 1982
Wittenberg University Specialty: Solid State Physics
Physics Department Assigned: AL
Springfield, OH 45504
(513) 323-6600

Tim Krimm Degree: B.S. in Electrical Engineering,
University of Kentucky 1982
Electrical Engineering Department Specialty: Electromechanics
Lexington, KY 40515 Assigned: APL
(606) 272-3802

John Newman Degree: B.S. in Chemistry
University of New Mexico Specialty: Physical Chemistry
Physical Chemistry Department Assigned: WL
Albuquerque, NM 87123
(505) 296-7674

Craig A. Paul Degree: B.S. in Computer Science, 1980
Kansas University Specialty: Computer Science
Computer Science Department Assigned: RADC/Griffiss
Lawrence, KS 66045
(913) 864-4832

Gregory Punkar Degree: B.S. in Physics, 1981
Kent State University Specialty: Physics
Physics Department Assigned: ML
Kent, OH 44242

(216) 672-2880

Jeffrey Swindle Degree: B.S. in Electrical Engineering,
University of Missouri-Rolla 1981
Electrical Engineering Department Specialty: Optics
Rolla, MO 65401 Assigned: RADC/Griffiss

(314) 364-4180

Rodney Wetterskog Degree: B.S. in Physics, 1981
University of Oklahoma Specialty: Atomic and Molecular Physics
Physics Department Assigned: GL
Norman, OK 73019
(405) 325-3961

Kevin Wilson Degree: B.S. in Engineering
University of South Florida Specialty: Microelectronics-Experimental
Electrical Engineering Department and Theoretical
Tampa, FL 33620 Assigned: RADC/Griffiss

(813) 974-2582 ext. 285
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LIST OF GRADUATE STUDENTS Page 3

NAME/ADDRESS DEGREE, SPECIALTY, LABORATORY
ASSIGNED

Brian Wood Degree: B.S. in Industrial Engineering,
Pennsylvania State University 1982
Industrial Engineering Department Specialty: Industrial Engineering

State College, PA 16801 Assigned: ML
(814) 234-8168
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PART'ICIPANT IABORATOR ASSIGNMET

1982 USAF/SCEEE GRAMXWTE STUDENT SUMMER SUPPRT POGRAM

AERD PROPULSION IABORATORY
(Wright-Patterson Air Force Base)

1. Ms. Robin Archer - University of Dayton
2. Mr. Tim Krimm - University of Kentucky

AEROSPACE MEDICAL RESEARCH LABORATORM
(Wright-Patterson Air Force Base)

1. Ms. Mary Doddy - University of Dayton
2. Mr. Jeffrey Harpster - Pennsylvania State University
3. Mr. Jeffrey Kallman - Carnegie-Mellon Unviversity

ARMAMEN DIVISION
(Eglin Air Force Base)

1. Ms. Dorothy Fitzgerald - Boston University

AVIONICS LABORATORY

(Wright-Patterson Air Force Base)
1. Mr. James Keq)ton - Wittenberg University

ENGINEERING & SERVICES CENTER
(Tyndall Air Force Base)

1. Mr. David Israel - University of Florida

FRANK J. SEILEER RESEARCH LABORATORY
(USAF Academy)

1. Mr. James Bogan - Colorado State University

GOPHYS ICS LABORATORY
(Hansou Air Force Base)

1. Mr. Rodney Wetterskog - University of Oklahoma

MATERIALS LAORATORY
(Wright-Patterson Air Force Base)

1. Ms. Brenda Evans - Wright State University
2. Mr. Gregory Punkar - Kent State University
3. Mr. Brian Wood - Pennsylvania State University

ROME AIR DEVE-PMENT CENITER
(Griffiss Air Force Base)

1. Mr. Craig Paul - Kansas University
2. Mr. Jeffrey Swindle - University of Missouri/Rolla
3. Mr. Kevin Wilson - University of South Florida

WEAONS ABORA

(Kirtland Air Force Base)
1. Mr. Jdhn Newnan - University of New Mexico
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APPENDIX It

1. Listing of Research Reports Submitted in the
1982 Summer Faculty Research Program

2. Abstracts of the 1982 Associate's Research Reports



RESEARCH REPORTS

1982 GRADUATE STUDENT SUMMER SUPPORT PROGRAM

Volume I
Report
Number Title Graduate Researcher

Conceptualization of the Robin S. Archer

Dynamic Behavior of the

Flow-Field in APL Combustor

2 Technology Development for the James R. Bogan

Study of Laser Damage in
Plastics

3 A Dynamic Model of Acceleration Mary Doddy
Stress Protection in the
Human Aircrew Member

4 Synthesis of Acetylene Brenda G. Evans
Terminated Sulfone (ATS)

Candidates

5 Improvement in the Numeric Dorothy A. FitzGerald
Solution of Aerodynamic
Equations

6 Modeling of Active neuromusculatire Jeffrey L. Harpster
Response to Mechanical Stress

Static and Dynamic Response David L. Israel
of Aircraft Shelters

8 rrials and Tribulations at Jeffrey S. Kallman

the Helmet Mounted
Oculomotor Facility

9 Oxygen Implantat ion of Jam s R. Kempton

Gallium Arsenide

10 hlectrically Comppo qated Tim W. Krimm

Constant Speed Drive
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Volume I
Report
Number Title Graduate Researcher

11 Photojonization of Iodine J. Kent Newman
Molecules and Clusters
in a Supersonic Molecular
Beam

12 A Simplified Users Guide for Craig A. Paul
the ICSSM Communications
Package

13 A Model for Pulsed Laser Gregory D. Punkar
Annealing of Silicon

14 Analysis and Modeling of a Jeffrey M. Swindle
Real-Time Holography
System

15 rhe Measurement of Ion-Molecule Rodney E. Wetterskog
Reaction Rate Coefficients

16 Analysis and Comments on the Kevin Wilson
Theory of the Capacitance-

Ratio Test

17 The Manufacturing Control Brian 0. Wood

Language for Robotic Work
Cell
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CONCEPTUALIZATION OF THE DYNAMIC BEHAVIOR OF THE FLOW-FIELD IN
THE APL COMBUSTOR

by

Sarwan S. Sandhu and Robin S. Archer

ABSTRACT

Results of a brief investigation of the dynamic behavior of a

bluff-body stabilized diffusion flame are presented f. r air and fuel

flow rates of 1kg/s and 6kg/hr, respectively. A cine film, acquired at

4000 frames/s, of the reacting flow field near the bluff-body was

analyzed with regard to time variant interaction between the annulus air

stream and the flame stabilizing recirculation zone. Air vortices

generated from the shear layer of the air stream appear to interact with

the recirculating zone while growing as they move downstream. Estimated

air vortex average axial and rotational velocities are 22.8 M/s and

548.9 rad/s, respectively. Estimated peripheral average angular

velocity of reactive fluid recirculating zone is 506.5 rad/s. Fluid,

made visible by dispersed reacting and emitting relatively "small" sized

gaseous pockets, appears to move upstream in a core about the centerline

towards the recirculating spatial region. Reacting fluid, made visible

by light emission, appears to be peeled off the recirculating reactive

zone in the form of.cylindrical shells with irregular boundaries at

quasi-periodic intervals. Ratio of air vortex to flame turbule

frequency at an axial dimensionless location of 0.68 is about 2/1.
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TECHNOLOGY DFVELOPHENT FOR THE STUDY OF LASER DAMAGE IN PLASTIrs

by

James R. Bogan

Abstract

Certain transparent plastic materials have exhibited laser damage

thresholds comparable to conventional optical materials such as

glass. To ascertain the physical properties of these materials which

enhance their resistance to pulsed laser beam damage, several

experiments were initiated with laser pulses which will releatahlv

produce damage. Finally, the construction, alignment, and testing of

a nitric oxide Raman cell wavelength shifter is described. This

device is used in conjunction with a Q-switched Nd:Glass laser

system, to derive high peak power infrared light pulses of

wavelengths of 1.315 microns, as well as 1.06 microns for the study

of laser damage in plastics.
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A DYNAMIC MODEL OF ACCELERATION STRESS PROTECTION

IN THE HU.&N AIRCREW MEMBER

by

Patrick J. Sweeney, Ph.D., P.E.

.ary Doddy. M.S.

ABSTRACT

Tnis dynamic simulation computer model demonstrates the affects

of G-forces upon the eyeball pressure of the aircrew member in various

G-force environments. The stress relieving affects of G-suits and air-

crew straining (M-i and L-I raneuvers) are dram.tically depicted. The

c.-.anwes in the straining r-,mneuver prugrams are evident in eyeball pres-

sure and energy drain on the aircrew members. Further research in this

area will undoubtedly risult in improved aircrew perfor-,ince in high

and varying C-force environments.
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SYNTHESIS OF ACETYLENE TERMINATED

SULFONE (ATS) CANDIDATES

by

James J. Kane

and

Brenda G. Evans

ABSTRACT

Certain acetylene terminated sulfone (ATS) systems are of interest

as possible replacements for epoxy resins. The beneficial feature which

the ATS systems are expected to offeris their insensitivity to moisture.

Reaction schemes for their synthesis are outlined and discussed. Fin-

ally, the synthesis of certain of the intermediates required for the

ATS candidates are reported and discussed and recommendations for fut-

ure work in this area are presented.
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by

Dorothy A. FitzGerald
Luigi Morino

An improvement is made in the algcrithm for the time-

Comain integration of the potential aerodynamic equations.

The new methoo of scIlution is consiuerably faster than the

old one (which is already about one order of magnitude

faster than the only competitcr) and the results indicate

that considerable additional savings can be achieved,

especially if parallel processing is utilizeG. It was noted

that with the above changes, the solution of the steady

state problem using a time 6omain transient analysis can be

faster than by direct Gaussian elimination of the steady

state equation. An attempt is made to extenu the same idea

to oscillatory flows.
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MODELING OF ACTIVE NEUROMSCULATURE RESPONSE

TO MECHANICAL STRESS

by

Dr. Andris Freivalds

and

Mr. Jeffrey L. Harpster

ABSTRACT

The Articulated Total Body (ATB) Model, based on rigid-body dynamics

with Euler equations of motion and Lagrange type constraints, was used to

predict the forces and motions experienced by air crew personnel in typical

f-ight operations. To provide a more realistic representation of human

dc.n=mics, an active wruscu~azure vas added to the A7B Nodel via the

newly developed advanced harness system. The lumped three parameter

muscle model included a contractile element, a damping element and a

parallel elastic element.

Two validation studies were performed. The first simulated elbow

flexion with one muscle/harness system representing the biceps brachii and

the brachialis. The results indicated that the force velocity effects

produced the greatest charnes in force, with significant force changes

due to the damping element and length tension relationship and no force

changes due to the parallel-elastic element. The second study si-ulated

the whole body respcnse to a 2-G lateral force utilizing trunk musculature.y

Although the musculature did not completely prevent the lateral deflection

of the body, the response is significantly delayed compared to a control

response, with the head and neck 3ijntaining the upright post.'re for a

longer period of time.
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Static and Dynamic Response

of Aircraft Shelters

by

David L. Israel

ABSTRACT

The feasibility of a fourth generation aircraft shelter

is investigated. The development of mathematical models,

simulating a double-radius cylindrical shelter are presented.

The models are analyzed both statically and dynamically with

the use of SAP IV (Structural Analysis Program).

Investigations of various loading conditions were

performed to determine the effect of assumed threats on the

structure. Structural response under each of the loading

cases is studied in an attempt to determine which parts of

the shelter will be subjected to the most severe stresses.

Suggestions are offered as to which type of model and loading

configuration would be the most representative and realsitic

for ?ny future development in this area.
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TRIALS AND TRIBULATIONS AT THE HELMET MOUNTED OCULOMOTOR FACILITY

by

A. Terry Bahill & Jeffrey S. Kallman

ABSTRACT

We spent most of the summer debugging the Helmet Mounted Oculometer

Facility (HMOF) equipment. On our last day we were finally able to gather

data on human head and eye coordination. We brought this data back to

Carnegie-Mellon University; we were able to put it on our computer system and

analyze it with our proirans.
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OXYGEN IMPLANTATION OF GALLIUM ARSENIDE

by

James R. Kempton

ABSTRACT

The development of a stable semi-insulating layer in ion-implanted

gallium arsenide is investigated. Analysis of samples, implanted with

oxygen-18. by Rutherford backscattering and Capacitance-Voltage

techniques discloses thick compensating layers with a low amount of

damage after an 800 C anneal. Suggestions for further research on

this material are offered.
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ELECTRICALLY COMPENSATED CONSTANT SPEED DRIVE

by

Tim W. Krimm

and

Jimmie J. Cathey

ABSTRACT

The feasibility of designing a constant speed drive utilizing a

mechanical differential in conjunction with a parallel electric drive

speed compensation link is examined. Bidirectional power flow in the

electric compensation link uses two high-speed, permanent-magnet, three-

phase machines interconnected by a power conditioning network. One

machine is operated as a brushless dc machine, while the other functions

as a variable speed synchronous machine. Steady-state performance of two

types of power conditioning are studied--a dc link inverter and a cyclo-

converter link.

The dc link inverter with bidirectional power flow is found to

require excessive values of current to allow full range reverse power

flow. A mode switch to synchronous inversion is necessary to reduce

current values, but it adds the penalty of increase in power electronic

devices and control complexity. The cycloconverter link is found to

offer the better full range bidirectional power flow. In addition, a dc

link system is examined for a method of operation with unidirectional

power flow through the compensation link at the expense of increased size

of electrical machines, but offering simpler controls.

Suggestions are made for further research on this system concept.
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PHOTOIONIZATION OF IODINE MOLECULES AND CLUSTERS

IN A SUPERSONIC MOLECULAR BEAM

by

Edward A. Walters

and

J. Kent Newman

ABSTRACT

In preparation for a study of the photoionization of 12, 13 14 etc. a

photoionization mass spectrometer employing a supersonic molecular beam emerg-

ing from a small nozzle was relocated from Los Alamos National Laboratory.

Much of the effort described here has to do with moving and critical alignment

of the mass spectrometer. Also described are the results of a literature sur-

vey of the photoionization and photoelectron spectroscopy literature on the

important iodine molecules and clusters. Design of a nozzle for the genera-

tion of 13 is discussed. WorK done in interfacing a PDP 11/23 computer to

tne mass spectrometer and initial results of software development for control-

ling the experiments are described.
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A qIPDR?,TFTIF USERS GUInE FOR THE

ICSSM COMMUNICATIONS PACKAGE

by

Craig A. Paul

ABSTRACT

The Interactive Communications System Simulation

Model (ICSSSM) was presented to RADC by Hazeltine

Corporation on June 16, 1982. The accompanying users

manual, while presenting some information for running the

ICSSM package and programming to add simulation

capabilities to ICSSM was far too detailed in some cases,

lacked important information in other cases, and required

too much knowledge of the internal workings of the package

for the manual to make much sense to the user and

potential programmer.

Hazeltine presented a half-day briefing for potential

ICSSM users and left a users manual behind. After two and

a half weeks of reading the users manual, some

conversations with Hazeltine, and examination of the ICSSM

FORTRAN coding I could implement my own ICSSM modules and

explain to others via a seminar and a short users guide

how to really use ICSSM to simulate communication systems
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and install their own ICSSM modules into the package.

Included in this report is a half-page users guide

and an ICSSM programmers guide. The programmers guide is

intended as a supplement to be referred to concurrently

while examining certain sections of the ICSSH users

manual.
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A MODEL FOR PULSED LASER AF!EALIIG OF SILICON

by

Gregory D. Punkar

ABSTRACT

In this paper we seek a solution of the thermal diffusion

equation, which describes pulsed laser annealing of silicon.

This equation is a non-linepr differential enuation with temp-

erature-deDendent parameters; functional forms are fitted to

these parameters using empirical data. For the non-homogeneous

case (including the incident laser source term), the eruqtion

is solved numerically, using sn adiabatic approxima-tion to in-

corporate the temperature dependences of thermal and opticPl

properties. Melt depths and evaporption losses Pre a'so tsbu-

lated numerically using energy balnce enuntions.

An analytical method for solving the homogeneous enuption

is introduced, apnlicable for certain furctionnl forms of temp-

erature-dependent thermal properties. This method is not in-

corporated into the above-mentioned model; however, we include

it as it may be useful in other contexts.
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ANALYSIS AND MODELING OF A REAL-TIME HOLOGRAPHY SYSTEM

by

Jerome Knopp

and

Jeffrey M. Swindle

ABSTRACT

The real-time holography system was studied in some detail using

a generic model. It is shown that aberrations are introduced by
wavelength rescaling. Further errors are generated by the very

nature of phase recording a hologram plus the non-linearities in
the recording media. Resolution requirements and MTF limitations
show that present day phase recording devices are just barely
adequate to correct low level turbulence.

A study of the system using dimensional analysis showed that the
Fresnel approximation may be used to construct a scale model based
on Arkadiew's Law.
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THE MEASUREMENT OF ION-MOLECULE REACTION RATE COEFFICIENTS

by

Thomas M. Miller and Rodney E. Wetterskog

ABSTRACT

Rate coefficients have been measured for C , CO , and CO2

reactions with 02 over a temperature range of 90-450 K using a

selected-ion flow-tube (SIFT) apparatus at the Air Force Geophysics

Laboratory. Charge transfer is observed to take place for CO+ + 02

and CO2 + 02' but is not allowed energetically for C+ + 02. Instead,

we observe C ++ 02v 0 + CO and C+ 02'. CO + 0 occurring. The

C 4 02 reaction is found to proceed at its gas kinetic rate of about

9 x 10- 10 cm 3/s, independent of temperature for 90-450 K. The rate

coefficients for both the CO
+ 

+ 02 and CO2
+ 

+ 02 reactions are de-

creasing functions of temperature in this range. The ion flow velocity

in the SIFT apparatus has been determined versus gas pressure and

temperature using a time-of-flight technique. These results, combined

with our helium flow measurements, have significant implications for

low-temperature reaction experiments with flow-tube reactors.
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ANALYSIS AND COMMENTS ON THE THEORY OF THE

CAPACITANCE-RATIO TEST

BY

R. L. REMKE

K. WILSON

University of South Florida

ABSTRACT

A detailed analysis is given on the theory of the capacitance-ratio test used in the

detection of moisture in hermetically sealed microe!ectronic packages. The medel

for the moisture-induced frequency-depenoent capacitance observed between pins of

an integrated circuit is developed. This model is then extended to describe its use in

the capacitance-ratio test. Also included are some observations and comments

concerning the implementation and use of the capacitance-ratio test.
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THE MANUFACTURING CONTROL LANGUAGE FOR ROBOTIC WORK CELLS

by

Mark A. Fugelso and Brian 0. Wood

ABSTRACT

Under contract F33615-78-C-5189 within the United States Air Force

ICAM program, the McDonnell Douglas Corporation has developed the

Manufacturing Control Language (MCL) for use with robotic work cells.

An extension of the numerical control language APT, MCL contains control

words for real time decision making and vision processing. These

facilities, along with several other features, make this language a

versatile off-line programming tool. This paper gives a basic overview

of MCL's capabilities. Suggestions for further research in this area

are offered.
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CONCEPTUALIZATION OF THE DYNAMIC BEHAVIOR OF THE FLOW-FIELD IN
THE APL COMBUSTOR

by

Sarwan S. Sandhu and Robin S. Archer

ABSTRACT

Results of a brief investigation of the dynamic behavior of a

bluff-body stabilized diffusion flame are presented for air and fuel

flow rates of ikg/s and 6kg/hr, respectively. A cine film, acquired at

4000 frames/s, of the reacting flow field near the bluff-body was

analyzed with regard to timi variant interaction between the annulus air

stream and the flame stabilizing recirculation zone. Air vortices

generated from the shear layer of the air stream appear to interact with

the recirculating zone while growing as they move downstream. Estimated

air vortex average axial and rotational velocities are 22.8 m/s and

548.9 rad/s, respectively. Estimated peripheral average angular

velocity of reactive fluid recirculating zone is 506.5 rad/s. Fluid,

made visible by dispersed reacting and emitting relatively "small" sized

gaseous pockets, appears to move upstream in a core about the centerline

towards the recirculating spatial region. Reacting fluid, made visible

by light emission, appears to be peeled off the recirculating reactive

zone in the form of cylindrical shells with irregular boundaries at

quasi-periodic intervals. Ratio of air vortex to flame turbule

frequency at an axial dimensionless location of 0.68 is about 2/1.
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CONCEPTUKLIZATION OF TUE DYNAMIC BEHAVIOR OF THE FLOW-FIELD IN

THE APL COMBUSTOR

Obiective and Introduction

The main objective of the effort expended in the ten week summer

period was to clarify the dynamic behavior of the flow-field in the APL

combustor in the "near bluff-body spatial region". Such clarification

helps in gaining insight into the air and fuel mixing process resulting

in reactant consuming exothermic combustion process. Unsteady flame

behavior was observed and studied in terms of flame turbuies in the APL

combustor,' 2 ,3 using cine photograpic and CH emission recording

techniques. Later, high speed Mn-laser shadowgraphy and cine

photography were employed to further shed some light on the dynamic

behavior of the kPL combustor. A cine film acquired at 4000 frames per

second for air flow rate of 1kg/s and fuel flow rate of 6kg/hr indicated

the dynamic behavior more clearly. Dynamic behavior of the flow field

was investigated by analyzing the cine and high speed shadowgraphic

films.

Methods of analyses to acquire various types of qualitative and

quantitative information regarding the dynamic behavior of the flow

field are described. Deduced dynamic flow field is approximately

depicted as contour diagrams. Quantitative estimated results on air

indentation (or vortex) axial velocity, its growth rate and frequency;

flame turbule frequency and length for air flow rate of lkg/s and fuel

flow rate of 6kg/hr are briefly discussed. Estimated characteristic

dimensions of the CO 2 jet for air flow rate of lkg/s and CO 2 flow rate

of 4kg/br are also reported.
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EXPERIMENTAL

Combustion RiL

A schematic diagram of the Aero Propulsion Laboratory (APL)

combustion tunnel is shown in Figure 1. The centerbody is 79 cm. long

and 14 cm. in diameter. Gaseous propane fuel is injected through a 4.8

mm diameter tube at the center of the centerbody. Air flows through

the annular space between the outer duct and the centerbody. A 31.8 mm

long square-cell honeycomb flow straightener with a cell size of 4.8 mm

square and two number 16 mesh screens are mounted in the annulus. The

25.4 cm diameter duct has 30.5 x 7.6 cm viewing ports that provide both

optical and conventional probe access to combusting regions. Additional

information about the combustion tunnel is given in Rcferences 1 and 3.

QUALITATIVE CHARACTERIZATION OF FLOW FIELD

The qualitative characterization of the flow field of the bluff-

body diffusion flame was obtained by examining shadowgraphic and cine

films of the flame at an air flow rate of 1kg/s and fuel flow ratee of

4 and 6kg/hr. The shadowgraphic films were shot at 6583 frames/s and

the cine films at 4000 frames/s. Two hundred photographic stills were

obtained from the cine films and used for closer examination. The

viewing port did not facilitate the visualization of the entire flame

so that the flame was assumed to be symmetrical and only hal' was

investigated.

QUANTITATIVE DATA COLLECTION

The cine films, shadowgraphic films, and photographic stills were

used to quantify certain aspects of the flow field. In all cases, the

bluff-body image diameter was measured and a magnification factor

obtained to facilitate the conversion of image m,!asurements to real

values. The cine films were used to determine air indentation or vortex
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linear velocities, flame turbule and air vortex shedding frequencies,

and recirculation zone rotational velocity. The photographic stills

were used to measure flame turbule length and air vortex and

recirculation zone rotational velocities. The shadowgraphic films were

used to determine the cold jet dimensions for CO 2 flow rate of 4kg/hr

and air flow rate of 1kg/s.

The presence of an air vortex was detected by observing the air-

reaction zone interface. An indentation of the reactiong zone, caused

by the vortexing air, indicated the presence of an air vortex. These

indentations were used to measure air vortex shedding frequency and

velocities. The presence of a flame turbule was indicated by the

formation of a cylindrical shell of reacting and emitting fluid which

moved downstream.

AIR VORTEX SHEDDING AND FLAME TURBULE FREQUENCIES

Two locations were chosen to measure air vortex shedding

frequency; 5 and 9.5 cm downstream of the bluff-body face. Flame

turbule frequency was determined at a location 9.5 cm downstream of

the bluff-body face. The cine film was viewed at 2 frames/s to

measure frequencies.

When measuring air vortex shedding frequency, the number of

indentations that appeared in a set number of frames was counted; the

number of indentations and number of frames were recorded. The

frequency was obtained by dividing the number of indentations by the

time equivalent of the number of frames. Ten and nine independent

measurements were taken at the 5 and 9.5 cm locations, respectively.

The arithmetic mean of the measurements was found to give an average

air vortex shedding frequency at each location.
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To measure flame turbule frequency, the number of reacting fluid

shells which passed by the location in a set number of frames was

recorded. Six independent measurements were made and those results

were averaged to yield an average flame turbule frequency.

AIR VORTEX LINEAR VELOCITIES

For simplification of analyses, as well as to make the results

more consistent and less subjective, each air vortex was assumed to be

circular. The center and arc of the vortex were then traced through a

series of frames, corresponding to a real time interval. The velocity

in the Z-direction was determined by measuring the movement of the

vortex center in the Z-direction. The velocity in the y-direccion,

the growth rate, and the flame velocity were determinec in the

following manner.

F(-AMF& -A iV

-z /LJ
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,'e (Air vortex-flame interface radial velocity) - (air vortex center
radial velocity) - 1/2 (air vortex diametrical growth rate)

The flame-air vortex interface velocity was measured by drawing

horizontal tangents to the vortex curves. Air vortex center velocity

in the y-direction was measured by the movement of Lhe vortex center in

the y-direction. Growth rate was determined from twice the change in

radii of the vortex curves.

RECIRCULATION ZONE ROTATIONAL VELOCITY

The recirculation zone rotational velocity was determined using

photographic stills under the assumption that the air vortex was an

identifiable object on the recirculation zone. The angle swept by the

vortex in a set number of frames was recorded. The rotational velocity

was determined by dividing the angle by the time equivalent of the

frames. Such measurements were performed on five distinct air vortices.

FLAME TURBULE LENGTH

The flame turbule length was found by use of the photographic

stills. Appropriate frames in which the turbule was apparent were found

and the length was determined directly from the picture by the

application of magnification factor. Figure 2 illustrates two such

appropriate frames. Four independent measurements were made and the

results were averaged to give an average flame turbule length.

AIR VORTEX ROTATIONAi VELOCITY

The photographic stills were used to measure air vortex rotational

velocity. A series of frames were selected in which an identifiable

eddy was present. Figure 3 shows one such series. The angle swept from

one frame to the next was measured and from this the air vortex angular

velocity was determined. Eleven independent measurements were made and

the arithmetic mean was calculated to give an average air vortex
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Fuel flow rate -6kg/hr

Figure 2. Photographic stills made from cine film (framing
speed 4000/s) illustrating mnethod of estimation of
flame turbule length
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Figure 3. (continued)
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rotational velocity.

COLD JET DIM!NSIONS

In the shadowgrapic fiim, the outline of the cold jet was

visible. The jet consists of a linearly expanding portion,

originating at the bluff-body. This conical portion terminates in a

"mushroom" portion.

027r1o'4 PoR11014

The diameter at the end of the conical portion of the jet and the

axial position of this diameter, the maximum jet diameter and the

axial position of this diameter, and the axial position of the end of

the jet were measured and recorded. Six independent measurements of

each dimension were taken and averaged to yield the average cold jet

dimensions.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A MODEL OF NEAR REGION REACTING FLOW FIELD

IN THE WAKE OF THE BLUFF-BODY

Figure 4 depicts a model of near flow field deduced from cine and

high speed shadowgraphic film analyses. A picture of the flow-field

indicated is considered to be applicable for air flow rate of Ikg/s and

fuel flow rate range up to 6kg/hr. Fuel jet, I, spreads in a conical

manner up to Z/D
= 

0.4 by entraining fluid from the surrounding

environment. Fuel jet "mushroom" is apparent between Z/D 
= 

0.4 to 0.7.

Fuel jet "mushrooming" can be thought of as a resultant effect of

backward flow, 2 , interaction against the forward flowing jet fuel,

and inner, 3 and outer, 5 recirculation zones. Analyses of high

speed shadowgraphic films indicate that fuel jet mushroom "wobbles" with

time. The jet mushroom wobbling phenomenon may be explained in terms of

fluid interactions and time varying turbulence structure of the jet-

surrounding flow field. Jet fuel and hot backward flowing fluid, 2,

are shown to mix as indicated by 4 . The hot fluid and jet fuel keep

on mixing by turbulence and molecular diffusion processes while the

mixed fluid moves upstream towards the face of the bluff-body, 9 . The

mixed flow fluid stream, 4 splits into two portions. One becomes part

of the inner recirculation zone,3, and the other part of the outer

recirculation zone, 5. Structure and rotational orientation of the

inner recirculation zone is indicated by 3. The jet fuel and the inner

recirculation zone fluid mixing could occur via turbulent entrainment

and molecular diffusion processes. Time varying structures of outer

recirculation zone,5, and air indentation (or, air vortex), 6, are

depicted in Fig. 4 a - e. Recirculation zone, 5 extends to almost Z/D
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Figure 4. A conceptual model of rear region reacting flow field
in the wake of the bluff-body iii the API. combustor.
Scale: 1/2 of full size.
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Fuel jet, I

"Backward Flow" 2

Inner recirculation zone, 3

"Mixed Upstream Flow" 4

"Outer Recirculation Zone" 5

Air Vortex, 6

Flame turbule fragment, 7

Annulus air stream, 8

Cylindrical bluff-body incorporating fuel injection tube, 9

Combustion duct, 10

Figure 4 (continued)
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Figure 5. Photographic stills made from cine film (Framing
speed 4000/ s)showi1ng a ir indentat ion vor tex) growth.
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= 1.0, and Y/D - 0.5. It is pointed out here that the outer

recirculation zone boundary may fluctuate around these size limits. Air

indentation or vortex, 6, is made visible by interaction of annulus air

against reacting and illuminating fluid in the outer recirculation zone.

Air vortex appears to grow as indicated by Fig. 4 and photographic

stills, Fig. 5. Air vortex moves downstream with average estimated

axial velocity of about 22.8 m/s which is close to annulus air velocity

of 23.3 m/s. Assuming air vortex as an identifiable object attached to

the periphery of the outer recirculation zone, estimated peripheral

angular velocity of the recirculation zone is 506.5 radians/s. Air

turbule growth may be attributed to its fluid heating as it moves

downstream by exchange of heat energy between the relatively hot

reacting fluid in the recirculation zone and vortex fluid. Some

dispersion of the reacting fluid of the outer recirculating zone into

the air vortex is also indicated by cine film analyses. Quasi-periodic

interaction of air turbules with the outer recirculation zone fluid can

be thought to augment mixing of the jet fuel with the surrounding fluid.

Fig. 4 e indicates an ideal situation of an air vortex arrival at the

downstream end of the outer recirculation zone. Such a situation often

coincides with "slipping" of an irregularly bounded cylindrical shell of

reacting fluid in the downstream direction. It is interesting to note

that the ratio of air vortex to flame turbule frequency determined at

location of Z/D -0.7 is about two to one, and average flame turbule

length being about 9 cm determined at this location. These results are

specifically valid for air flow rate of 1kg/s.

Fluid evacuation of the recirculation region in terms cof Lequency

associated flame turbules may be speculated as a mechanism to maintain

time average mass conservation of the recirculating fluid spatial
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region. Just after the moment of "detachment" of a flame turbule,

upatr am moving fluid appears to speed-up to undo the effect of fluid

evacuation of the recirculation region. The upstream moving fluid is

speculated to slow down as mass and thermal energy content of the

recirculation region dynamically increases to a "saturation" point for

an air and fuel flow rate combination. The moment the saturation point

is reached, the recirculation zone is thought to be most unstable and

ready to loose fluid in the form of irregularly surfaced cylindrical

shells.

The view about the rotation of air indentation or vortex, 6, is as

follows. Air vortices are generated from shear layer of annulus air

stream in the vicinity of the bluff-body cylindrical surface. The

probable rotational sense, clockwise, is in opposition to that of the

outer recirculation zone, 5 . Rotational sense of the air vortex should

not be necessarily taken as opposing the linear motion of fluid elements

on the periphery of the outer recirculation zone. If one imagines that

the downstream directional net of the downstream convection and

tangential velocity of a point on the vortex periphery closest to the

recirculation zone is greater or equal to the linear velocity of a fluid

element on the periphery of the recirculation zone, rotating vortex does

not oppose motion of the recirculation zone fluid. This explanation is

in agreement with what has been observed in relevance to the dynamic

behavior of the near flow field spatial region. Alternatives to the

above explanation are: (a) no air vortex rotation, (b) a pair of two

fluid vortices, one nearer to the air stream, rotating clockwise and the

other nearer to the recirculation zone rotating counterclockwise. At

the time of the writing of this report the explanation given prior to
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the alternatives appears to be more appropriate. Vortex angular

velocity estimated from photographic stills is 548.9 rad/s.

A comment concerning the relationship of the flow-field to the

combustion process is as follows. Fuel combustion takes place in the

spatial region consisting of inner and outer recirculation zones

sandwiching a mixed upstream flowing fluid in between them in three

dimensional space. Escape of the fuel from the near flow field region

can be thought of in terms of irregularly surfaced cylindrical flame

turbules slipping downstream of the flow-field region, at least, for

fuel flow rates of less than 6kg/hr and air flow rate of 1kg/s.

Air Indentation (or vort .x) Axial Velocity Growth Rate

Frequency

Table 1 shows the air indentation estimated axial velocity

component and growth rate data used to determine the average values.

Arithmetic average values of axial velocity component and growth rate

are 22.78 + 11.4 (std. dav.) m/s, and 12.6 + 8.96 (std. dev.) m/s,

respectively. Data show the variation in axial velocity and growth rate

as a function of the dimensionless axial distance, Z/D. Even at the

same location respective parametric values differ for different air

turbules. Variation in these parametric values could be explained in

terms of spatial and temporal variations in chemical reaction rate

resulting in heat release rate, and variation in fluid dynamic

interaction process occurring at the interface between the reacting

fluid in the recirculation zone and the relatively less hot surrounding

air stream.

Table 2 shows air indentation (vortex) frequency determinations at

two axial locations of Z/D - 0.36 and 0.68. Frequency at Z/D - 0.36 is

177.4 + 8.8 (std. dev.) Hz as compared with that of 143.4 + 9.8 (std.
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TABLE 1

AIR INDENTATION OR VORTEX AXIAL VELOCITY COMPONENT

AND ITS GROWTH RATE

Air Flow Rate - 1kg/s
Fuel flow rate - 6kg/hr

Z/D, dimensionless Axial velocity component, Growth rate,

axial distance Vx,a  m!& M/s

0.16 16.38 6.3

0.21 12.60 4.2

0.24 28.35 12.6

0.28 15.75 0

0.34 13.23 22.04

0.34 30.23 10.5

0.37 34.65 37.8

0.38 13.23 15.74

0.44 13.44 8.4

0.48 31.50 12.6

0.49 51.02 8.4

0.51 15.75 -

0.56 11.34 12.6

0.60 31.50 12.6

Average 22.78 12.6

+Std. Dev. +11.4 +8.96
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TABLE 2

AIR INDENTATION (OR VORTEX) FREQUENCIES

Frequency, Hz

Z, location

of frequency determination from face of the bluff-body

Z - 5 cm Z - 9.5 cm

168.00 144.00

176.00 160.00

176.00 122.00

164.06 144.93

194.29 142.86

186.33 140.19

173.16 138.41

181.82 151.72

170.37 146.67

184.33

Average 177.44 143.42

+ Std Dev + 8.78 +9.73
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dev.) Hz at Z/D - 0.68. This implies that for every ten air

indentations at the upstream axial location only about eight identations

make themselves identifiable at the downstream location. This is

indicative of probable air indentation coalescing phenomenon.

Occurrence of the phenomenon is, perhaps, due to variation in the

dynamic behavior of air indentations as they move downstream. This view

is supported by the data in Table 2.

Flame Turbule Frequency and Length

Table 3 shows flame turbule frequency and length determined at an

axial location of Z/D - 9.5/14 - 0.68. Flame turbule frequency of 70.6

+ 4.0 (std. dev.) Hz is less in comparison with air turbule frequency of

143.4 + 9.8 (std. dev.) Hz at the same axial location. This translatas

into one slipping of "an irregularly surfaced cylindrical reacting

fluid region from the recirculating spatial region" for every two air

indentations appearing. Average flame turbule length is 9.0 + .6

(std. dev.) cm, This type of information is suggestive of development

of empirical mathematical expressions to predict air vortex and flame

turbule frequencies, and, flame turbule length for a given air/fuel flow

rate combination in a bluff-body diffusion flame combustor of the APL

type. The empirically developed mathematical expressions might then be

utilized to develop a mathematical "flame turbule" combustion model to

predict combustion performance of a given combustor of the above said

type.

Cold Flow CO., Jet Characteristics, and, Air Vortex and Flame

Interface Location and Radial Velocity

Table 4 shows the various dimensions of cold flow CO 2 jet issuing

into the combustor space for an air/fuel flow rate combination of 1kg/s/

4kg/hr. It is appropriate to mention that the dimensions reported were
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TABLE 3

FLAME TURBULE FREQUENCY AND LENGTH AT AXIAL LOCATION OF 9.5 CM

FROM THE FACE OF THE BLUFF-BODY

Frequency Length

(Hz) (cm)

67.80 8.40

72.95

70.26 8.40

68.89 9.28

78.05 9.80

65.57

Average 70.59 8.97

±Std. Dev. +4.02 + 0.60
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TABLE 4

DIMENSIONS OF COLD FLOW CO2 JET ISSUING INTO THE APL COMBUSTOR

CO2 flow rate - 4kg/hr

Air flow race - 1kg/s

Jet diameter at Z - 0 is 4.8--

Set No. Zc,cm dc,cm Zmax,Cm dmax cm Ze,Cm

1 6.24 1.9 6.51 4.61 9.77

2 5.70 2.44 7.60 5.43 10.31

3 5.97 2.71 7.60 5.43 10.31

4 5.70 2.71 7.60 4.89 9.23

5 5.97 2.99 7.60 5.19 10.04

6 5.70 2.17 7.60 5.43 10.59

Mean 5.88+.20 2.49 7.42 5.16_.31 9.99+.45

+Std. +.37 +0.41

Dev.
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deduced from a shadowgraphic film recorded by means of Mn-laser with

average firing frequency of 6563/s. CO2 jet diameter spreads from 0.48

cm at Z/D - 0 to 2.49 cm at Z/D - 5.88/14 - 0.42 in a linear manner.

Downstream of Z/D - 0.42, jet spreads in to "mushroom". let mushrooming

phenomenon is explained in terms of the backward flow and the jet fluid

interaction, and the influence of the dynamic behavior of the jet

surrounding flow-field. Jet mushroom maximum diameter is 5.16 cm at Z -

Zmax - 7.42 cm; therefore, (jet mushroom maximum dia.)/(jet cone

maximum dia.) is 2.0. Maximum jet length is about 10.0 cm. Such type

of information regarding fuel jet is useful in developing predictive

combustion model in light of involvement of the fuel jet surface and

volume in reactant species mixing and combustion processes.

Table 5 shows the air vortex and flame interface location and

radial velocity towards the combustor centerline. Variation in Yint/D

as a function of Z/D may be envisioned as "flame surface wrinkling" of

the reactive zone. Yint/D fluctuates within 0.31 - 0.48 for Z/D

variation from 0.16 to 0.60. Variation in the interface radial velocity

towards the centerline as function of Z/D is also observed.
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TABLE 5

RADIAL VELOCITY COMPONENTV+y,T, INTERFACE BETWEEN THE

OUTER RECIRCULATION ZONE REACTING FLUID AND AN AIR

INDENTATION OR VORTEX

Air flow rate - 1kg/s

Fuel flow rate - 6kg/hr

Z/D Yint/D Vy't,m/s

0.16 .48 0.00
0.21 .47 -1.68
0.24 .47 -6.93
0.28 .45 -7.56
0.34 .39 -0.63
0.34 .44 -5.88
0.37 .43 -4.41
0.38 .38 -5.04
0.44 .35 -6.72
0.48 .40 -10.71
0.49 .42 -2.10
0.51 .33 -3.78
0,56 .31 -8.19
0.60 .38 -1.26

Average -4.64
+ 4.

Scd. Dev. 3.10

+ Movement of the interface along radius towards the centerline is
considered negative
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TABLE 6

Recirculation Zone Rotational

Velocity determination

Air flow rate -1kg/s
Fuel flow rate - 6kg/hr

Vortex Rotational velocity

* (rad/s)

546 .87

2 477 .06

3 314.16

4 570.14

5 624.0

Average 506.45

Std. Dev. +107.1
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Summaryof Main Conclusions

1. Dynamic behavior of the near-region combusting flow field in the

wake of the bluff-body appears to be resulting from temporal and spatial

interactions among the jet fuel,upstream moving fluid, and annular air

stream. Such interactions lead to an interesting flow-field as shown in

Figure 4 for air flow rate of lkg/s and fuel flow rate of 6kg/hr or

less.

2. "Outer recirculation zone" dimensionless size limits appear to

extend to about 1.0 and 0.5 in axial and radial directions,

respectively, for air flow rate of 1kg/s and fuel flow rate of 6kg/hr or

less. Average peripheral rotational velocity of the recirculation zone

is 506.5 rad/s.

3. Fuel escaping from combustion in the near flow field spatial region,

in the wake of the bluff-body, can be thought of in terms of irregularly

surfaced flame cylindrical shells that slip off the flow field region

quasi-periodically.

4. Ratio of air vortex/flame turbule or shell frequency is about 2/1

for the flow rate combination investigated (Air flow lkg/s, fuel flow

- 6kg/hr).

5. Air indentation or vortex interacting with the reacting, heat

generating, and light emitting fluid has estimated average axial

velocity of 22.8 m/s and rotational velocity of 548.9 red/s.

6. The internal cold flow conical jet appears to spread linearly with

the axial distance and then changes into instable "mushroom". The jet

fluid appears to be pulled into the surrounding environment as partially

indicated in Figure 4.
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Rectmendations

Although by means of the information generated from cine and high

speed shadowgraphic photography it has been possible to develop a

partial picture of the dynamic behavior of the near region flow field in

the wake of the bluff-body in the APL combustor, more quantitative

information regarding time variant system variables such as velocity and

pressure throughout the entire flow field would be needed to complete

the picture. Truly, one needs to know instantaneous values of the above

mentioned variables simultaneously at a number of points in the spatial

region in the wake of the bluff-body. Local instantaneous information

in the entire flow field should be gathered as function of time for an

isothermal cold flow under investigation. Because for a combusting low

dynamic behavior would be different, at least in magnitude of the values

of behavior related parameters if not in gross trends, simultaneous

spatial time variant quantitative information regarding velocity,

pressure, and, for maximum usefulness of the generated data, additional

information regarding temperature and species concentrations should be

experimentally acquired. A comprehensive data acquisition scheme is

suggested as follows. For each combination of air and fuel flow rates

spatial region extending from Z/D - 0. to 1.5 and, Y/D = 0. to 0.7 is

proposed for probing with 1/2 cm distance between adjacent points. For

each of two air flow rate conditions of I and 2kg/s, fuel flow rate

conditions to be investigated are 2,4,6 and 8,10,12 kg/hr. In addition,

cine films for combusting flows and high speed shadowgraphic films for

isothermal CO2 and air jet combinations would be useful. After

gathering such experimental information one would be in a better

situation to gain deeper insight and develop a more sophisticated

explanation of the dynamic behavior of the flow field, and, hence, of
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the combustion process.
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FLOW-FIELD VECTOR DIAGRAMS

In the final two weeks of the project, vector diagrams

of the proposed flow-field were constructed. The hand drawn

diagrams, the computer-generated plots, and the tabulated

data are found in this Appendix. W is the magnitude of the

vector and 4 is the angle the vector makes with the positive

Z axis.

To generate the diagrams, first a model was used to obtain

relative magnitudes of the vectors. Then known rotational velo-

cities and dimensions were used to arrive at the actual vector

magnitudes. Vector angles were obtained by using the contour

diagrams as a guide.
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T. Introduction

In 1981, a symposium on laser damage in optical materials was

held in Boulder, Colorado. There, Lt Col Ted Saito of the Frank .1.

Seiler Research Laboratory noted that the visiting Soviet group of

Manenkov, et al, of the Lehedev Physics Institute, Moscow, USSR,
1

reported the ise of a 1.06 micron laser beam with a pulse width of

10-70 nanoseconds which induced dampre in DOolvmethvlmethacsvlate

(PMMA) only at intensities exceeding 110 Rigawatts per square

centimeter. This is to he compared w.th the 4amage threshold of

approximately eight gigawatts Der square centimeter in Lithium

Niobate, a typical laser O-switch optical material, when

irradiated with a similar laser pulse.

Moreover, Manenkov et al reported that at enhancement of the

damage threshold in PMNA was obtained hy filtering the materials

before polymerization and including additives to improve the

viscoelastic properties of PMMA.

Such an improvement in optical materials would allow one to embed

a dye in the plastic, and thereby obtain an inert and pasqive

Q-switch for high power pulsed lasers or a wavelength gelector for

dye lasers.

Since the personnel of the Frank .3. Seiler Research Lahoratory

and the Physics and Electrical Fngineering Departments of the United

States Air Force Academy (t1SAPA) possess a broad base of experience

in the relevant technologies of laser damage, it is clear that such a

study has an excellent chance of producing first-rate research in

this field.
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Assisting the LISAFA -taff in this research were Profe-sor Thomas

Wigg~ios of Pennsvl-anin State tlniversitv and myself.

TI. Objectives

The nr imarv obJective of thi s research i s to devalop rho

technologv npcessary to imorove tIhe laser di-!a-2e -esistance of

plastics in order to use them for npt i csl matpr,'Pls ir Air Force

laser syStens. The Modus Operandi for acbiei'incs the nrirnorv Pgoal is

best suImmarized as follnws:

a. Characterize the infrarod pulses of our 'NdIYAG and NllCass

lasers to be uti lizeci in the damageP t-est izi.

". Irrad iate commrcial p nd jnhos i evei noed4T Ilaqt ic

materials to determine trher damage threqsholds.

C. Pvaluste the laser i~amijze morphologv.

TTI. Liser Systems

At prOSPTut, the Frank T1. Seiler Research l,.nIoratorv is titili~irg

two pulsed, infrared laser qvqtems for laser dlamage stulies: an

'in-house' Ntuilt Nd.YAG lase;r; and a commercial 'Space-Rnvs' Nd;Clpss

I ,ser. The former operates Pt lbooit one Pra7atad the latter Pt

about 'lmeeawatts, each at 1.06 microns wavelength.

Initial damae studios - ere performetd using the smaller Nd:.YAr

lsaer in tHe opticn] configuration ;ke'tched in Figiire 1.
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Figure 1.

rommercial plastic saml)leq, such as lexan and acrylate were

irradiated with single oilses from the Nd-YAC laser, and then visual

inspection of the helium-neon (HeN) illuminated site was performed.

It was found that induced damage, in situ, could he visunllv detected

with the naked eye, by observing the qO
° 

scattering of the 4eNe

light produced by the damaged site. This method, although

qualitative, worked consistently whether or not the damage was

localized on the surface or in the htlk volume of the sample.

Indeed, definite IleNe scattering was almost always correlated with

the subsequent observation under an optical microscope of laser

induced damage.
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Howeve~r, to siult the pulse parameters thit Manpenko- et al has

ach ievoel r-qu ires tile 11-e of . more power fivI laqe-, name Iv rthe

NIH:Clasq svqter.. Tt proeuicona 1/1- hPAM Iianmeter of sjpproximatelv

t~i- cpnitimeters incident on the focucsinf! lens, which ;f one Picil- to

',o of ?0 centimeters focal lenpth produceg an intenisity of.

P0W 10 7 watts 2

TI ~2 4 00 cm 2108cm (1)

= 8 x 10 12watts/cm2

jopros imatel" an ,rdoer of visagoi tueW more thin -- 'ccssatv r, r~o
1 icati-

'Inrnenkov's exper'rnents with PXYA.

To order to jrrapdiare , -vp numbe-r nf ..nripqe, it i, Aes~n'1

M;Glass to'I to cool nr'or to fi~ire. 1tence,(p Wigg~ns hss

im.pl mntr tochr'lc'lo i the Md:CG1-ss 11-" nolso 'mn~ngi-s

ion a fille rn'~lMeq'l sercr rrod .. 7irs, lsrPe rum'ler of 4i ffv-lctedi

bperns wlhicl' rrc '-torisr- oooiigh to liawago a rni-syo n-i~r. "oone

may Qx500CC n ninstic!; sample to Tv'learns Per shot ind therehv 0ohtzln a

lanr- rr data "ose; in a iz'ven t'-ie n-,r;L-j.

Much of our wor'( this "urpr hns !"non cncntratedi4 on rpeaivi nZ a

Ppir.nn wavelenqrth A'ti fter cell, ibc ris ; rprnt Iv rh argepd with

aipproximately 4. O torr of NO~ pas.. The Ai'- Trrce is: interested ir

conuducting some of the drumage studes -,t 1.'115 nictoii", the principnl

-eave iength of the ntonac iodine lispr. Th~e ioijnp lasqer at tile Fran~k

J. Seiler T.ih ; s not vet -l-Iin,. Tt haMS hen c, Iula t ed that
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stimulated Raman scattering in NO gas should produce A .?,S micron

wavelength shift in the Nd'Glpaqs laser wavplength to produce a high

power heam at 1.115 microns. We have made many attempts to ohtain

such a wavelength conversion. Our primary efforts have included

construction of a cavity re'onant it 1.115 ricrons, and focssqigp t'l,

exciting 1.06 micron rad;atjor in the center of the cell with a SO

centimeter focussing lens. All such efforts to !cvtp have not

succeede.i. Suspect in this failure is the inherently hr-nd Imqr-

line of the Nd;rlass laser ( n, "00 cm- ). Since the pain of s

stimulated process is inversely proportional to the line wiitI,, it is

clear that the gain is attenuated *priori by at least A factor of S x

10

TV. T.aser Panage

Opricil microscopy hs ieen employed to nqsers the morrhnlo', of

l.ser induced damage in commercial Plastics. What ,e have found

primarily is that regardleqs of whether the laser hear traverses the

short o, long dimension of the sample, damage occ-trs when an impurity

in the sample ahsorbs a fravrion of tie heam energv, Ine ns - result,

deforms the plastic in its neighborhood, thierebv rd(icallv chan.inlg

the scattering or the local index of rcfraction of the saRnnle and

rendering it visihle. Tndee, the impuritv nee not even lie

,Iir-ctl.v in the Iheam path to a h rh enourh onerev te cnsste the

sample; locl prximitv ;s all thnt 's r-q'iired. This corrohorates

the findiocs of Man-nItov ct .1 that a mmterinl ha a la.lq- dAm.-I

threshold is inverelv treporional to the snnle's ni'-itv.
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V. Rpcommen'dartions

OvorailI, tl-is ro.qeorrh n''oject iq proceoding Lin a proner coitrse,

vet to qccomplish the o'-iectivos outljinad wgill reqiirp mitch wero work.

Tn ordopr to uqe the R , o- sh i f ted 13d . r I s s In or n t 1.

ruic rons , A methiod wi Il havo to heP fouind to narro'', thep li nwid'th of

te 1,PI.()A oic ron i ncid(ent hess'. A freqttency qpletri,'e et-Oon of the

j)-oper thic'(ness might suffice to do the iob.

Finallv, an attempt shjoldt he ModeP to A.Ssqe the potential of thep

porticlOnr plastic(s) employed in the rlarldinp of onticl

commin-Ication fihers for high Anmasge thrp hold ontricp, rince sucrh

materials are k nown to nosq-ess q , Inv i t t nji t ot, it rotr 1R

(MAIFS R. BOCAN. THOCMAS WTrrTtJS
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A DYNAMIC MODEL OF ACCELERATION STRESS PROTECTION

IN THE HU A-N AIRCREW MEMER

by

Patrick J. Swerney, Ph.D., P.E.

Yary Doddy. M.S.

ABSTRACT

Inis dyna.ic sinulation computer model demonstrates the affects

of C-forces upon the eyeball pressure of the aircrew member in various

G-force n\.irCo:-ntS. The stress relieving affects of C-suits and air-

crew strsining (M-1 and L-I .- in:--i-vers) are dra-mmtically 3?picted. 17)e
in the straining --aneuver pregra-s are ev'dent in eyeball

sure and e-nergy drain on the aircrew members. Further research in this

area will u.:doub tdly result in improved aircrew perfor=ance in high

and varying G-force envirc-n.ents.
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A DYNAMIC MODEL OF ACCEIFIATION STRESS PROTECTION

IN THE IUM.AN AIkCREW EMBER

1. INTRODUCTION:

lncrca~ed gravitatinral fUr:e results in a number of physio-

logic changes in the human exposed to such an acceleration. Classical

methods of measuring those efferts hi.ve led to an ever-increasing knowl-

edge of the stressed V-sinlouic systcms. The two sVste-ms which have

classically provided the deifin; limits in the stressed condition are

vision and fatigue which then impinge on the performance capabilities

of the human. Various perforronce measures have also been used to

develop a greater knowledge of the acceleration environment. A multi-

tude of model structures have arisen to describe the changes in oxygen

levels, blood pressure, and in vicual capability in hope of providing

'ctter descriptiuns and dir-ctic.-s for advanced research. The rodel

in this r-p,-rt has been de'c!' c fror an alternative s:nndpoint. The

-- ition is that there are cc-.pet ins syster'.s within rie hu::an

s. iology "which require oxygen in order to function at an acceptable

level. The vision syst-m requires a continuous flow of oxygen to the

retinal laver to maintain iunction. The muscle system requires oxygen

for replenishnent of anaerobic activity and supply for aerobic activity.

The central n-rvous systrr -:ir os "3oe sime c-:- gen for its sustained

hichor 1, .,el iti-ty. "l ,e .'. in "-is q, h-.. . t t. n t. >es a
r.el ra:edto.:;ccn .:- , .: ::ttnc t:.- u," d in the

st T -,a ted -I:->. if c ' -'--t.a

uvy. Ic :,c~r" cr, i:)g tot, i , O ." . SL'-t-u

cy:-t s " ,- on te -o r.t2re ,, r of 5 S :-s s : d of

i-teract'nK t-.dbac" o s. The rtu tv :,.l ,t ation a]l1ws

- t en o ."of 1 -- 1 n t i r ; ly I , l ed west m.

. PIC, 1' " n - ,, m . I. :- . a"
.  

, 1n n tL e :.'el

r ing in unique i-, i :Zic r.t, -- e i'tt C.' ' h i-rofile.

.- -we is incl ded tlr , u h the p.,t u-rn ,:lxis ":n , nt in the

-nl .. - H ion tr:n fer f. om: '. n -id the : ,. ral , .t ien
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prediction The system model provides the basis for redefinition and

extension of acceleration research into familiar areas with new intent.

1I. OBJECTIVES:

The main objective of this project was to dynamically wdel the

acceleration stress protection in the human. This invol',ed refining

past models and submidels which were based largely on the experimental

data available in the literature. The difficulties with the previous

:udels are in r e a,-,inptions that each of the submodels is a linear

system and does not have a cross-coupling affect with the other subsys-

tems. By refining these models it was hoped that these linkages and

couplings could be closely studied. The ultimate goal in refining these

models was to arrive at a model that could be used as an optimal -ro-

teztion model.

III. hCDEL:

A. ?r~vicusiv Develoned P-,iclocic YXcdels. increased Vravi-

tational for:e s:rcass the human physioiogy in a 7.anner that causes

detrimental cha_-'es in the hu.nan's capability to maintain a:cep:b'le

performance levels. A set of physiologic models which dynarically

describe accal.ration stress responses have been developed previously.

Each model represents a major physiologic system or acceleration pro-

tection r-ecl-nism. The subnodels are assembled as a larger system using

rntural l : , r 2bes from cne srbs'.'stem to the Pe. t. Th.e :.,-jor

:'Dvsstens re tre v ;sual system, c r i1 ,s ; cu!r z.. r s 5 stem, G-suit s.Ftem ,

end the e ry , s S -s em. The i:rte-rted s\stem ;.del li-t s all the

as 1,1 Fjire 1.

u:n .(e to !,ng-term +G ic,-rari-n is nor:-ally

<-::ed i ,f , '.,,ual ss(b-c lit) -,d r,:c2'ness. Ed 1th

of tese to' : . id points aie related to the ab!] i.y of the cardio-

.:uar y t to b:lo. hedbood at id-cuate presuire to the

re o t a! i: -0 ".n <- s. The r c Yc.-'r t iL. a c a use s a cL.. ' 3],, od

pressure pro.-le in te hun.n such that the effective presEcure vertically

above the hetrt 'evel is decreased and the pressure below the heart

.eI is 4 l,, -- d. There is therefore a lower perfuteon ;,rees ure at
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eye level. The diStribution of the blood in the b,,d, alsE1 Lhjng~e as

the accul'-rat ion pLOls blood in the lower part of the body and lungs.

There is therefore less available blood to circulate and a lower oxygen

content because the lungs do not operate as efficiently. The cardio-

vascular response model outplut provides a dynamically respond ins signal

which is cquivalcrnt to no;%inal eve level blood pressure vallues for an

L1?jroteztud u! t.csng the equivalentt acceleration.

The CIfOCt that acceleration has on the visual aqparatus is

-s. rved in ,::7s of tinel vi~ion, ,re~ out, and la t.During the

periods of -i-yu Cir ire a3 l- -cr:s in \sa acuity and lr4 ight-

-,ess CCTrIIL! :e- io ability . AlIth-ijh there --re -riltip-If- factors

related to tho :inatomy, psychology, and physiology of the huccan which

-ire resp-isible for th.cse cY!in~es in viulprxtin

Tne structure of the eye is a primary factor and provides the

-- :<is icr a ;---ble model. 'Wnen the bliod pres-ure suppIN drops below

a -ritic-ai int the r~inal 5s-pill\ vse no lc~rcr:c in 7en to

Thechnngr.s-r .S h -ccs

- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ J2 .:2Sapcr. : .2-:ar -- le

o-. :ield --- re -- :a' 1.;r. a.

-2 - 11 l r ct q to G '.v.- . -I, s ';,- ,. -: .'-1 - -cc and

a .. li'.ca Ilv r- i- i vc ;,a I ' c . r. s L1 '-ted

a c a pilot unccrgthe i I e .a

eG .it iodel provides the -v-*..wi,-' (NSCT-'De the

it -w -t dt~ -O -s

1 d

n* ,.. n -rf on el Iowsz%, t ,- t s L, Y, du cd
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pulminary blood supply reduce the ansaunt of oxygen transport across the

alvedlar surface and thus reduce the oc.ygen supply.

The straining system model accounts for the G tolerance enhance-

ment which is afforded by a properly executed .4-l or L-1 aneuver. The

purpose of these straining r.Lneuvers is to Increase the blood pressure

delivered to the eye. Proper perfurn.3nce of the mineuvers requires

that the abdomcinal and upper torsc, muscles be tensed isometrically and

that expirations should be mde atgainst a partially closed or closed

glottis. The result is an incr~ased intrathoracic pressure and

increased blood prt-ssure at the eve.

The energy 5tores'oY:y~en model is an energy balance system in

which oxygen is prof iced through the pulmonary system. The oxygen is

utilized with the metabolic fuels in the straining system with the

resultant higher blood pru2ssure through the straining. Other oxytgen

is utilized in normal mcetabo'lic rcainteriance and the oxygen reserves

are depleted. The energy e:.pnditure sdlis simply an integrntor

which incrates t ito unorg;y effort and t rislstes this to a dtpl etiort

of tho oyxcev. s_-re in ' or a 0.5 ercen- of o.Nieen.

B. The C ,n-,ter - .cel . i 7)C cu:,-kter sirulit ion mrodel - as

1z:sed upon the 1979 ,uul entitled "A Mo~del for the Energetic Cost of

Acceleration Stre~s Protection in the E,_c.a" by Dr. Dana B. Rogers.

This report concludud by Statin'g that "the use of 6&,narnic models...

allows for a variety of c1-li-t-v e steis." Tnis rtport is a en,-i

;.del tht roio v to *x~sethe *-fcts of

vaiing acccleratio 's _)n ai>e :,rs.

11h, lzi all it io ' 'd in "11is .t tidy :ats ioevvl ytd by

Dr. Jicy Foritt.,r of :ir. r;te 1. je is :, % ',) -- is 1b. d .:on

jick inteiictiois .,o n I .:: *~s.i ccc It i'l

(LOn the ri_!L- nd :..t; in i n -.1). Tt h :ators are

r,.,t es (R) anid affect the i"Iflow -.nd tct Ilw to the lecvels . These rates

.I ruffs - ti, by 'i~ 1 ,;y (A) ? it :5.Fct- .nts (Cta i:ii

CL;C:it icaS (N). In ci: on,* :.tlco ions ().-rc :nc'juutid vln the

in?ut is a fucict ion of a p~scific vari-ble.
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0. L PAE.KMlN(80.PAE.J+DT(ETRO.JK+PVG.JK-PVC.JK))
0. N PAE-79
2. * PAE-PRESSURE AT THE EYEBALL
3. * PVG=PRESSURE INCREASE DUE TO G SUIT

4. * ETRO=ENERGY DRAIN
5. * PVC=PRESSURE DUE TO G FORCES ALONE
6. R PVC.KL=(CVS.K*FAC)
7. * FAC=CONSTANT FOR CVS
S. * CVS=G FORCE SLOPE (RATE OF CLANGE)

9. C FAC=5

Equation 1 is a 1hvel equation that measures the blood pressure

at the ey~ball, Lower pressures reduce initially peripheral vision and

a: higher G-forces reduces visual to "tunnel vision" and subsequently

to blackout. This eyeball pressure (PAE) is affected by the energy

level (ETRO) of the aircrew menbers, the G-suit effects (PVG) and the

G-forces encountered by the aircreu-men (PVC).

CVS is the actual G-force rate of change pattern on the crew

:7.ber and the rate of change in C-force in PVC. For scaling and dicen-
Slvnal purity, FAC is ncu;3ed as a constant in the PVC equation.

10. A CVS.j:=T 3HL(CVST,T::'>K. 0,292.5, .5)
II. T CVST=0,1,1,1,1,
12. X 0,0,0,,0,0,0,0,,0,0,0,00,0,0,0,0,,0,
13. X iIII1iI1

i4. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,,0,
15. X - ,- , ,- -l

16. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
17. X -,-, -i,
18. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,

21. X -,.-l,

22. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.0,0,

23. X -,-,
24. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,15. X ] I I 1I 1

2t. X 00000
27. X IIII ]1

28. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.0,
29. X - , -1 ,-1 ,-1,-, - , - , - ,
30. X ) ] ] I 1
31. X 0,O,,,,,,, , 0, -, ,,O.0 ,,,,,
32. X 01111111

33. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
34. X -
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35, X 0,0, 0.0.0,0,0.0.0,0,0,.0,
3t>. X - ,- - ,
37. X 0,0,0.0,0,0,0,0.0,
38. X I,1,1,I,
39. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.0,
40. X -1,-I.
41. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,

42. X 0,0,,,
43. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
40. X 0,.,0,0,0,.,0,
45. X 0,0,0,0,0,.
46. X ii,i,
47. X 0,0.0,0,00,0,0,0,0,
48. X - , I - , 1 - , I - , i - , 1

39. X 1,1.1,1 ,
50. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
51. X -1,.
52. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
53. X - ,- -I - -i

52. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,000,00,
5. X 0,0,-i,
66. X 0,0,0,0,0,0.0,0,0,0,
57. X 0,0,0,0,
71. X 0,0,0,0.0,0,0,0,0,0,
59. x 0,0,
60. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
61. X !1II!i
62. X 0O,0OO0,101010,0O,

63. X -1,-,-,

64. X 0,0,0,0,0,
65. X
66. X 0,0,0,0,0,0.0,0,0,0,
67. K' 1 - , ! - , 1, 1 - , 1 - , 1
68. x 11111
69. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0.0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
70. X 01i1]I1I

71. X 0,0,0,01,0,0,0,0,0,
72. X -
73. X O,O,M,,,,., ,0 .0,,O 0,O,
74. X - ,- - ,
75. X 010,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
76. X ] ] ] 1
77. X 0, 0,0, ( ,O. C, 0, C,0,
78. X - ,l
79. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
80. X !11111
81, x 0, 0,10 0, 0 ),..O,0,0,
8.2. X - , ] -] - ,- , I - , 1
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83. X 0,0,0,0,0.
84. X 111111

85. X 0.0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.0,
86. X - , 1 - , 1 - , 1 - , I - , 1
87. X 11111

88. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.
89. X 01111111

90. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.
91. X -1 - , ,- - ,

92. X 0.0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
93. X - ,- - ,

94. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.
95. X 1,1,1.1,
96. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
97. X -1,-i,
98. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
99. X 111111

100. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
101. X - ,1 - , 1 - , 1 - , 1

102. X 0,0,0,0,0,
ID3. X 111111

19-. X 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
i05. X - , i - , I - , I - , I - , i

As stated previously, CVS is the actual G-force rate of za}.nge exerted

on the aircrev-an. This C-prcfi]e has been provided by A!21 and was

replicated five times to reflect a 400 second G-Dattern. This force

is depicted as the deriv:,tive of the actual G-force, beccuse of the

cmulative nature of the ]vel equation, PAE, and the appropriate rate,

?VC.

106. A ?:2D.I:AYI(tF.:-(c,1)
107. * VG;=C SUIT -. ?. >".AY FLNCIION
708. * C.7R=C SLiT-C .S0:,CE A.\iOR

'09. * FAC1=C SUIT-0 rc.E Y* f FCIOR
110. * F..'iC!=0.5

.- D is 'an :'x ' :-. . c~n that CC L.]urtS fcr 'e Cf-Cts of

the pror-r:. ed C-progr:rd the CG-su it system deay. G-suits incr-'se

:he pr ::'aire to the >, -) t are iff.c:ed by .... ,r ca l syst:r ' e;.,ra-

*h nal delys. tiFe _ y i a - 1 ,. r*-d (0.2 : , d delay) : ,d is

represented by a 1 in ,-y:i, n 196. FAC] is a sizing ,nd dir.ensjonal

co t ant.
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111. A CVR.K=CVS.K*FACX

112. * FACX=CVS TO CVR CORRECTION FACTOR

113. C FACX-1
114. R CVX.KL=CVR.K
115. * CVX-C SUIT-G FORCE RATE FACTOR

116. L CXX.K-CXX.J+DT(CVX.JK)
117. * C-X=APPLIED C FORCE
118. N CXX=1

CVR is a correction factor used to convert CVS to usable form

in equation 106. FACX is the dimensional constant.

CVX is the equation used to convert CVR to a rate.

CXX is a level equation that is used to show the actual G-force

on the aircrewmnan. This along with PAE, ET, and other i.rportant factors

are plotted in the ensuing figure.

119. L ACXX.K=ACXX.J+(DT/AT)(C.'X.J-ACa.J)
120. * ACXX=AVERAGE APPLIED G FORCE
121. * AT=AVEPAGING DELAY FUNCTION
122. N AC.U=O
123. C AT=10

ACXX is the G-force averaged over the previous 10 ?erJods.

ACXX is initialized at 0. see line 122. AT is the avera-ing period of

10.

124. R PVC.KI=>IAX(CLIP(PV.D.Y,O.80.PAE.K),0)F.CET
125. * PVC-PRESSURE TNC-ASE DUE 10 0 suir
126. C F£CT=2
127. * E'_RGY LEVEL - G-SL;IT I' }KE 12.\EL CC, :kL;T

.kVG is tlc C- 11it -ff -ct. ,,. - i :- , u- .- e

C--uit i:.ut d, iytd by the -st,,; i it is.

128. 1 ET.i:=ET.J+D(LTRI.JK-ETRO.jK);j.'ACIO
129. C FAC10=2

130. N ;T= 90
?1. R L£'F-I.- 'L -: l ';,IC

132. C 7.'2'C=0
133. R FTRO.KI=CLmP(E:'D.K/iAC2,0,80, P:E.K)*FAC8
134. C FAC8-.5
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135. C FAC2=lO
136. * ET-ENEkGY LEVEL OF THE AIRCRLV VN
137. * ETRO=ENERGY OUTPUT RATE

4 138. * TRO=ENERGY INPUT RATE

139.* ETRIC=ENERGY INPUT RATE CONSTANT
140. * ETD=PILOT ENERGY EXPENDITURE PROGRAN

141.* FA2=EERGY ENPENDMITUE CONSTANT

ET is the tnrgy level of the aircrew lt-r.er. As vnergy is

expended (E7RO) Lhe Onergy level dicreases from 100 percent. This w.ould

be restcred to 100 pcrcernt w'hn the G-fo c'-s were rt-duced to I o~ver an

eyteded ~r iof ti~e; howuver, in this model ETRI (ET-,r~y input rate

is equal to ycars), since the C-program extends for 400 seconds. Both

FACIO and FAC8 are dimnsio~nal constants.

142. A ETD.K=T A~Bi(;-TDT,TlE.K,,0,400, 5)
143. T EDO55O0550055O05S005500550
144. X 0,5,5,.0,0,5,5,0,0,5,5,0,0,5,5.0.,,5,5,0.0,5, 5,0,0,5,5,0,

EMD is a -,351e I ur'ctionr'*i--at re-: cts the X~- Ic-1 - 7h.2 cr

and the qunCtity D- ent-rgy cc .xiL ced by the :Iircr-ev -7-er he .00 and

5 in equation 142 ;1:cws that in tLs143-laS the~c Of-.-rt cx--d for

400 aicicsed th.e values are 5 -Loc 1Qs.:,!t

146. A A .- (CYKBCXKC.)(E?(ETy.io())+
147. * A -- ,K2 NT 0X'AGEN SrNT
iS. C A=. 5

23. CDl
250. C 05

1 2 C
-,3 C C9
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PA02 = H(.5g-.42)x (1-e 0 + 98

Constants A-G are noted in equ.tions 148-153.

160. A EVP.K=ET.K*PA02.K*H

161. C i=.O001
162. A VS.K PAE.K*EVP.K*S/R
163. C R=79
164. C S-1
165. * EVP=ENERGY OXYGEN FUNCFION

166. * H=CONSTANT

167. * VS=EIYI3ALL PRESSURE A.ND ENERGY-OXYGCEN FUNCTION

168. * R=CONSTANT
169. * S=CONSTANT

EVP is the energy-oxygcn relationship and reflects that energy

is depleted faster when the cyvien supply is reduced. H is the

dimensional constant.

VS is a measure of LvaCiile field of vision as a function of

.yeball pressure and the r:'-- c.:.' function. R and S are di-in-

sienal cons:ants. Note: Since co ar~.tment does e:.ist conLerning

visual field and de-cision-r-:4'in c-apbility this factor was deumed

beyond the scope of this tcn-wsok st-dy.

170. C PRlEP.=O
171. PRINT PAE,CVSPVCPVGETRO, CXXET

172. C DT=.1
173. C LE,''.:-400
174. C ?L-i PR=5
175. PLOT -AE-P/VC V! d:i

r '. t '
fK2

, -x' '/rI:%AO>='S:S

,, . , , . ,n , I. tnd *he

ouZ' ' (s t]e jr : r ,..d cijtrols . w of iten a PPIN"

iV . i_ ;.' ..d , t . ,n'ed. DT is the rate at

which te i . ilr .....,......fH is the lergth of the print-

cut. 1i R C:,w vn t " .. L .f '; re plotted. P
T

0T d,.to-r-
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IV. RESULTS AND CONCIUSIONS:

The model reflects the affects of varying G-forces on an air-

crewman in changes in eyeball pressure, oxygen level, and energy level.

The cumulative affects of these variables alter visual acuity and sub-

sequently the aircrew reinber's ability to make decisions and accomplish

his iramediate mission.

Throughout the model constant factors have been included so as

to facilitate easy value changes for future work. However, as the model

is currently structured reasonable rosults Ire created. In Figure 2,

Model Output--Basic Run, the following varisiles are plotted:

PAE(P) - Pressure at the Eyeball
PVC(V) - Pressure due to G-force

ETRO(E) - Energy Drain in Pressure
?VG(C) - Pressure lncrase Due to --Suit

C.a(X) - Aztual G-Force on the Aircr --. =an
ET(%) - Energy Level of the AircreW7.-n

PA02(*) - ?ercent O:.:y-n Satur:tion
VS(S) - Eyeball Fr .s.ure ._nd C: n Function

As C-forces incr,.ase PAE, PVC, ETRO, ET, ?A02, and VS, all

re3p?.nd in the proper directions and at w"iat the authors believe to be

in a reo.cnable rnce. As the G-pattern con-inues and the aircreuweber

executes either .M- and L-I =%.neuvers he eventually depletes his energy

level, ET, and is u!:able to continue with the pressure reducing maneuvers.

He subsecuently b csout. The C-. uit h.:s a i 'j]r but .-)-,osite affect

--pon the 7.,idel.

The snsit iit .OV'!y 5 ,'s 4ne ' f_ts of v.-riable c -sa-nts

_.d M-1 or L-1 :,r ,t: .r s. -:.-. ,-iici. n oltrs his -.. nt- ;ver-

i:ng ?r ,,s e ],\el .'l.r , t .: , i , .; - r f -!...e 3\. 1 s '.yn

-is e'oball ;y-u,-.- . :.iy. 7.- -'- - .1.ws little

dif fernce whon the - ir&:-c... is t',e M-1 or L-i for "Icng periods"

or whether he e>,-ctt.s a 1.-rg- Kr ny:,ot hi. ing fuz long ptriods on

The ac:ual :::s are "ot '.. ue to rh rI_-i;:i-d li::ted

brevity of tlis rpurt.
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V. Rccuinrncnd~.t ions

This type of study has great Promise. for like the aircraft

simulator, this model has the potential of testing wit!,uut flying.

The authors will apply for a mini-grant due to the high value potential

of this work.

The authcrs sugst that the model be validated with actual test

data. ?odifiCations can be easily made since the model has captured the

essence of the problem.

With the val id~ited rl.,del thle sinalybt can Lreate enough Scenarios

and test them so as to develop the best M-l or L-1 r_37euver p-o~ram

b:!sed on the projected mrission profile.

The authors believe that since each mission i plagued with

its c(.wi unique 0-pattern that the aircrew-man should be provided Urith

a sugy-,sted M-1 or L-1 prL--rat-, based upon the antlip~aced short and lo~ng

term 0-patterns of the m.ission.
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SYNTHESIS OF ACETYLENE TERMINATED

SULFONE (ATS) CANDIDATES

by

James J. Kane

and

Brenda G. Evans

ABSTRACT

Certain acetylene terminated sulfone (ATS) systems are of interest

as possible replacements for epoxy resins. The beneficial feature which

the ATS systems are expected to offeris their insensitivity to moisture.

Reaction schemes for their synthesis are outlined and discussed. Fin-

ally, the synthesis of certain of the intermediates required for the

ATS candidates are reported and discussed and recommendations for fut-

ure work in this area are presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Previous workers' 2' 3 in the Materials Laboratory synthesized and

characterized acetylene terminated (AT) oligomers for use as addition

curable, moisture resistant, thermoset systems. The cure process of

the tetrafunctional AT system has been shown by kinetic studies" to

involve a thermally induced free-radical chain mechanism resulting in

a cross-linked conjugated polyene network. Subsequent higher tempera-

ture reactions are believed to occur by cyclization reactions which con-

vert the polyene system to a variety of aromatic structures.

Early workers' ,2 demonstrated that acetylene terminated phenylquin-

oxaline (ATQ) oligomers exhibit excellent properties for application as

adhesives' and fiber reinforced composites. 6

More recent 3 work was directed toward application of the AT chemis-

try to overcome the problem of moisture sensitivity common to epoxy

matrix systems. Thus it was expected that certain AT resins would pro-

vide an epoxy substitute having all of the processing, handling and

performance characteristics of epoxies combined with the characteristic

moisture insensitivity of AT systems. This work resulted in the

synthesis of the first AT system which incorporates a phenylsulfone.

This compound, 4,4'-di-(3-ethynylphenoxy)-diphenylsulfone (ATS) (1) has
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thermal properties (after cure) described as.quite good. Further, it

met all the processing criteria for a 350°F matrix material. Composites

retained their strength properties after being saturated with moisture

at 1650F.7 However, the values for elongation to break and energy to

fracture were marginal.8 Thus it was considered desirable to introduce

structural modifications into the ATS system which would be expected to

Improve these marginal properties and provide a more flexible material.

Cross-link density is one of the structural features in a cured

material which contributes to brittleness. Thus the decision was made

to synthesize ATS systems expected to have modified or decreased cross-

link densities after cure. A straightforward route to this end is to

synthesize ATS oligomers with greater distance between the reactive end

groups than in the original ATS (1). Two compounds chosen for evalua-

tion of this approach are the ATS systems II and III which incorporate in

their backbone the rigid 4,4'-diphenyl and 1,4-phenylene segments

respectively.

CMt

II

HO G

II4
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II. OBJECTIVES

The objective of this project was to synthesize compounds II and

III. The general synthetic routes are based on the bis-phenols (hydro-

quinone and p,p'-biphenol),rn-dibromobenzene and 4,41-dichlorodiphenylsul-

one, all readily available materials.

A series of reaction schemes are outlined below (Reactions 1-12).

It is appropriate at this point to comment on some specific aspects of

certain of these reactions.

III. DISCUSSION OF REACTIONS

Three reaction types are proposed in these syntheses. All involve

displacement of aromatic halides. In those reactions where nucleophilic

aromatic substitution is involved, (Reactions 1, 6, 10) it is first

necessary to convert the bisphenol to its potassium salt with KOH. The

resulting water is then removed by azeotropic distillation with benzene

before reaction of the phenoxide with dichlorodiphenylsulfone in sulfo-

lane. The other ether forming reactions (Reactions 2, 5, 7, 8, 12) are

of the classical Ullman etner synthesis type. The mechanism of this

reaction is still the subject of study. 9 The active catalyst appears

to be Cu and it is necessary to do the reaction in inert atmosphere

to avoid oxidation to Cu++. However, it has been reported'0 that aryl

halides react with cuprous ion to reduce the halide and form cupric ion.

The final displacement reaction was recently developed" and is

effective for displacement of aromatic and vinylic bromides and iodides

with an acetylene using the catalyst combination of cuprous iodide and

bis-triphenylphosphine palladium dichloride in a tertiary amine solvent

(Reaction 3). In a final step, the protective group is removed from the
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HO-AR-OH + CI.--?\.C -KOH
'Y 2'~~'SULFOLN~

HOAR00 0t- -Y - REACTION I

IV

IV + 2c0,31 C-t

REACTION 2

0rj-O( R-O- 0js O A R-0)-r3B

V

v + H .3-co Cut (03P)2 PdCIP
V + HO6-CUCH(CH3CH2 N>

REACT IC ON

HO-36uof (OA R-0 -G SO-C .)Al- - OH
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VI + KOH

REACT ION 4

HCIC {VOA R-- O-<&)AR +)> CUC H

BwrV t- + HO-AROH Gi (C 3 >Br AROll +
PYRIDI v

Vill
REACTION 5

B ~jARO + HO-AROCJORrOH

Ix

ViII +- KI OH

SULFOLARE

REACTION 6

BqrT-A R-O-O j.SO-C oA ROrOB-'

V(n)
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HO-A "- H - > B 04R-OH HECIO
Xf

XI +Br Br C-,K2O
LS-~.~J PYRIDINE

REACTION 8

BOAR0r vOH + BO1-Aj-O-AROB

XII xiII

xII \(I REACION

X II + C 1./ 02.sO 1i~ KOH ISULFOLANE

REATION10

B0-A PrO .-OjS Op-j-O>-A R0O B

XIv

XIV - > IV(n-1) REACTION 11

IV+ Br rCm1, KpCO0 ~l EATOiI
(n-i) PYRDIN'(n1 ~ ECbNi
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terminal butynol functions by base catalyzed reversed addition to pro-

duce the AT product (Reaction 4).

Those condensation reactions in which the reactants are difunctional

can lead to an array of oligomeric products. Use of an excess of bis-

phenol in Reaction I assures hydroxyl end-capping. However, the distri-

bution of oligomers (Compound IV, values of n) is related to the relative

rates of the competing reactions. Similarly Reaction 2 produces oligom-

ers. In this case an excess of m-dibromobenzene assures m-bromophenyl

end-caps and, as above, the distribution of oligomers (fompound V, values

of m) is related to competing reaction rates.

Production of higher molecular weight oligomers may be useful to

the overall goal of this project since values of n and/or m greater than

one puts even greater distance between functional end groups. Alternative-

ly, a reaction scheme assuring formation of oligomer in which the values

of n and m are one is shown in Reaction 5. This reaction yields, among

other products, the "half-product," VIII which when reacted with dichloro-

diphenylsulfone yields V. Carrying V through the sequence of Reactions 3

and 4 yields compounds II and III as the lowest molecular weight oligomers

(n=l, M=l).

Reaction 5 is complicated since the desired product, VIII, will

react with starting materials to yield IX and X. IX and X can then go on

to higher molecular weight products. Consideration of the various compet-

ing reactions suggests that an excess of m-dibromobenzene should suppress

formation of X and higher molecular weight products while favoring forma-

tion of "half-product" VIII and "di-product" IX. It would be necessary

to do an optimization study to determine the factors which favor
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production of "half-product" VMIl over "di-product," IX.

An alternate approach which might be expected to provide over-all

high yields of "half-product"VIII involves blocking or protection of one

of the phenol functions (Reaction 7) befure its condensation with an

excess of m-dibro;nobenzene to yield XII (Reaction 8) which after removal

of the protecting groups provides "half-product" VIII.

Examples of protecting groups are methyl ether, dihydropyran and

esters. All of these groups are relatively easily removed. However, of

the three, an ester function would be least likely to survive the basic

conditions of the Ullman ether synthesis.

IV. RESULTS

The synthetic sequences outlined in Section II represent a long range

synthetic undertaking. During the term of this project a relatively small

number of the reactions were accomplished. In some cases a sufficient

quantity of a desired intermediate was prepared for future workers to

carry on to the next step. In other cases, only small quantities were

isolated and the reaction was evaluated and described for future workers

to repeat and prepare sufficient quantities for subsequent synthetic

steps.

In the following paragraphs the results of these synthetic experiments

are reported.

A. Compound VIlla (Ar = p,p'-biphcnylene)
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This compound was prepared in 26 percent yield by the Ullm~n ether

synthesis (Reaction 5) using 4,4'-dihydroxybphenyl and m-dibromobenzene.

The reaction was repedated a number of times and the yields were found

to be not reproducible althouqh a total of 10 grains was prepared.

B. Compound IVa (Ar = p,p'-biphenylene)

H OH

This oligomeric material was Prepared in 88 percent yield by reac-

tion of 4,4'-dihydroxybiphenyl with 4,4'-dichlorodiphenylsulfone

(Reaction 1).

The lower molecular weight oligomers were separated from the mix-

ture by base extraction.4 C. Compound VIIIb (Ar= p-phenylene)

8 r~OjOH

This "half-product" was prepared in very poor yield (traces only)

by reaction of hydroquinione and iii-dibromobenzene (Redction 5). The

appearance of the reaction mixture suggested extensive oxidation of the

hydroquinone occurred despite the inert reaction atmosphere. Presumably

the oxidizing age~nt is cupric ion which results from interaction of

m-dlbroniohenzene and cuprous ion.'
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Compound Vlllb was more successfully prepared by a two step sequence

involving first the preparation of Compound XiIb (Ar = p-phenylene; B=

CH3 ), 4-methoxy-4'-bromodiphenylether. XIIb was made in 43 percent yield

by Reaction 8 with hydroquinone nonomethyl ether and ni-dibromobenzene.

Cleavage of the methyl group with refluxing aqueous HBr gave the desired

product, 4-hydroxy-4'bromodiphenylether (VIllb). Although the yield of

this step was under 10 percent, it was observed that a large amount of

the methyl ether (XIIb) was unreacted. This observation suggests that

another reagent (e.g. pyridine hydrochloride see paragraph D below) would

be expected to cleave the ether more efficiently.

D. Compound IVb (Ar = p-phenylene, n=l)

Compound lVb was prepared by a two-step synthesis involving first

the reaction of hydroquinone monomethyl ether with 4,4-dichlorodiphenyl-

sulfone (Reaction 10). The r2sulting dimethyl ether, XIVb (Ar = p-phen-

ylene; B=CH 3) was obtained in 68 percent yield. Cleavage of the metnyl-

ether functions was done with pyridine hydrochloride and gave the

desired bisphenol, IVb, in 46 percent yield.

E. Compound Vb (Ar = p-phenylene; n=l)

Compound VD was prepared in 80 percent yield by reaction of the

bisphenol IVb with m-dibromobenzene. The product obtained was a viscous

clear material which is probably oligomeric (m>l).

V. RECOMENDATIONS

The synthetic sequences outlined in Section II offer several areas

for concentration of effort. These may be classified into two categor-

ies. The one leads to ATS products which are monomeric (n=l, m=l) and

the other leads to ATS products which are oligomeric.
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On the basis of initial experinlental work carried out in the termi

of this project, it appears that synthetic yields obtained with the

Ullmnan ether synthesis are not reproducible. When applied to reactions

which fonr oligoieric products, it will be extremely difficult to obtain

product with simitar molecular weight distribution from batch to hatch.

Thus post cure properties of such oligomeric products will bc difficult

to evaluate and to reproduce. It would probably be necessary to deter-

mine the factors necessary for better control of the Ullman ether syn-

thesis before this probleiii could be simplified.

On the other hand, synthesis of the monomeric product. II and III

would provide, fter cure, materials which would be of use in evaluating

the effect of decreasing cross-link density by curing AIS materials of

known structure. It is reconmiended that initial effort go into synthesis

of the monomieric compounds.

The "half-product" Villa, 4-hydroxy-4'-(3-bomophenoxy)biphenv

was prepared in a sufficient quantity to take on through the next steps

(Reactions 6, 3 and 4) to provide the requited amount of the desired

co;pound II. It is suggested that this be the first synthesi, to be

cirried out. However, foi future synthesis of this compound, it is

strongly suggested that "half-product" be synthesized by first protect-

ing one of the hydroxyl functions of the bis-phenol with either a methyl

or a tetrahydropyranyl group (Reaction 7, Compound XI, Ar = pp'-
12

biphenylene; B=CH, or THP) as discussed in Section Il1.

The synthesis of the ATS IlII should be approached in the same

general way using the reactions reported in this project for synthesis

of 4-imethoxy-4'-)rot-odiphenyl ether, and its subsequent cleavage with
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pyridire-hydrochloride to form the "half-product" 4-hydrooxy-4'-bromo-

diphenyl ether.
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o.titc ecuation. ;Anr atccr,,jt .. :,ioe to e:.tcInu tfie ,ar,.c icz.

to ozcilistory klowL.
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The fielo of unsteady potential aerodynamis is

i.ovcr nea by

where Y includes all the nonlinear terms.

Using the Greens's function method, this equation can

be tr inaformed into an irateicral differential delay equatior

(Ref. 1)

6 - LT1+ - aJ q.J* v-

-1 C n4P-A I-r 2

where all expressions are in the I'ranutl-Clauert space, 4 iz

the surface of the Louy, Lwis the surface of the wake, V is

the volume of the fielo, Al , hy -, +r) ,

an6 Ev C for P. inside surface

a fcr P4 on iurtace

1 fcr P. outsie surtace.

The boundary condition on tlhe wake it AfSO or, L~tinQ

Bernoulli's theorem anu integratinc, Ata constant lollowir, a

point of the wake or,

where t is the convection tir,.e tron. PTE to Pv.

Using the finite elerient r.ethoo (e.g. Lcr noues oni tLe

bo6y settinc, Y(Pjt-,)- 4X(T-&.)A.(P) ) One obtainfa the

differential-delay equation (Ret. 2)
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* tDhk* 7-) C £F LT-) 3)

+ CLT- ) LJ4.,Ye (&AI-

wiej h4(1)'ft#(T't$~ ,hee iictu conveetiol, Lii.,e ±iro,,. L..

treailir~cj Cc-gce tLn thc- Loirit .~, thce incnex azc over t1,C

I-oeciV L t te bony, the ire.nc U~es(VLt Zhel L~ce tic

~k, heir,. ~ rcr,cao over thero-c 0C O LhO tlelLe ari theL

iuc .razwjc, over the con~trol Fpoinr eni the Ljon' (Whii L CO

not necen,arijy coilicioc. %pith the Lony I-o~cs).

The cuL rent i-cLhone of. Lco~iei (rnc2. -) pr:Ite

the delay arin thfe Cerivative with; citrence Cogteticnr,

I:bC, it &1.( c 1 ,,. ,.a)At vtc r e r*isar. irLtcger zinn lch

then C (T-6 ~ £ L ~"'L) PI * P4.L1

iCtkC T&) -"8bI) A jt

Lettarl ,

in 0

A D IK

# A
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_444 4-

10) • i " ) H.p , , p -

M' ' ; Jt ,'PI 4I, 0$,

.r 'otinci that %L% A(1(TV,) where 1t.nondirc.ensional t and

where S - 1 it P, P~is on the upler side of ig

-1 if P Pis on the iower siL.e of Le

S.- C otherwise,

Eq. 3 may be rewritten as

£ Ci 8
I

'
?ll~ ,. )

(L C 4 C ,i6 H')

Hill Hilo

or, com.bining the right-hat, o-side terrs,
,, ) 4.)

Note that fcr subsonic Llcwz the tionlinear terms Ypcrn

be ne9lecteQ, giving
IL %a Fl"c , . (6)I

Any solution of the transonic eu;tion (Eq. 5) requireL

two basic macro-operations:

1. Iatrix procucts of the type

5-6
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w (.. is a ~ ~ni L(. r iU3!LtC Cr, LI L C r I.. L .1. riC

cFLrC ciiC. cot1!.taimt: CC th& L- .'0T2 ci be

"h z:L'ovc aic ii~a .~ cr c t: L C CVCL,( iC

~i..L .LCwIi~tC(- ill 4 COJI. 1pLtCL 01OCm &M C -)IrLC

1 L rk~oZc C.L allcv Cla-. .. ~~ir ('Lic -LiLL rIt

ii iC.:;irnteL in LIe lrocrcr SOUFFA. :cLi. 2). Th~e L &L LKE '

c,:~ ic r i i-.e nt. a r, , he or ct ic . .1 rCLAZ. LL. 1 W C'VL r, iii Ll.c

,.rocc . ci. vo iceitinc; tC.- c or 1 1,(; C1.j'hCSj!. %;Z L; IZ.CCL

on tioct ii cir-ichC it. tc(:r..L OL Q ,r.Ct L.C, LI..

IkiL itI!,0t LL-E. LU t crt(,ri. tic r.CALrGc.-: rziLiois vcr -

vc ry ~t r aichft-Fc rt;zrc. " i:e r.c.t r i;: r,u iL I I i CCi t io i. i ,

obtzirecC L,, firr~t cCILLIZiLr LIL. vcctcr cr, r., i

1,ILL OriLU Liili, [.Er~riji '. he r Lri-V.Lctcr fr- i~i~coi

i'cr thoc~)( ma.crc-oi crzitiC; itc. t rAA L t cci.Ccc ti L-Lc

t.E CCIL~tiofl

0a (I3: Fi) c (7)

eliirminaticnfl cllouwcu by £trczjclit-tc r,.L rc. :,z~.r jx-vi~..-or

Tie oU:,cctivQ ci thic. rocr.c-..-cl is to it..,.rCVL tL 1r.Cti.oc

(jf s oIu t i o rr Gi t i.c ci. &r cr.L ia c.I1m , C( u ~L~i .10nL):

widich reziult Lroi. UK-- L jiCr-tioi, c.. CGrCflWc. IL.I.Ltir. I. CtNhc.
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to the aerodynamic partial differential equations. In

particular, the goal is to &peeo up the cor.j[utcr procrar.

SUSAN by developing more efficient algorithtrs which take

advantage of the inherent parallelism in the soILtion. The

subsonic version of the procgram, SOUSSA, will be studic

initially.

Because of the very high cost ot coriputer tir,.e, it it

necessary to develop faster sclutions to the ;Lrouynamic

problens in oruer to handle more cor..lex [roblems than have

previously been attempted (e.g. viscous uisteaoy ttrce-

uirtensional transonic flows over win-iLuselage-tail

cor.figurations). I'aximura efficicncy can only be obtaineo by

utilizing the full capailities of the latest com.puter

architectures. Parallel processors such as the ILLI.C IV,

Cray-I anco CYB"P 205 arc currently Leinj used, and new.

cjeneratiorns of suJLrcomjLtors, w:ith sLpeeou at least one

oruer of r agnituie higher than current supercorputers, are

being aevelope specitically for the field of com;+utaoioital

fluid dynamics.

Although the algorithm used in the computer [-rogram

SUSAN is already about one cr two cruers ot r,,agnituoe t6ster

than its only competitor (LTPAIr,3, baseC on the finite

uifferer.ce method), the tii,e solution is sLill the lin,itinq

factor. Thus, the development of more efficient algorithms

for the time-oiuain integration or the aerodynaiiiic equations

which facilitate the use ot parallel cora[ruttions is essen-

tial in order to practically obtain resultE. 'or rmore or:[le::
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ai rcraft cont igurctions.

The j.,roposec. charces in the zlcjoritfn, care ccscriLec -Jr

£Ccticn III. It w a E i eteoA tiat cttotcr thue;e ciz r.rcE Lt.(

. Olution Of C -tez;oV-!sate -.roblci.. becories casier u-ii-_. z

ti~cc~u..sr toricnt c.na.Lyzis than b~y uirect i..ztrlx jiv(r

Lion (thiL; issuc is e;:ariinou ir. Section iv). rial~Iy zi

CALtCr.i1 t to C-elev the areiGee Lo G~ci llatcry iiic:

preso.tCL in Secticn V.

In. oruer to) tecilitctt the iir.plerientatioiu c.:r.'

cljri~a~sit was Lneloec6 to rewrite cU;? Lsruccurec. in

Leuch a %ILY that exi-oriir,entation 't cifferent, aicori tljn.v.

%.;c ul1r b e ca Gi cr . Thus, a con.uiUcrablo IrL.tCL i~e~

E4pujit ci. the Geveicr-ment ci thiz net co c- (czel1ce USIcr

Uristcacey 'iranuonic Fr ube.onic ?coLxi:ir Pr the -.-.kc

CLsiurpiicity u-urincj algori tla:-. (lvc-Lopi~ert, ,I-. Cot"-

LUL r(rtly 1karolcL zubL,Lcrzoic oril, (.k-cc E-(. 6), aiiL 1 kL IC

roajor r-otivzatiori ror this wor ,; is the trFansonic x.iela in

%-hich coi.tutcr COL-,:. are e;.tror.-xiy hi4gh.

The proyr-rt UTSA is coji)~risec'. o., BiX totally 1iu cpr-

decnt reocules, cr "uj..ns" hich cre callec. Lv the. r air,

j r oyjrz L. The prcyrzir vas v.ra tter, cuch that each .e:r..Unt

coulu be rCl;laCeoj cy nuther Ccc Tiunt. which i-cricri.b ti)c Zi.c-

operation, possitly usinc a uitierrent o,14corithr., uithout

altectino! the ether Eaur~z Cch ecr tis L riotll

cxlaieC. belowi.

1. Generatcs' thle LC(y cecOr. e tLy
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2. Generates the bouicary conc ition iao(ees and thc

yoneraliecu-ftrce m~odes

Ev&~u~tes T:.. . uc-..an coefiiciernt2 (i.-..

r:atrices r., C, zn6 F, EeC Oh.

4. Pvz:LcLtes coetficiertiz rclctic, the 'jcrcr -Ii:.z:

c,crciatC~. LCci' r-,. t!,cc:a.zc fcrccs -z:

~.2xaiu:tee 1'c iite LzO.aiic coot jicicrts rrc:. tl:e

,recuoncy coicair. (Ccet-iiCnL- i.e. ((i:-,

ratrices Pf1t:, C 0)znL Fl see D.. 6)

6. rortLL~iS the tue. -ClLtiOT.. rFore precisely c.*,

rii.e itej., it ce lulatc-s

al. tLacjrancian cencrzlizeu coorcijiztet, ctnc. dti-i

LTr.-,e LErivratives . 11 C"')

It, Ao.lc irci. ja en o4f

a#,(i.e., L-olution cL r(-. C) tror

c,) Gcereraizen fcrc, , frot .

The last segment, andi i. [,articular the cp-lcule-tior Cf the

ipoter.tial *,is the, IIOt critical in t rrc.7 ci CCi,.,,ctcr

memory zinc time anC is therefcre the subject ci this

research on alqcorithm cfllicieicV.

Ls 6iscussea in Section 1, the z:11roach taken in SOCUSSA

to solve for 0 '.as to SCivC EC. 71 LSinlj CaUL.Sien clir!-

ination followe, by a c~tatrix-vect-r L.UltiL-liccticn. 'h i 5

can he shcwn to take (," I+ i')'AT3 (c.Iccatiors, whcro r. iz

the size ot the iraztrix &n6 "T " the r.L,cer ot tii.,e Etet-s

(ref. 4).
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Pnew 2~cit~ is LCu. it, UT!71 vhiCl. L-SOS iteration.

gg. H S + + FS '

z'. nu the ,otental i-. Ct.!CUlat~C.Ly iterationi (the iri tji

aIVSLC it- tfat at tlhe iCCCceCifl ',1,, -tc-L.,. hi:C z:.G: (, 

LO.iutionl ta;:cs 44'3nr n')Ars oqeration-t, whcrts, iL t

1IuI.cr cf iter. irL Since tii. itcrcLivc c'5~~ :L c.

r. rust L e r e -c,:t c c at c v cr- t i . e i'tc I- t',.is Cl G L i t h i. is

:L C f, ,l ;r e - u i L cu t cr p:~ r a i Le± 1 r cc c L 5Ji (- t. . z: '!C i t 1 cr tY

iiJitc-uiitotrc Gr rirnitc-eli.,ent ctIo.

ho~ in it ial eiiort .,ac zc inA rr' C .K L& tbe

resezzrch facLility Xi.A1T , stLC* it-- rnc-.L c. s-clutior',

cnn tntn exL~criuiccnt w:izl ciilc rcit ki-ci.tc rrt-i.TrF c~ r

e r Ltc. T. . t.-it ztszsaic i..-r o- c cr ctjcn.. r,;~i z.

SLCCL L U~ 11' ',( -V L r LCe LL r c. i'fCP 1 p,: A' : to 'r'P~i

7clil CCo,-,ot'i,( zSii0, rn rc-sL.~tL .Lt.iriec, corrc-.LC(t

O -l0Cti'! witl ziose 05. I.tjreviCUI'.i ESt Toszc-r 'Jnaver.t'.

Th~ic. was, cone in orcerto Lc e .Lci to %. i instc t,.e results,

t roe. U'f.'..

It Ll-oulc Le ncc that for hic- sbei-Ic i

-atrin: C is h hhI'i .- r . crefcr J~-U;ntr cf ; cr-

iiocr , a, rcc.'ui r(.,. nLr tLiie -olutjcr, -,l tLh.e Ls t c~c

CiXtt1GlO Zt LchCI t ine. ,tC,' A -ChV~l -.ii~A~j

ILTurber cf cuz-tioizs Aic S is, the scou nier (,l rnemzc e

ctio in, the rov.5 C.. C*' ,~ ets. s, tc r L ,irserI- ' s

rnur,.lber cf c.;cra tiuns, rei~ui ret s ii cac tir.c stcep to c~ali: I tC

s:-L. rin,tA hsnc. sic is In:tns t!.Lt C zrt. C zt rc r(eLC



fully populated) n, - 2n.' . Therefore the total number of

operatiop- requirec tot the solution, n,, , iL;

tTO-cm Ax 5(S

As note( by Tseng (Pei. 3), if At-oanu Ea, C' , anc. C' cc

to zero, Eq. 6 recuces to the steady state equation
Y 4 C, Y

This implies that, as our e:,-erience inuicatos, the irte4ra-

tion scheme is stable even for very large at. Cn the other

har. as At-too the rmatri: C )becomces fully populater

(n,--o rQ, thereby decreasincj the advantace of Causs-Seiuel

iteration over Gaussian eiirination; even convergence of the

iteration scheme becomes questionable. Pence the best vlue

of At is a trade-off between reciucing the number Cf time

steps anc, decreasing the number of operations per time step.

Our results inuicate that corverced results can be obtaineu

w;ith n T- 10, n 10 and n 1x- 5, which yields

SZO n," # bo (Wt)

ComEarinc this with the operations requiree to sclvc

the system by Gaussian elimination (Fef. 4, U. 36, eq. 9)

one can see that for a large number of ecluations the time

doiain solution is faster than the Gaussian elimination

solution. rer instance for n = 100,

A Z5.,0 whereas Mk .1130

V. Qfi_ IThLA2X 0QL2 iI T :

Section IV 6ealt with the problem of steady state
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1.k V. I n t1;i~ ,Le ct ion rc bi11t or Y z~.i .r c c, u r c.c

Suc'h Ilow ot.cur., hci. tI-iC1: ,i i-1 yiv en L''y

%. :1L r . . 1 C-;: 0~.~ri . 11, ic z: c o i c-

ccur. tLc:Ztc ,Li.u E. , Le~e C.5Ci1LzLory ',c-tr,c.: ry c(.r,Lli Gii.- rc

C U:1, r. C f. ;. IL ti E cu'-zt.. L E Lt.:c, ur . co0r, 1 t 1 c<

i'c.:vr , tlic j. r0 o;i I lir.cr-r a nc. therci"crc dic t%.c,

0 OL t iOr. L ~r Lc &u~. c .. C~1 LU C L 1 C.

i,c c[.clC.cnrt y).

L'ur Ltec tcc.c Of cl,.ri ty ,nly a2 i~,c z.r i. i-oll.(. v iztlc-ut

t.'LI.C 'i.C. r,,G:~ it Ct aE( LICO . I Ii. L, CJ C,

solution to :~.3 tl'ji U cun-~ cw;&c ti crm. .v ci. LT <-..1

it i te t~i IT) EiAT . ~4 4&LT

wherc j re- ccl-,ts-rt. C'oi:.ia tijit, ccqutior x. it;.2. 3

("it I-- F i L ., jos

D.. )e 'l3)

TI.c., JLCVC LcL.Ltiw. ii.,; thc L~zAiu tur o~c11iELci .coL"

1.i, c.

Tihe znrilyzalt cl Eccticr. IV i'r.uic atec that c-tz-injj~ c

ttC.Ia -t tO EOlLl ILT. ticc rC ti.c;C. C. i-' c 0±

recci rc lcz;L oerrtiorit. (sec fl~ 1U ti c.n citsajzmn 01Lti~

,culuticri Lly CUItSiZl ci'r..ii.&cior. (scc- Eq~. )

P. (Li00-tion tht:~ iirieci.tc.Ly .ri -c,,, it, %.-hctter iimL ii;

oti Le o accuur1 ii.1: sir. Ir r rcti.Utt. icr cc i -,Lc ry
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flows. A method to accomplish this is proposed here.

Advantages and disadvantages are discusse. Ultimately the

algorithm should be validated by writing a computer program

and comparing the results with those obtaine with the

frequency domain code.

The method proposed here is based on the idea of

replacing the function I(T) with tle araplitude Cf the

envelope of the oscillatory solution. lore precizely, set

CLc- C. CT)eA E "L ' T)C0 (15)

Note that this equation differs from Eq. 12 because k

is not a cominlex constant but a comple;c function of tirie.

Note also that 1,(T) is r.c-t uniquely 6etired by the above

equation (in other words a given I (T) yields a unique value

for I(T), but the reverse is not true).

Combining Eqs. 11 and 12 with Eq. 6 (with C) - ielos

CT4 ,T, 1 : IT) 4AT

0,,. r. .T ) , A CTtiAC.-00,.

C o t T-T0.)a4L * W -!A 4T- q) aCT*5I (16)

D C , - Oka ) . ),Lt I T - .)(1-)

i AA CT-0,.hIA ) -iJt"-- " +.-,,,.

Finally, by equating the coeiicietE of anc.

one obtains 1kcT) T RcA L

~£ CAL4JLL)E~ EtT.L) (17)

c. its complex conjugate. (Note that having equateci the

coefficients of ?%Tand ~Mindependently, the functions
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dreV~are now cor.pletely cef inec). The vdove euztior, czar-

Le scivee, a1 ro:xft,. tely ir. the tiile Cor.cil, LSifl, t!,e

approach urec, tcr the solution of Cc.. 3 (i.e., a~r:i t:c

E(,. 3 with Lc. 6). it L1.0 .1o0Luion I()rea-che6 a -sLeauy

state, then ,
'a II~ fin) i

is the cesired solutior. ior 1,c,. 13.

In orer Lo r-pjreciatc cno unicrstzr.6 thc Lubtieties of

thC MC-thOL. Of SOIltion ir.trouucec a, ovc let uta Djiv i, Lo ca

sispJler jrobler , such cs

A40) -B (

The zolutiori or th(± abevo CC Lation i1L

w:here C is ceterr, ircc. Ly the,( initial cocrision, Wh.ic' yViel.L

#Ac W -.! (21)

11 4 > , t S ce c .,c in i in it Y, t he I a ,Lt terr.. in r, c Fcl oveL

eqjuatiorn coe., to zer, Pone one outziins

X.( t4ALAe~ 4i**l ( -ALA e-'22)

r.:e;:t cornsiccr the i,.ccthoo iritrouucec above: ,:.(t

anm corauine wjLh L(. Is to oLtaii

(24)

Coi.c itrs cos;.le', cul,j)Le.I. ?'ITCSC siL'ti1L.n Lo ti~e ohLovc

couaLion is

x of 4.A D& (2 5)

whc-r e
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A ,(26)

Combining Eqs. 23 and 25 yields
A A a 4 * j.A ' D> ' ' D "

4 U-AA. / * (27)

(with D + D4-- C) in agreement with Eq. 20.

The main advantage of using Eq. 24 over Eq. 1S is that

if only the steacy-state (oscillator) Zolution is ocsirec,

then using a numerical integration scheme yields this solu-

tion evcu with very large time Lteps (larger for inttance

than the period T t' of the steady state solution): the

evaluation of DC" 04"t deteriorates a, at increases, but,

as long as this tern, goes to zero, our objective is

attained. On the contrary the use of Eq. 19 requires the

use of F sr.all tite step (typically m.any per cycle ot

oscillation) in oroer for the solution to Le accurate.
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The follow. iny recornnenuations arce mac Lcr theo

cor.tirnuaticon ci this recearch:

1. Valiuaticn ot the work clone or,. the osclllitory

Lolutic-n tthrciuih the cvelolit~cit ct iLn oscillatcri

versicn ct the 1.rograra UTSA

2. ~ccriicnto vnonlitacar problei., whcrc tb'c- i~SSuF iL

that higher-freCuency Cer.p.OlicxItL arc prvecnt

2. TExLentiori to -:croelzric probe.~s, %IILcrL Z.1C iLtL'C-

iL that the Irc-qucncy i-s not kznomin a priori

4. Vec',ctizztior of tLe jro(,r;-. CIT1, .ro.. *.hc tic-

Ot term it, the caliculation. ci the i~unber 2. rnc~cc-

sary cL;cirztioflZ cz&1 uO! rcctuc.
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CF;~~; ~.;~v NEU1MCSCU!.ATU:RE RESPONSE

TOMECEAN2 ';CAL STRESS

by

Dr. Thndris F.-e Iad s

a tid

r t. t Harpster

7'ne 4rtjcu~ated Total Body (ATE) -!odel, based or. rigid-body dvnanics

7-c Eler ecations of motion and Lagrange ty pe Ccnstraints, was used to

-01cr Thie forces and --ctic-ns 'byr.Peoo a.-r crew n'er--rneI in typical

::u:rcea ti.ns . To rr. v;ile a :5.-r e _- rc -S t i c E:-..n;mo c '-.-ra

:s, an ac:C:w 7~.~~zcTo t%.ec

.. r~±V sve:rede--?:ance d harness avstex. The>ze :r

~~.snle ,ce 1n'. udacntractcile e~!.na -dnitnnn a

0 .rallel elastic el,::ent.

Two validation studes were oerfc~ned. Th!e first si-ulated =-!bow

flixion with one 2uca - - erresesting the bicsns br cnn-_, n.-.

The A : 1ci Js. ?7., -.. t- KUc ra t e sr e e J' r>y .

2, -d C ? - 1 tS- . I .- ,t C

- to !he h-nca-:1~t ;7 - .-nsinn sea~ni nd no fcrce

e- I- CU o ' ,; nt . The c.end stLu dy-

--J.2eb:vx..... o _- .- al fvi ( e ti>::.trnr-r- . e

t *:;ce h the nt:,cuaatr e 6 1d CZ.LCS>Ctely ;re; ntte tradfeccr

of the body, the response Is si rifica;ntly do e a'i ed &--wd to a control

tnd.rt 1 e t re for a

d0o t .ce.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

The use of biodynamic computer-based models for the prediction st

human body response to rechanical stress has become an extremely useful

and cost-effective research and devrelopmcental tool, especially as an

alternative to direct exerimentation with humans and animals. These

iodels attempt to slmula:e or Fredict the forces and motions experienced

by a body in high-acceleration events such as impacts or from sudden

forces such as wind shear. In particular, the Air Force is interested in

the reactions of aircrew personnel to such forces typically encoLntered

in various phases of flight operations, including emergency ejections from

high-speed aircraft. Such a hazardous environment is well suited to com-

puter modeling, and with proper execution considerable insight of body

motion and stresses developed in the body can be gained.

The Modeling and Analysis Branch of the Air Force Aerospace Medical

Research Laboratory (AFANRI) has been using a human body modeling program

known as the Articulated Total Body (A73) Model for several years. The

,,del is based on rigid-body dynamics using Euler equations of motion

i:h zh .n-:ce constraints. The specific configuration uses 15 body

szgments (head, neck, upper torso, center torso, upper arms, lower arms,

upper >es, Ic;7er legs, and feet) and 14 joints between the segments.

Although it was originally developed by the Calspan Corporation for the study

of human- body and anthropometri-durmy dynamics during automobile crashes

for the United States Department of Trz:-portation (Fleck et. al., 1974;

Fleck, 1975), Ihe A3 Model 'as suffic, .tlv :al to al-. w -J ation of

vhole-bc.dy articulated rotion resutig fr.om various '-pacts or

a-celeratio7,s applied to the body. F,:r:-.er- ore, -,odificati-ns : \c ving

special joint fores, 3wrcdynmjc rcr ,s P:d a ccmpl x h.-r..ess s,, ?:1 .,ere

aJded to a-c-,':.odate pecific Air Force 3 piicazicrs (Fleck -:nd litler, 1975).

The ATB Model, although realistically reflecting human body structure,

nass distribution and tissue material properties, presently has the serious

, -4 '-,nc c'1y nti, g ! -:no - vth -- icce i n,-r-ql r,-.. s. The

: .olc-bdy motin is no 64ffrcrt Ut hruan aircrw ! , :,,-l data

than for anthropometric dumrny or cadaver data. Vhat is needed is the

plete:7taton of an active neurc,u'1'lqrure to simulate both voluntary .nd
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r:eflex res-t.:is f : ,E .:i:an : ect to externally imposed forces.

II. OBJECTIVES:

The objective of this Surm:er Faculty Research Project has been to

a.fne and fc r ;11- z.-etnenoolr-es tsr iplementing active muscle effects

s-ch as body ..-:ensing and time verving forces into the present ATB

""el. Several cccJ-:iierarions were involved: (1) the present model was

'ut to be altered, (2) basic muscle rhenctena such as the length-tension

.'orcr-ve.'vcit r.lazicnshins and .eceive visc,eastic properties c: a

to be included, and (3) particular ezyhasis was to be placed on muscles

acting in the torso and neck region which affect flexion, extension and

lateral motion of the trunk.

The objective was approached as follows: (1) A detailed literature

search on muscle functions and current techniques used was performed.

(2) Based on the results from the literature and theoretical principles,

c!:scle models were formulated. (3) The :ew muscle models were inp-: ed

into the existing ATB model structure. (4) Ea-u'ation of avalirble
•- - - --- " -:-c..

1
-- "-e -- e-- - o-

This final report follows te a-rprc .,n used in fulfilling the

objectives and therefore will be -rzanin,-d in a sirilar fashion.

illI. EACKRGUND:

Skeletal "hutrle - f>r tq - C' .-- :;,allv: cri''ate on the cleetrn,

-.: n cL:.e or ;z- e ' "t A d . . .l etcn .. c a -

r-scle Is enc"ed in a c: :-e e azh c led he7 .

is hild In its . rect pc-ji",n 'n - :e ' b 1 . of ciia. Te ce

Is attc .-d to the \" a _'s, .* e - e -, ricr ;s ,: -: d

"nto l.C-gitud.mnai sti..s cf- t ~ cui, h -"-A "

dual ruscle fibers. The fibers are enve!oped by a cc rect'.ve t''.suoe called

the e,: 'C.vsium, which transmits t",e frce of the nicle contraction from

',0 .scce I-. s 0o ,t ;- .r :un . ".e 0ea i_

tendons, as they do in fusiform muscles. They can be arranged in uni;tate,

Ipcnnate or :-ultiprrate form, th:s altering the force trarnsittrng charac-
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teristics (Fig. 1).

The muscle fiber, although the basic structural unit, with a diameter

of 10-60 11 and length from several millimeters to several centimeters, can

be subdivided further into myofibrils of lii diameter. These myofibrils

comprise the hexagonal array of protein filaments that are directly respon-
sible for the contractile process and give rise, with appropriate stains

to the peculiar striations that are characteristic of skeletal muscle

(Fig. 2). A repeating unit known as the sarcomere is defined by the verti-

cal z-disk.- Two types of protein filaments are distinguishable in each

sarcomere, thin ones about 5p in diameter and thicker ones about 12V

across. The thin filaments contain actin, globular molecules in a triple

helix, while the thick filaments contain myosin, long molecules with

globular heads. The thin filaments are each attached at one end to a z-

disk and are free at the other to interlace with the thick filaments. The

A-band is the region of overlap between thick and thin filaments, the

I-band contains solely the thin filaments, while the H-band is the middle

region of the A-band into which the actin filaments have not penetrated

(Fung, 1981).

The actual contractile process takes place at the juncticzs et.cen

the myosin and actin in a process known as the sliding filament theory

first presented by H.E. Huxley (1953). The myosin molecules rozsist of

a long tail piece and a "head". The tails lie parallel in a biLndle to form

the core of the thick filament while the heads project laterally from the

filament in pairs, rotated with respect to its neighbors to form a s7iral

pattern along the filament. The se heads seem to be able to nrd; t-ev 11e

close to Their parent fii,.nent in relaxation, but stick out to actin fila-

.ents when excited. Thus, during muscle contraction the ruscle fiber

shortens as the fileients slide over Each other, fcr-iing, breaking and

reforitng clhenical bonds etwcen the myosin heads and the globular actin

molecules.

IV. <-= ' ',T -n7 vL f'F c v r '? L

If a muscle is not stimulated neurally, its tension, due to the

contractile process, is extremely small. Practically all the tension

d~er~ed .$hen t&tui Irg the resting :-n!rle vil he ,due to e-sntic
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structures which lie in parallel to the force-producing sarcomeres: the

sarcolemna (sheath) of the individual fiber and all outer connective tissue

sheaths (fascia, endomysia, perimysia). Thus, a set of parallel elastic

elements (PEs) some of which are to be considered in parallel with each

sarcomere of each fiber and others only in parallel with the whole muscle.

Because these tissues move in fluid, appropriate damping elements (DE) also

need to be inc'uded when stimulation takes place. The contractile proteins

produce tension which, via elastic components such as tendons, is transrerred

to the end points of the muscle. These components are termed series elastic

e:toents (SES) :ia:ze, 1981).

Thus :he following model based on atze (1981) can be constructed

(Fig. 3). At both ends of each fiber are lightly damped SEs representing

the tendinous parts of the fiber, and for each sarcomere two lightly damped

SEs representing the elastic structures within the cross bridges (BE.) and1

the z-disk (SEi). The parallel elastic elements for each sarcc-mere (PS.)

do not individually contain the damping components, since the sarcolemna

attached to the z-discs does not allow appreciable movement. The a-:ping

- nent is contained in the fiber external structure and is t:us :aced

-rallel t ne enzire -fi--- r-.' U -C:7actile

elezents of the protein. Any mars of the sarccneres is disregarded,

e-pecially when compared to the r uch larger external mass t-at the r:scle

contraction must move (Inatze, 1981).

Obviously such a distributed modelfor a complete muscle would be much

too tomplicatr-d to 'se in a mulcilink system of the human body such as The

i3 nder. M ,he distri>'tod systcm to a z'-7 r

c-;pe c: t "i J a lIe ~s t o~ n s t a e

arr-cneres n a -r are -re cr ,s intical a-i activat-d at a.-: N.-

- :tely the i. e t-e. Tt - ,,-n that all The SEi s for cne fiber ran
1

'e r~p!.-.>-d -v .4 r t 5E of h.g:h X s., the ne1

rrocedure can be :Tpled tc ?2-:rents CEi, E n ard PSi, rcsulting in

equivalent ]uJTLed e><.eots.

A <-'!?r ' - ljd 4n '-- ~ o .r i.rts. 'n e

the form of a functional unit, the motor ,:it . mchinotor unit c'nsists

cf the motor ,.-,:ron producing the neural f:-'ut si- nal to the unit, and all
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of the fibers that are irnervated by bra.rhes of the motor neuron. In

general, the mator unit fibers are disz:ibuted randomly over a certain voluz.e

of the muscle and all have similar morphological contractile and histo-

chemical profiles (Close, 1972). Also, assuming BE to be very stiff, as

suggested by Hatze (1981, p. 66), results in the final lumped model (Fig. 4).

For the parallel elastic element, extensive tests on the tensile

properties of resting skeletal muscle carried out by Yamada (1970) indicate

an exponential force-straint funcrion:

f = (c- 1) i (I)
-- e

where fPE is the force developed by the ?E normalized with respect to

maximum isometric tension in the muscle, a and B are constants and is

the strain:

1-1
E 1 0 (2)1

0

7here 1 is the instananeous muscle length and 1 is the resting length.0

Fiting 7q. I to the data of human sartcrf-s ruscle from Ya-mada (970,

- .: . &2.es of .-Ca27 i = 7 . 5616. h s : t

strain curve is shcwn in Fig. 5. The SE and PS elements exhibit force-

strain funct4ons similar to the PE (tat.:e, 1981) and will be discussed in

mcre letail later.

The velocity dependence of the d anping element (DE) can be ex-rrssed

as for a simple m.echanical dashpot:

f = e(3

r.. e f,- ES the ncralized fcrce and S is the viscrus da:.-ng c:.:ficnt.

Lr t' e 'l: :arIs 7: cIe of :he P'at, ,-a t. al. (197f) .. ., - cV,-

3 - 0. ,c,'- -n .. L c h if -: .;, .,-d 'o ,'. , ' ?l- t ar --s r-, l n 1,- -h

(10 = 50 -- a) ard 7-x2Oum 5 1:ietric t o:- n (F,.taX 1 U 00 gr) yields

B= .32 -ec. (Fig. 6).

,: . 7- .t''a -. nt '5 V - ' . ' ,nt n e -,le

.- ,-.,t e -, - -

contractive history, velocity of mcve:,-nt, Lhe degree of stinulaticn and

its t,:,-erature. P.-,'ever, for practiral puiposes and as discussed later,

e -: s n -n
-
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The length-tension relationship is determined by the number of active

cross links or filamentary overlap and can be adequately expressed from

the data of Gordon et.al. (1966) by the function suggested by Hatze (1981,

p. 42):

fL(Q) - .32 + .71e
- '  

sin (3.722 (&-.656)) (4)

here f (Q) is the normalized force due to length-tension relationships
L

and - )/I with .58 < < 1.8. where ) is the instantaneous length of CE

and X is the resting length of CE. This function is shown in Fig. 7.

The force-velocity relationship is determined by the rate of breaking

and reforming the cross bridges with higher rates producing less effective

bonds. To account for the whole range of negative velocities (shortening

or concet.tric contractions) as well as positive velocities (lengthening or

eccentric contractions) Hatze (1981, p. 44) has defined the following

expression:

f ( .1433 {.1074 + e- 1409 sinh (3.2; + 1.6) (5)

where fv (;) is the nL-ali:.d force due to the force-velocity reat-'onship

and

= e/VM_ (6)

where VMA is the maximum concentric velocity in muscle lengths/sec. and

i is the velocity again in nuscle lengths/sec. This relationship is shown

in Fig. 8.

Scrutinizing F~gs. 5-8, several iziportant conclusions can be drawn.

The passive force-strain property (Fig. 5) shows an exponential increase

with very small values (ccmpared to the maximim isometric trnsion or

r:ayiff voluntary ccntracticn (MVC)) for strains less tnan _0% and v~rv

large values for st;'ains greater than 50%. However, strain values of 50%

would not be reached during normal movements and thus the passive force-

strain effect should be rpgligible in the normal neureuscular response.

ile Passa*-e k s ~ .~ ilg. 6) s~jw a ',. :-i

with strain rate (c). Force values equal to MVC are obtained for

3.125/sec. Since the maximum velocity for slow fibers is 2.9 muscle lengths/

.c (1F ze, "181) fairly sust-nt cl ccus .:ag'g forces Can be

cbtai~ned.

The active length tension relationship (Fig. 7) shows a fairly peaked
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response with a 20% reduction in force for e - + 20%. Therefore, the length

tension relationship shows a significant effect that should be accounted for.

The active force-velocity relationship (Fig. 8) shows a rapid increase

up to an asymptotic value 34% greater than the MVC for eccentric contractions

and a very rapid decrease in force (down to zero) for concentric contractions.

Therefore, the force-velocity relationship should have a very significant

effect in normal human movements.

Now, combining the model in Fig. 4 with the above-derived Equations

1-6 yield the following overall force equations

fSE -f + fPS (7)

f -fSE + fPE + fDE (8)

V. INCORPORATION OF THE MUSCLE MODEL INTO THE ATB MODEL:

With the consideration that existing features of the ATB model were to

be used for the incorporation of muscle elements, two possibilities arose:

(1) zc .se thE s;rin&-damper routine or (2) to use the advanced ref::'Knt

system of harness and belts. The spring damper routine was quickly discounted

hecause, as the name implies, only a direct spring force proportional to

displacement were available. Other functions such as the length-tension or

force-velocity relationships could not be accounted for. Furthermore, the

spring-damper functions were limited to second power polynomials, which .culd

be insufficient to fit the required forms of the :nu-cle Trj-zrt'es.

The harness routines provided a much better alternative. Firsz of all,

the functional fcrm of the harness forces allowed the use of four terms:

NFF-,C) I (E) + NF 2 ( )NF 3 (E) + NF4 (s) (9)

where £ = strain, E = strain rate and NF = functicnal form of force.

Secondly, each of the terms could be expressed either as a fifth cider

pcly--ial or as a tabular fu:nction for -,cre ccrplex !%ulations.

On Lhe ocher ";,:jd, tL:. re -:e stJil 1 &:21 tlt c.s ' i,' :An ',te h,.' -

routine that restrict the effectiveness of the muscle model. Obviously,

from the functional form of Eq. 9 only three elements can be modeled
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nequately. Furthermore, all three of these have to be in parallel, since

forces add directly only in parallel. Series elements would require complex

integro-differential equations in NF which can not be replicated with Eq. 9.

Thus, the series elastic element (SE) needed to be eliminated.

The elimination of SE can be rationalized by considering SE to be a

very stiff spring which is supported by Bawa et.al. (1976) who found

KSE - 380 g/nm as opposed to KE - 103 g'=. Eliminating SE yields four

elements in parallel, two of which are parallel elastic elements. This can

be c3mbined into one parallel elastic elrment, yielding the final simplified

model in Fig. 9. The functional forms for each of these elements have been

given previously in Eq. 1,3,4, and 5.

Simulation of Elbow Flexion - The simulation of elbow flexion (Fig. 10)

consisted of three segments: the upper arm, the lower arm including the

hand and a mass held at the center of gravity of the hand; and three joints:

the shoulder which is fixed to an inertial reference frame, the elbow modeled

as a hinge joint and an unconstrained joint acting as the attachment between

Shand and the mass. One muscle was attached to act as the crolination of

-:.-:!w -:e:ors , the brachialis. Ar:crcTcmecric v.lues

for the segments and centers of Sravity were taken from the data of De:.pster

(1955). The origin of the elbow flexor was put at the shoulder joint since

tIe lcng head of the biceps even crcsses the shoulder joint (McMinn and

liutchings, 1977). The insertion was set at 1.8 inches from the elbow cor-

responding to the biceps data of Wilkie (1950).

The mn>-u- rla t :f -.e elbcw ti&:.or .as :a'culated from

The data of Wil kie (-t c-) s -.as antiaf.;ed a - f- eht at the

wrist with a lever ratio -C-c-.uEn 7-.Scie insertion eistance and the nccent

arm of the weight of .15, vyeid-ng a i.YL:m sometric te;sjon of 133.3kg

22or 293 Ibs. f-s-. ',] s .. n;'::.-4 , '.g (',.s .. 21' r a of .6 cm2

and 7.0 cm 2, rs.o.elFor :h,. H-c, -s .>nd brc 's(net.al. , 1981)
2nultiplied by the naximum muscle force of 10 kg/cm (Ratze, 1981) to yield

255 Ibs. This value is '-rkebly close to the more direct v'ite, c oisid-ring

for. As a result, a value of 300 lbs. was selected as the nsxi=um is-.etric

tension for the elbow flexors.
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Speci--l :odifcaticns needed to fit the four muscle functions to the ATB

%odel included :he folloving. At present, the ATB model 63esn't allow

negative strain whi:h dces occur during a concentric contraction, it -was

necea:ssary to pret4-ghten both the length-tension function and the muscle-

spring function so that under extreme concentric contractions, the calculated

strain would still be positive. Strain under pretensioning is calculated as

f cllo's :

- 1
y -I (10)!+5

0

where s = slack (negative if pre-t -.-inned). Durning a resting state "'when

nc.rmal strain C - 0 a pretensionnsof s = 1 /2 yields c" = 1. Then E and

C' are related oy:

C' - 2e+1 (i)

Thus for normal strain (E) ranging :rcm -. 4 to .8, pretensioned strain

(c) would range from .2 to 2.6.

The velocity dca. <'-.- f-e acated ".Lsed on strafn rzies.

a s ra n rate of " -: . .: _ -- en: c a s le ve _o . v of -n o

muscle lenth per seccnd. -or slo w ftch fibers, as typically fc.nd in tie

t -:nk -scu3ture, the . im ve , :v is 3;.-c-'atelv 2.9 ruscle - ths/

Sec (Hatze, 1981). Thus Eq. 6 Lar he used to define r, needed for the

force-velocity function in Eq. 5.

The elbcw fle>y r s-nu'atInns uti -. d a fix:ad ;;rDer arm, a frelv

T- ns. O e.'.cw JC.int (i.e. ,in '' ) - ,r-st _'*%t :7d S d

-n ~ e . n . 7e u p r a Js -c" &r er ia!i c r i e he e .r ,:: :,t

r' saly (i.e. T e . s in 6 5 'ed

d :e ". .mr r '.s .;''..d ".,: . . r t-e , ", -d ,. , "s " ,, v

cr oazed by tie r.a's a the m--.' 7 , . ,C :We

__'rcw ,,.:-:. .rs and the a. r sr ' C'i s (IL.,n, t]c,,,." t. . -: . .r a

: . ,c(-d t t,,.e :d QC. • .. , s .p ii -g .. ,5 .

M..scle forces as a fsrtn of t':.ie for varicus n.s .s and ctns

r -1.,-,n In Fics. 11-15, 71--s. I! -', bcw the ffcts of : ,. .d - .. ce
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.. -1 s I': le --u:cions are replaced by dummv variables) while

Ft-. 151.2.. ,. : -Cs riEing the cc.-:lete elbow flexor. More ccmp'.ste

results including the arzular disolacerent and strain at 256 msec , and the

maximum linear -nuscle velocity and resulting r, for the various conditions

are surmarized in Table 1.

The conclusions drawn in Secrion IV from theoretical muscle function

relazionshirs are derinitely su-torted by these simulations. Fc- eyample,

Fig. 1 shows a constant muscle force over time for the isolated muscle-

spring function for two differert ::rsses (m = 80 and m - 200). in both

cases the i'., at-m pi' t5 down .329 and 43* respectively) but '-e :esu:

muscle strain is too small to produce any significant increase in muscle

force. In fact for a completely extended forearm, the resulting strain of

'3.9% is insufficient to produce a significant muscle-spring force. On the

c-'er hand, the forces produced by the -assive damper amount to a significant

:0% increase above the maximum i5L.ezric tension (Fig. 12), which results in

a substantial slowed descent and reduced angular displacement (Table 1).

The reduction in muscle fcrce due to the length tension relationship

crtuncs to a2rcx-mately 16!. of '.e -.-- -.. t5Cs7 1-t tension at full f -eion
as s-town fot (ot dition :=: at ::...e = C-t in:::. 1C. Full e:-E:-n-&<

could result in a 10% decrease in force. Since these are the maximum

de-crr:ents perrsible, the l nth-cer. in relat-onr-hip seelMs less imoortant

:.an the cassive damner effect. This, however, is slightly misleading in

that the present case is not a completely realistic simulation of elbow

flexion. Nearing full extension of the elbow, the biceps tendon tends tc be

ed by the capitu'um cf t. . (Fig. C) a., 1<nrtiticg the

: n Es 7 nra :S-:hip.

The active f~rcc- elociLy relt '-.-p prnduces a 0C,, i;.cr.-se 4r "ce

",r a .- ec't:ic nr:'car'ton (- SO) c d P r.-.ctr f-r a I r, i c

, L:;, t'..fn a.L-i 7 . a= 30 lbs . 1 ,ier d . . -d

in a 7ijch fester contraction and -(-LC.. .; -tly greater I ,-je -,,dL-t .on as

c-,n .ore c.a.rly in Fig. 15 for the force istories for the c a -e ch:w

o'.r. A "-t.ric '-r;cticn ,',it -S = 1 lb. at r ;>.r-m "-,-tv -

,.scle force on the velocity of contraction is shown even ,nose disti-ctly

in Fig. 16 in ,.'hich the time plots of force strain and strain rate are
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TABLE 1 - SU '.RY OF E:BOV LEX!IN SIMULATIONS

Ma Parameter Spring Damper Length Velocity 7omtlete

(ibs) I I Muscle

Angular Disp. (0) -90.0 -79.0

1 SE:ain -.162 -. 1591 in

-Muscle Velocity -- -27.8 -8.65

Str i.in Rate -.805 -.250

z Anular Disp. ( 0-12.0 -6.0 -5.9

30 Strain -.031 -.016 -.015
Z in

Muscle Velocity s -3.04 -1.05 -1.04
sec

Strain Rate -.088 -.03 -.03

Angular Disp. (C) 1.8

Strain .005
40 u V eloct in .330

'.'usce V~octvse c

i Strein ,ate I .010

.- 2.ar Disp. (o) 29.0 26.0 28.4 2. .9

0 Stain .C90 .063 .069 .059 .052

".. (3I Velocity _n 6.08 5.39 6.08 4.99 "36

St __inRate .176 .156 .176 .144 i:6

-r.gular Disp. (0) 43.0 41.0 43.0 -9.0

:' .train n .097 .0935 .097 .'-.90

''city 7.65 7.39 7.65 7.12

I-:an 7ate .221 .213 .221 .206
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-perimposed. Force and strairn rate follow almost identical curves as

_ompared to the strain function. Thus, for the present simulations, iruscle

force is determined primarily by the strain rate functions.

Simulatirn of T1runk Mu4scu.at.:re - Simulation of the trunk musculature

is a much more difficult undertakire than simulation of the elbow flexors.

First of all, there are many more muscles involved, close to 20 for the lower

'lack and trunk and ecuallv manv for the neck region. Secondly, some of the

muscles, such as the erector spcnae, have many attachment sites betwen the

different vertebrae. ThirdlY, the lines of action of the muscle forces are

not always in straight line, e.g., the interior and exterior obliques.

Fourthly, the vertebral joints are complicated by the ligaments and their

additional force-bearing capabilities. Another restricting factor was the

limit of five muscle harness systems for the recently added feature on the

ATB model (Butler and Fleck, 1980). Therefore, for the present effort most

of the above complications were avo~ided and a very simple model of the trunk

musculature was constructed.

The model as shown in Fig. 17 cu)nsisted of four muscle-hares s~,

-rtmresentin2 tne =aior lateral bendin'. -wuscles. One hsrress s'-s- er vas Se

to restrain the seated operator and si*nce onlNy laeicurces .Fzre of er.

all four muscle-harness systems were placed on the same side as the force

being applied. T'he four 7maJor muscle groups used - two for the trunk, tw~o

for the neck - were as follows:

1) Interior and exterior oblicues - which tend to curve around the

tri.unk at the ab,,c7:,en hut 3rt cv~r a -iairlv short distance .ri

cally.

2) Prs 'as, erector s-,ine, w':~ r hich tend cc be

ori -,ating in th-e pelv ic a a.-d " nes.r t r-g i n the thu-ra ci c .-r PP

3) Tr>.is-' n~igT:: vc~n "Peo &'Ars d 1i.st-rz ng c

the ~ull.
4) Scaler'us, levator scipuilze, troc'c:sid-which originate

closer to th~e nidline Cttn i -usand in.sert at %Parious levels

A procedure si.-ilar to the e1: .w r>'.or ;Lml'u2iion ;,as f o1*2,,xe zi -g

cross-sectional areas from Takashima etal. (1979) to determine maximrum

7tric te-cion for the neck -muscle ,-ro-t'ns, rp.au 'ateral b tni're forcuas
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(225 ibs) from McNeil et.al. (1980) proportioned between the two trunk muscle

groups according to Rab (1979) (which is more accurate than using the first

technique) and finding insertions and origins in Takashima et.al. (1979),

Williams and Belytschko (1981) and Rab et.al. (1977). This information is

s.mmarized in Table 2.

The study of trunk musculature simulated the conditions experience by a

95% male air crew personnel in a series of tests run in the Dynamic Environ-

ment Simulator at Wright-Patterson AFB, OH. The full ATB Model with 15 body

-ments and 14 joints was used along with the addition of the four muscle

groups described previously. The body segments were arranged in the semi-

reclining posture maintained I.. air crew personnel in the cockpit (Fig. 18).

The lower trunk was restrained by a lap belt; any other restraints, such as

shoulder pads or hands placed on controls, were eliminated. A 2 Gy lateral

force was applied to the body and the acceleration; velocity and displacement

of varioun body segments was recorded.

A graphical display of the whole body response to the lateral force

overtime is shown in Fig. 18b. For ccmparison purposes, the response to

identizal z~nc::ons except for --e :ac'K of muscula:ure is .er.n -7 Ff. 'Sa.

Although the musculature does not completely prevent the lateral deflection

of the body the response is significantly delayed with the head and neck

raintaining the upright position for a longer period of time. This result is

better observed in Fig. 19 which plots the angular displacement of the upper

trunk for both ccnditions. At the end of 256 msec the angular displacpent

is rucced by i20 w~th the use of -usculature. a;ed on 'e toe ? t,-ry,

t'ersne wtn the musculature lags up to 30 -sec c4ind :?e cc-rol r, Eronse.

VI. RFC C2(AiET IOCNS :

These tu;o ,urjes of sl:-Alatic-,s validate the &s ,f , -. j-
1

e sole

function to model an active neuromuscular response to - mechanical

stresses. However, for a more accurate simulation three modifications are

recorn..ended:

than 5 harness (muscle) systems need to be permitted by the current

version of the ATB. A minimum number required for the torso and

O-lt . d -e "0, th i-I t,,it .-Il 2
n  

r1 d - r P .
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2) To more accura:e:-" dt-.rbe the muscle performance, features such as

the active state ur.:ion, force build-up time, delineation of slow

and fast twitch fibers, orderly recruitment patterns, fatigue effects

and reflexes could be eventually included into the muscle model.

3) To account for the irregularities of the human body, a more detailed

modeling of joint biomechanics, range of motion of limbs, multiple

muscle insertions and the effects of ligaments should be included

into the ATB Model.

A very important application for a completely muscularized ATB Model,

besides the Air Force pilot simulations, is the simulation of manual material

handling tasks in industrial jobs. The prediction of work strengths during

dynamic job activities is a very desirable employee placement technique and has

been strongly recommended by the National Institute of Occupational Safety

and Health (Chaffin, et.al., 1977). Present results indicate the muscularized

ATB Model to be a very feasible approach with good future potential.
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Static and Dynanic Response

of Aircraft Shelters

by

David L. Israel

ABSTRACT

The feasibility of a fourth generation aircraft shelter

is investigated. The development of mathematical models,

simulating a double-radius cylindrical shelter are presented.

The models are analyzed both statically and dynamically with

the use of SAP IV (Structural Analysis Proqram).

Investigations of various loading conditions were

performed to determine the effect of assuizied threats on the

structure. Structural response under each of the loading

cases is studied in an attempt to determine which parts of

the shelter will be subjected to the most severe stresses.

Suggestions are offered as to which type of model and loading

configuration would be the most representative and realsitic

for any future development in this area.
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TRIALS AND TRIBULATIONS AT THE HELMET MOUNTED OCULOMOTOR FACILITY

by

A. Terry Bahill & Jeffrey S. Kallman

ABSTRACT

We spent most of the summer debugging the Helmet Mounted Oculometer

Facility (HNOF) equipment. On our last day we were finally able to gather

data on human head and eye coordination. We brought this data back to

Carnegie-Mellon University; we were able to put it on our computer system and

analyze it with our pr:c> -ns.
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I. INTRODUCTION

At the beginning of the summer I stated that my objectives were

1 To present seminars to the Wright-Patterson AFB community. I presented

the five seminars listed in Appendix A. The average attendance was 20.

2 To learn to use the Helmet Mounted Oculometer Facility (HMOF). The

proceedures of operation that I wrote are included in Appendix B.

3 To record human head and eye movement data under a variety of target

novement conditions. We have filled up a computer disk with data. It is

presently in my Laboratory at Carnegie-Mellon University. I will analyze

this data during the period of my minigrant.

The following narative written by Jeffrey S. Kallman summarizes our

activity directly related to the Helment Mounted Oculometer Fpcility (HMOF).

The virtual cockpit is an idea that has existed for many years. In

essence, the idea is to present a prcceesed view of the .crld to a pilot.

This view presents information to the pilot in the most usahle form Pscsitle.

Threats are e'p.sised, HUD inf.jrmition is available, displays can be task

dependent, etc.. Unfortunatly, until recently, the technology and taslc

science needed to develop such a virtual cockpit was nonexistant. Not any

1cnger. Currently, Investigations are being made into artificial intelligence

systems for thrcat evaluation. experiments are beorg performed in optimal

display syrtbologys, and many other j:eces of t:,e vcro::el cpit idea are

being worked on.

One major piece of the virtual coclkit is the d4 pi&y tem. Le
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a helmet mounted oculometer (HMO), a helmet mounted sight (HMS), a Data

General Eclipse minicomputer, a Network Systems HYPERchannel adapter, and a

DEC PDP-11/34. This is a large, expensive and complex system.

The HMS provides a TV im.ige of the subject's right eye illuminated by

infrared light. The oculometer consists of an infrared light source, a CCD

television camera, and associated optics. The light source is directed at the

eye via bepmsplitters and an infrared mirror. The TV camera sees the infrared

light reflected from the eye. Ideally there are only two sources of infrared

reflection from the eye: the corneal reflex and the bright pupil. The corneal

reflex is the reflection of a bright light source off of the front surface of

the cornea. The bright pupil is the effect caused by light entering the eye,

bouncing off the retina and reemerging from the eye, lighting up the pupil.

The corneal reflex and the bright pupil are picked up by the TV carera and

The HYS provides head position and orientation data to the Eclipse. It

works by using a trarsmitter to set up a magretic field in the area the helmet

will occupy. A receiver in the helmet senses the magretic field and

det v:':is 'ere the hd is - how it is ori.nted

-. e Eclipse cclputer ool'-,cts the TV irees from the H'MO and the head

position and or4entat ion data from the HNS, cc,,'utes ,-reztion of gaze, and

sends it all to the iF, . ,,el. The TV -res are first processed to

gerrate eye position (;r nular) in the henet reference frame. Then eye

posit-on is '..id-d' to >e ,ad ,zi'in ard c'r.rticn to yield gaze an gle

(in universal ;oirat: a). fhally . tie 2e'i1Se l of the data and the

results of its computaticns to the HYPE~channel.

The HY'F%.E,nrel hes transf-r of e-ta frcm the 7cI ipse
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minicomputer to the PDP-11/34 minicomputer. It is questionable whether this

piece of equipment has helped or hindered the development of the FYOS

facility.

The PDP-11/34 minicomputer is used for a variety of purposes in the HMOF.

The PDpm11/34 generates targets, drives the target display system, takes data

from the HYPERchannel adapter, and formats and stores the data on disk.

Software

This section of the report will cover the software that we either

developed or helped to develop. All of our programs were written on the PDP-

11/34. The Eclipse minicomputer was programmed by Honeywell and the

HYPE~channel was programmed by its manufacturer. In the course of the work at

the HMOF several prosrams were written for the 11/ 3 4.  These programs were

---n o a v'oerv of ;- .ses" target generatior. target T-eser--i''r

c-t'a collection, error calculation, and demonstration. The programs .ere

-en in FCh.?AN and assEmbly lariguage. Some of the prograns were desiied

to !.and alone, while others were designed to fit into existing soft-.are.

!'I! discuss the prcarams thet stand alone first.

The dr.orstration prograo DEMO s 4rds alone. It outputs a series of two

c:r-:rsicnal target waveforms to a target iererator (in our case. either an x-y

sc pe or mirrors deflecting a laser beam). The targets presented are: a

,orizcntal sirusold, horizontal parabolic sections, horizontal cubic sections,

circles, horizontal parabolic sections vs vertical si,-.soids, and horizontal

cubic sections vs vertical sinusoids. DEMO is a static program. Each time it

.! r. r, the sa-e targets are prpented at the n;;me s -'d, ;nd in the rw~e

o6-r . The ordering, sleed, and tir;e-ts ;,,'csented are the rcF>rsibility of
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generation and display are among the most computer intensive tasks of the

virtual cockpit. To use the virtual cockpit efficiently 6nd, with present

computer speeds, effectively, requires a minimization of image generation and

display. The computers should only work on the virtual areas that the pilot

is looking at.

Determining where a pilot is looking is an involved process. The

direction of the eye in the he-d must be determined and the position and

orientation of the head in space must also be determined. Given these, it is

possible to determine where a person is looking, but in the case of a pilot,

there are additional factors that must be taken into account. Neither the

oculometer (device for determining eye direction in the head) or the sight

(device for determining head position and orientation) can be either intrusive

or obtrusive. This presents difficulties.

C culc- eter and sfi-t syStts exist that are neither -nac Ftably

intrusive or obtrusive. One such system is the Honeywell Helmet Mounted

OCcu7C,eter and Sight (HMOS). The h"MOS was delivered to the AFAMRL/PEA He2 .,et

Mounted Occuloneter Facility ( iMGF) in Ncvemter 1981. Unfortunatly, the HMCS

..as still not folly f,-t, d.:d " e:,; " C i irOF lrne ? e . in *, i ir.cn, :he

HYCS's perfcrr',ce c! sr-ctristics ,.erc an ur' .'er factor.

II. HMOF

This discussion of te velhet !Mounted Occulcneter Facility cctrcs in three

arts: the hardware, the s5ftwsre, nd the operat'on of thc E stem.

Ht .are

PMOF hard.are ci-n s'w-sre, re.trd, and (if (:(!-red) c sn act upon the

position ,r:d ori,naticn of tL, .. n 1.(,d &.d -3 cs. i t s fe :E n ;rits:
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the FORTRAN part of the program. Acting on the ordering, speed, and target is

the responsibility of the assembly language part of the program. The assembly

langage subroutine accepts the number of ten thousands of a second between

target updates as an argument. The subroutine takes the target from a buffer

in a FORTRAN common block filled by the FORTRAN part of DEMO. As the FORTRAN

program has no interaction with the outside world, the program is static.

TARGET

TARGET is a more dynamic stand alone program for horizontal target

generation and display. It allows the user to pick up to thirty targets for

display from a menu of five waveforms. In addition to waveform, the user also

picks target frequency and duration. After the user's targets are displayed,

the program allow the user to specify a new set of target waveforms.

7-e i' cavefcrrs are e..-._ nd stored in tuffers wre t .e F72'-?AN

cart of TAhGET is first started up. The program then asks the user to

Es-.erate a target by picking waveforms, frequencies, and durations. After the

target generation is finished, the target is displayed. The assermbly language

display subroutines are different from the single display routine in DEMIO.

W) :reas in DE.1O the display routine's buffers had to be refilled with each

change in waveform, T hGET arsigns one subroutine to each buffer, and has the

buffers prefilled. Thus, while DEMO has delays between output of waveforms,

7A*H _ET displays waveforms continuously.

,.R.,.B is a f.be stano irc ;n;am for hori'ontal and vcrtical

target generation and display. It is similar to TAGET in that it allows the

u.,-n , -ify tle t--get, d it is K -i:ar to TEIO in V.at between displays

of t i,e tret 6aveform it has to refill tie display ti.ffers. TARTTP is the
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last of the stand -one programs.

SSCAN

SSCAN was designed to fit into the existing data collection program

COLECT (sic). COLECT is the program that run on the PDP-11/34 which is

responsible for collecting data from the HYPERchannel adapter, formatting it,

and storing it on disk. ; allows the user of COLECT to read the analog to

digital (A/D) corverters in the PDP-11/34. The user can select the number of

A/D converter channels that are to be read.

MSE

.SE is a group of subroutines that fits into COLECT which computes and

displays a short term -,ean square error of the form

1 2 2t-.:s C - '_T E 
+  

e4z'dt

(1)

v.-re t is time, T is a ieriod of time, eEL is elevation error. eAZ is azimuth

error, and rse is r.ean square error. There are three parts to _SE: !-SESET

,;rich ets thirgs up, 4
T!FER ahich m:tes rose, and ._.OIIT which cut;'its the

.e.

."Z , - t i cr

Py far the most difficult pa.rt of !si;,g t',e HMOF is operating the HMOS.

The HMCS operation proceedures are Plso the most difficult to describe. As a

good d-scription of the cp .tra'-Fr ' ,'-.jres for t ,e !'OF ;art of H.'OF has

be, n written by Dr. A. j. 'ifi; .iy -r- -ied Jr " . ,ci.x B.
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III. HMOS Evaluation

One of the most HMOS dependent developments in the virtual cockpit

concept is the generic switch. Basically, the generic switch is a single

switch on the stick that can represent any of a number of switches in the

cockpit. In use. the generic switch represents which ever switch the pilot is

currently looking at. The usefulness of the generic switch is dependent upon

three HMOS parameters: resolution, drift, and noise. The resolution is the

minimum angular separation that the HMOS can distinguish. In terms of the

generic switch, this tells how far apart the switches the generic switch can

represent must be. Drift is a measure of how incorrect HMOS determination of

gaze can become over time. If the HMOS has a large drift, looking at a the

same cockpit switch may not mean the same thing after an hour (i.e. the pilot

looks at the radar switch, and the generic switch fires a rocket). Noise acts

I -ate -CE resc.:ution. If the resolution of the HWOS allc-s switches to

q !,..--arated by as little as three degrees of solid angle, but there is a

-. ter of five degrees, the generic switch will represent unexpected things at

:nconvenient times.

It turned out that we were unable to determine any of the aformentioned

parampters. Fecause the HMOF was unable to collect ard store data for ninty-

ni:ne percent of our time at WPAFE/AFP !PL-HEA. we collected apprcxisately ten

seconds of usable data. This allowed us to determine only one HEOS operating

parameter; the noise in the HMOF system. This noise is large. Calculations

based on the raw gaze angle data (see figure 1) yield mean square errors of

~~ 'i e '4,4 ic -z-.> i. ror Is

27.01 deg
2
. Of our own experience in the Neurological Control Systems

Laboratory (NCSL) at Carnegie-Mellon University in Pittsburgh, we know that

people are capable of tr;,..ing with ri:cn squared errors of less than 0.2 deg 2 .
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IV. Experiments Performed With HMOF.

As mentioned in the previous section, during 99% of the time we had at

the HMOF we were unable to collect and store data. This severely cramped our

style. We have ten seconds of usable data. This data needed to be processed

a great deal to become usable (as figures 1 and 2. data before and after

filtering, attest).

The filtering was done in two stages. The first stage of the filtering

was performed when the data was transformed from the HMOF format to NCSL

format. During the conversion, any data that passed a size threshold was

dealt with by inserting in its place the value of the previous data point.

The filtering was completed by running a simple digital lowpass filter over

the NCSL format data.

Analysis of tre data was performed using the Carnegie-Mellon University

NCSL analysis programs ANA and SPA. ANA provided the graphic output of

figures 1 and 2, and SPA provided the mean squared error numbers.

V. SuInarI and Conclusions

There is not a whole lot that we -3n nay about the capabilities of the

.OF or the rrfults of our lead and -ve ccrd-Inatic.n experiments. The HNOF's

irc;erability rade it irrpcssible to ;et data with which to work. In the the

]3st four !ours at HFMOF we were able to get ten seconds of usable data. Even

so, is ,;ir;et of data 1: <ws some of the possibilities inherent in a Helmet

wlere .aze car, te monitored with as free a head with the types of targets

we',.e use-.
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Sen.4nars of Dr. A. Terry Bahill

ALL. 0U EVER WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT EYE
MOVEMENTS BUT WERE AFRAID TO ASK

by

A. Terry Bahill
Associate Professor of Electrical

and Biomedical Engineering
Carnegie-Mellon University

Building 33 Vault - 1330-1445

THURSDAY, JUNE 24, 1982 A general discussion of the saccadic, smooth
FOUR TYPES OF EYE MOVEMENTS pursuit, vergence and vestibulo-ocular eye move-

ment control systems. We will discuss anatomi-

cal, dynamic and behavioral differences and
the interactions between these systems.

TUESDAY, JULY 6, 1982 A lecture based on the Scientific American paper

THE SACCADIC EYE IOVEMENT SYSTEM by Bahill & Stark, January 19/9.

Two tools, the main sequcnce diagrams and the
reciprocal innvervation model, will be used to
explain the origin of dynamic overshoot, glis-
sades, overlapping saccades and the curvature of
oblique saccades.

THURSDAY, JULY 8, 1982 This exciting lecture will show that the human
can overcome an inherent time delay and track

ZERO-LATENCY TRACKING OF PRE- targets with no latency. An engineering model
DICTABLE TARGET WAVEFORMS BY is developed that can do the same. Tracking of
THE HUMYAN SMOOTH PURSUIT EYE baseball players will also be shown.
NOVEl-lENT SYSTEM

THURSDAY, JULY 15, 1982 A human with a head rest and bite bar can track a
target with a mean square error (mse) of 0.05HEAD AND EYE MOVE14ENTS WHILE deg . As more freedom of movement is given to

WALKING the subject the mnse increases to 0.5 deg 2 for a

subject standing with free head, and to 1.0 deg
2

for a subject who is walking.

THURSDAY, JULY 22, 1982 This mathematical lecture will show the fre-

ADVANTAGES AND L1I4ITATIONS OF THE quency limitations of this algorithm and it will

TIWO-POINT CF! A[ ~show how noise and ccu'racy of the data in-

VA - 1vE A G 6 I-. ... a l s . ,

PLEASE RESERVE SPACE EARLY - CALL DR. KENNETH 8OFF ON EXT. 54820/54693
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C e 4,.S Aids of Dr. A. Terry Bail2

HMOS OPERATING PROCEDURES

by A. Terry Bahill

July 1982

Based on Sections 4.2 to 4.4, Volume III of Honeywell's HMOS system manual

4.2 Power-Up

1. Turn on circuit breakers #3 and #30 on Circuit Panel CPP-l.

2. Turn on power to instruments. There are 4 power switches: the CRT, the
Eclipse, the Link tape, and the Electrohome panel (the Remote Electronics PWR
switch and the Remote Electronics Breaker that turn the lamp on will be dis-
cussed later).

3. Mount the Linc Tape on the tape drive. Thread the tape through the tape
head and put on adjacent spindle. Alternate between LOAD and REWIND positions
on switch so that the tape load mark (the one-inch long silver strip) is to
the right of the tape head. You may have to press the LOAD switch momentarily
so that the tape is tensioned.

4. On the Eclipse front panel, depress the left most switch to the STOP posi-
tion then raise to the RESET position. Set switches 10, 11, 12, and 13 to up
position. Momentarily raise PR LOAD switch. After a short time delay, the

: .r w :l . . .- .EC? or :re C: ' -f 7 e - oew'- has just bee, tu'red
or,, p, ess Alpha lock key on CRT tctnimnal. No. tell the computer whcr, program
you want to run, e.g. "HMOS", "TERRY", or "JEFF" as shown in the Tollowing
line. Underlined items are things you type. Your response should be followed
by a carriage return (CR).

EXEC? 4A0S (CR)

When the tape stops spinning, you will be talking to the debugger. In many of
th- following examples you will le asked to press the ESC key on the CRT ter-
minal. This key will be indicated as (ESC). Set the computer to decimal mode
by typrg:

I SC)N O0000 1 (CR)
or, Cepending jpon The computer's riode, perhaps
(ESC)N +1.1 (CR)

Set lamp brightness with

EGR4+22/-xxx. -yyy. (CR)

... . . . - . r .. . .

:rigrtess leel. The brightest possible value is -512. and the dimmest pos-
sible value is -0. A good range is -100. to -150.
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Raise switches 0, 1, and 14 on the Eclipse front panel to their up positions,

(lower switches 10, 11, 12, and 13 if they are still up). Start software with

RUN(ESC)R

(The first time you start the program MOS you will have to type ZZZZ(ESC)R
rather than RUN(ESC)R.)

You may verify that the software is working by observing that the ION light on
the Eclipse is ON and that the tracking bars on the video screen are at the
bottom and at the right side.

Turn on Remote Electronics breaker on video monitor panel. Push Remote Elec-
tronics PWR button to turn on lamp power. (If you did something wrong, the
red overbrightness LED on the back of the HMOS control box may be on and it
may be necessary to reset the adjacent circuit breaker.)

If at any time you wish to interrupt the program and get back to the debugger
(BIDEB), raise, then lower switch 15 on the Eclipse. For example, to change
bulb brightness, raise, then lower switch 15 and type

EGR4+22/-xxx.-yy. (CR)

where -xxx. is the old brightness and -yyy. is the new brightness. Then type

RUN(ESC)R

4.4.1 Linearization

To determine the size and shape of each subject's eye, run the linearization
program that collects data from 51 fixation points. Raise switch 12 on the
Eclipse. The computer will tell you where the subject or artificial eye
should be looking in terms of the coordinates described in the figure in
Appendix D.

When the "eye" is at the correct location and the video monitor shows that it
is lhcked on, raise switch 8. The machine will now take data. After 5 or 10
secorlds check to see if it has taken enough data by lowering switch 8. If it
is heppy, it will now ask for the eye to be aimed at the neyt point, otherwise
it will say nothing and you should return switch 8 to the raised position. If
after 30 seconds of data taking, it still has not received a preset number of
successive good fields of data it will give up, label the point BAD, and in-
struct you to proceed to the next point. If the computer will not give up,
then you should move the eye slightly until tracking gate bars become station-
ary. At the end of the first pass, the computer will initiate a second pass
where it tries to get data for all of the BAD points. The computer will ask
you to aim the eye at the designated point; when this is completed, raise

numbers.
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To speed up the linearization data collection, you may want to force it to
accept noisy data, by reducing the number of times the fixation data is aver-
aged and by increasing the maximum acceptable variance. To accomplisn this,
enter the debugger, and type

FlXTST+441/+10. 3. (CR)

VARLMT+4/+1000. 32700. (CR)

VAR MT+5/+9000. 32700 (CR)

(Caution: Turning on the oscilloscope [or some other piece of equipment] may
cause the program to quit.)

4.4.2 Calibration

Lineariuation is done only once for each subject. Calibration is done at the
start of each run for each subject. To collect the calibration data, raise
switch 13 and follow the computer's directions. Calibration only uses 7 fixa-
tion points and there is no second pass - if you blow a single point, do the
entire calibration over again.
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Creating a Version of -','3S Zontaining Linearization Data
by A. Terry Sahill

July 1982

1. To make room on the tape, you will probably have to delete some file using

RUSOUT, SQUASH and TAPES.

2. Run HMOS and collect linearization data.

3. Enter debugger by momentarily raising switch 15 on Eclipse switch
register.

4. On Eclipse front panel momentarily depress switch to STOP position, then
momentarily raise it to RESET position. Set switches to 077377 and push
"START" switch. LTOS should now be running, check to verify that LTOS prompt
(EXEC?) is written on the TTY.

5. Put core image of HMOS into temporary file as follows:

EXEC-? SAVE
Filename--TMP, 0
Addresses 774377, 44751

The above numbers represent the starting address and ending address of memory
and the starting address of the program. This process takes approximately 3
rri nutes.

6. Run the program TAPES

7. Mak room on the tape by running RUBOUT, SQ'JASH and TAPES.

8. Run QSAVE as shown below.

EXEC-? QSAVE
Input file- -TEMP
Output file: -UTEYE, 9

This process takes approximately 10 minutes.

9. Run TAPES.

10. RUBOUT TEMP. Run the programs SQUASH and TAPES

11. The file ARTEYE can now be run just like HMOS. It contains linearization
data.
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Collecting Data

by A. Terry Bahill

August 1982

1. Turn off room lights.

2. Tjrn on HMS power supplies (on the rear table).

3. Turn on POP 11/34 computer and boot it.

4. Turn on Network Adapter (on the table) by pushing PWR switch on front
panel.

5. a- Network Adapter by pushing red M.C. button behind locked door on
rea' pel.

6. 'ave subject don helmet arid sit in seat.

7. TLrn on HMS (switch is on small 4)4x2 inch box).

8. Tujrn on circuit breaker #4 if laser is to be used. Do riot let laser
beam sh-ne in your eyes.

9. Turn on HMOS ecu ;orent and ru, HMOS software as described or, prei Ius
C. -, , l up).

1. P 7-point caliLl-atIor, routie.

11. P collect pro:ram on 11/34. (Type RUN COLECT.)

12. L:,.r switch 1 on Eclipse front panel.

13. L:,.2r sAitch 0 on Eclicse.
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HMOS PROGRAMS AND OPTIONS

Detugger (15)

HMOS

Main Frolinearize (12)gan ro-am isplay (5)

< -nurbers (11)

MOVER

ATTACH
LOS CP
starting DJ!MP
aiar-ss DU A P

OSAVE

SAVE
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Apendix C

A History Cf HMOF From June 1982 To September 1982

by J. S. Nallman

How do you solve a prot.err involving miltiple computer interactions when

you aren't familiar with two of the three computers comprising the system?

With great difficulty. With ten weeks of great difficulty.

Step 1: Learn about the computers.
Step 2: Learn about the software running on the computers.
Step 3: Deduce the problem from data provided by altering software.

Debugging operations started with the Eclipse computer. The Eclipse

refused to take a complete set of human linearization data. It was hoped that

an artificial eye could be used to successfully model what the HMO wanted to

see in a human eye (bright pupil and corneal reflex). This didn't work

i7irediately. We though that perhaps the 'retina' of the artificial eye might

be e:er reflecting too nuch light, or not Erough light. We colored ret iras.

for a time, in search of a color that more closely approxi-ated what the HO

was looking for. We never found such a color. Finally. knowing that the HM

wanted a bright pupil, we put a light bulb behind an artificial eye with a

clear retina. By varying the ,clt.ge £oi-, to the eye, we could control the

brightress of the pupil. We .ere cle to 7"ee this work, and n.ar aed to Eet

] 1,.farization tables. oon t},Ere(--fter we vere able to ob, tain ',-,an

linearization data. This was cc,,c:plizied .y turning down the room 'ights and

moving the helmet to a new pcsition on the hi.man head. We then determined

that bLiran data yielded better H'0S reio-ses with huan linearizetion than

our hopes of being able to lircarize an artificial eye and use that for

everyone rather than [-0 tiiig all of cor Tubjrects through the ]'hcarization

rg. : (a ,rc, ,r' c, -1:I ).
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tts ; , we were re;v c t 
• 
sending data to the PDP-11/34 via the

HF-?.channel. .his yielded no results what so ever. The COLECT program would

stop recording -ata for no ap;:arert rE-ason, the Eclipse computer would stop

running the T',"-'f prz,gram for n: :parent reason, and the whole system was

fouled up. For no apparent reason. We got nowhere with resolving these

protlems until we made a small addition to the COLECT main program. This

aiditior was a typ'cal prograr-:er's tr' ck: add a print statement (in our case

a bell ring). We set the program up to ring a bell each time it had received

sixty pieces of data. This yielded some bizarre results. When the HMS data

was 'added' to the HMO data, the system stopped dead after thirteen bells.

When the HMS data wasn't 'added', the system stopped after thirteen bells,

wa Ited for a few seconds, and 'hen restarted. Sometimes. Occasionally, the

system died after only one or 'w; hells. Every once in a while it wouldn't

After chasing bugs from ti e :c Fpe to the 11/34 and back to the Eclipse.

we determined that the Eclipse st,;ck ,inter had two words left behind on the

stack after each data delivery. The stack was long enough to last for

thirtc n n -ccnd. In d at if * 'F 5
4ata is to te -1d tcHo

->ta C P. ,; e vr flow C e if S is.a is

rot '-c, Ce r e r. At t s T r t:iht 'e ad it

-c.d. All e -ad to do s f-a d a d t recs-.ry. %; e fzo:nd it and

fZied it, .hut there was very it4i-e -ffect. The system still died after

t*,i r t,-- -n bells.

:o ,E ,.s ~re z c errs . T, ,C -r': r. I t'e vf 'ct

except a certainty that the ; c was row resident in the 11/34. This was

. Crte e c~ l-, di, i ne -t cA -. 1 a * ', n-t
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stop. If the bells stopped, the HYPERchannel restart would get them going

again. Unfortunately, the HYPERchannel was a sealed black box to us. so we

couldn't attack it and see what gave.

In a fit of desperation, we decided to go over the software and manuals

one last time. This is when we noticed that the COLECT program was

instructing the HYPERchannel adapter to send data in burst mode. Burst mode

allows the HYPERchannel adapter to grab hold of the PDP-11/34 UNIBUS and send

a burst of data without being interrupted. Reading the HYPERchannel adapter

man,als indicated that the burst length (the number of words sent per burst)

was set by hardware switches. Looking at the HYPERchannel adapter card in the

PDP-11/34 indicated that data was being sent and received in fourteen word

bursts. Now, the Eclipse sends 32 words to the HYPERchannel adapter. If the

HYPERchannel adapter wants to send them to the PDP-11/34 fourteen at a time.

it's Ec;* ng to run into trouble or the third turst. We dec'ceo to pull out the

HYPERchannel board in the 11/34 and switch select a burst length of eight

words. The system worked. Or at least it seemed to work.

At this point we were forced to deal with a new and different type of

r " -I. The bulb that suPplied the infrared light used in the HO blew out.

.ep clng this bulb turred out to be a difficult Froposition btecause it was

r,-cx,?d into a s tcial bulb holder, cnly ore such bulb holder exists at the

-i! F. and to replace the bulb you have to get a special solvent to eat tie old

epxy so you can ef,oxy a new bulb into place. In addition we had to use a

special epoxy. Getting the materials and replacing the bulb in the special

thought of the burst length fix.

ft '?,is ; ".i t .e tr .rd tc -at it all tcget, er. V.e put a r'tJect in 1e

helr-et, set the tzrfets Ec,'ng, were all set to ta:e data, Ard didn't get sny.
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The system was completely intolerant of hmran data. We put the helmet on the

artificial eye stand and tried to figure out what wa5 wrong'.

The next day the bulb blew. This was a particuarly bad time for this to

happen, as it takes a minimum of 48 hours to r.,'ace a bulb, and we were

running out of time. In addition, the debugging was made more difficult

because we didn't have real data to send over the HYPERchannel adapter.

On iednesday of our last week at the HMOF we were once again prepared to

try to take data. We started the system on the artificial eye, and within ten

seconds, the bulb blew. We were in the ridiculous position of having ten

weeks of work go down the tubes because some 50 cent light bulbs wouldn't

last. It was too late to expoxy up a new bulb. We were at the end of our

collective ropes. So what did we do? We performed several experimerts in the

fo Zcw!:g manner: The subject sat in the target presentation cheir Iclding a

tji into the HMO with one hand and holding the rIMS switch in the , nd.

The 11/34 operator sat at the 11/314 console. The Eclipse opErator set at the

-clise front panel. The Eclipse cperator guided the subject in tent

of the -MO bulb. When the bulb was in an acceptable position, the Fr!iTse

c.erator Cuided the subject through a calibration. Then the 11/l ., r

s ed the target and data collection proram. .hen the 11/34 w2s rr-dy,. The

Eci!i;se c;,erator opened the dna p~rsir:g 'at.e -r,d the data col a-* cr n -zn.

At scveral tines during the data collection the H S would go into a "'/iht

death" mode, at which time the Eel i pse opera tor f' iFad wo front ranel

switches and Instructed the -'t-Pct to hit the sight stch. The other r.pjor

hitting a HYPEchannel init f;'r, the 11/34.

','e ;'i"-d .p* .' ' " w th " ' . :',r '= y ix~ chc ' ' -t

C~ir§c-"'eon L;t.,r ity . fc..Td tiat only t'.n seccrds uere v'i -d

usable.
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OXYGEN IMPLANTATION OF GALLIUM ARSENIDE

by

James R. Kempton

ABSTRACT

The development of a stable semi-insulating layer in ion-implanted

gallium arsenide is Investigated. Analysis of samples, implanted with

oxygen-18, by Rutherford backscattering and Capacitance-Voltage

techniques discloses thick compensating layers with a low amount of

damage after an 8000 C anneal. Suggestions for further research on

this material are offered.
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I. INTRODUCTIONt

During the early 1970's oxygen was implanted to compensate n-type

gallium arsenide(GaAs). Typical implant energies ranged from 50 to

1000 KeV with the dose ranging from 109 0/cm
2 to 101 0+/cm2 . C-V.

C-f, and Hall techniques were used for electrical measurements, while

photoluminescence was used to study the optical spectrum. In the

mid-1970's the use of SIMS for studying oxygen profiles became popular.

The fact that oxygen could compensate conductive layers and produce

highly resistive layers made it a prime candidate for device production

and isolation purposes. Favennec and Rao I deduced that oxygen compensates

by two techniques: the first Is due to defects induced by implantation,

while the second is the presence of oxygen in the lattice acting as

a double electron trap or dopant. It was also found that the compen-

sation due to implant damage could be annealed away as it is with

electron, proton, and deuteron compensating layers. However, the

dopant contribution was thermally stable to at least 8000 C provided

the implant was beyond a threshold dose of approximately 1013 0+/cm2 .

In a later article, Favennec 2 further studied the oxygen implant

problem in n-type GaAs. He found that before annealing the oxygen

formed highly resistive layers centered at the mean range for defects

and at the mean range for ions. The fact that two regions exist

explained the earlier results of two separate resistivity regions.

The chemical interaction of implanted oxygen with other dopants

in a lattice is discussed by Favennec et. al. 3 where oxygen is implanted

into a Cr-doped GaAs crystal. The results are quite Interesting since

both chromium and oxygen are quite mobile during the annealing process.
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It has been known that oxygen and chromium would escape the GaAs lattice

unless a cap of Si N4 or Si02 was sputtered on prior to annealing at

high temperature. The presence of the cap introduces irregularities

on the surface of the Cr-doped GaAs which causes a reduction in the

Cr mobility near the surface or a Cr pile-up near the surface(.02 to

.1 um)followed by a depletion zone which extends from one to three

micrometers below the surface. To further investigate Cr-doped GaAs,

oxygen ions were implanted at high doses(1014 0/cm 2 ) at 400 and

800 KeV into the same lattice. After annealing, the following results

were obtained: the Cr migrated to the surface as before, while sme

Cr clustered at the projected ranges of both implanted energies.

Repeating the experiment using neon at 400 and 800 KeV gave no indi-

cation of clustering at the two projected ranges. Therefore, chromium

trapping can be caused by the chemistry of the implant and by sur-

face irregularities which are independent of material. Clustering

of Cr was found to occur with oxygen and iron implants but not with

neon or copper.

In a recent article, a study of the redistribution of oxygen

(after anneal) was done. It was found that oxygen doses lower than

1014 0 +/cm2 would not cluster and trap chromium. However, for doses

above 1014 0 +/cm 2 it would cluster around the mean range for ions and

trap chromium. 4 ith this clustering, a narrow, highly resistive

layer with a high oxygen concentration occurs which is desirable for

utilization of very thin planar devices.
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II. OBJECTIVES:

The present project is concerned with the implantation of GaAs

with oxygen-18. Oxygen-18 was used with the intention of profiling

by a nuclear reaction technique. Our specific objectives are:

(1) To determine the depth of carrier compensation using Capacitance-

Voltage measurements.

(2) To determine the amount of damage caused by implantation of

oxygen and the effects of 400 and 8000 C anneals upon it with

Rutherford backscattering.

III. CAPACITANCE-VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS.

Capacitance-Voltage(C-V) measurements are a means of profiling

the implanted material to determine the carrier concentration. This

method makes use of a reverse-biased Schottky barrier. This barrier

creates a depletion layer of thickness, x, below the surface with a

capacitance, C, for a fixed voltage. The capacitance of this region

is inversely proportional to the thickness as the equation below

illustrates-

C =tA/x (1)

where A is the area of the surface and 6 is the dielectric constant.

As the voltage is augmented, the thickness of the depletion layer

increases causing the capacitance to decrease while uncovering an

additional charge of eN(xAx. Using Poisson's equation, one can show

that the local carrier concentration, N, at x is given by
5

c3/5
N(x) = (d:- ) 4  (2)

However, this technique is limited to analysis of carrier con-

centrations in GaAs of approximately 1016 to 1O8, which will g.zn
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the thickness of the depletion layer. If the depletion layer is too

thick(N<1o 16/cm3), analysis of the doped region will not be possible

due to the low electric field. If the depletion layer is thin

(N>1018/cm3), analysis of the doped region will not be possible due

to breakdown of the barrier.

The results of the C-V measurements are shown below:

rABLE 1 - DEPTH OF COMPEN3ATION

Anneals(20 Minutes) 1014 O* /cm2  10 15 0+m2

As implanted 0.30 um 0.30 um

4000C 0.34 um 0.31 um

8000 C 0.45 um 0.75 um

Upon performing a range calculation, one finds that the mean

range for the oxygen-18 ion at 120 KeV is 0.16 urn. According to table

I oxygen will compensate and will migrate deeper into the lattice

upon an 800 C anneal. From this, one can conclude that a semi-

insulating layer is created.

IV. RUTHERFORD BACKSCATTERING:

Rutherford backscattering is the coulombic repulsion of an incident

particle, such as a proton, by heavy target nuclei. As the particle

enters and exits the target lattice, it loses energy. The amount of

energy lost is dependent upon the particle's incident energy, the

distance traveled, and the stopping power of the target lattice.

When an ion is implanted into material of a different atomic number,

the backscattering spectrum consists of two scattering spectrums, one

from the implanted ion and one from the host lattice, superimposed
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upon one another. With this data, one can determine the dose of the

ion. The equation is as follows:

where (Att4 dose of the ion in ions/cm

4. total number of counts in the backscattered

spectrum from the presence of the ion

HL the number of counts in a channel of the backscat-

tered spectrum corresponding to the surface region

V (E--):the scattering cross section for incident particles

of energy, Eo, for the lattice and the ions, respec-

tively

• the energy interval corresponding to one channel

the stopping cross section factor evaluated at

the surface.
6

This equation permitted us to confirm the dose calibration of

the ion implanter by using a graphite sample bombarded with argon.

However, no analysis f, the ion dosage in GaAs could be performed

due to low energy backscattered spectrum, from the oxygen, residing

in a high background count region.

Rutherford backscattering also allows one to examine the amount

of damage caused by implantation. Examination of spectrums of virgin

GaAs and oxygen-implanted GaAs with various anneals or with no anneal

yields the amount of damage caused by implantation and the temperature

needed to remove it. Past experiments indicate that the <0 in

GaAs allows the amount of damage to be observed. When the spectra
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from the (100> and from a random scatter are compared, one can calculate

the amount of disorder. The relative measure of disorder is the ratio

of channeled to random at high proton energy. This ratIo0(,A,,J)becomes

larger as the amount of damage increases. For this work a 330 KeV

proton beam from a Van de Graaff bombarded the targets. The <100>

was obtained with a goniometer system capable of 0.010 increments.

Rutherford backscattering yielded the following relative measures

of disorder-

TABLE 2 - RELATIVE MEASURE OF DISORDER(?C,I)

Anneals(20 Minutes) 1014 0 2 1015 0+/cm

As implanted .081 .113

400°C .059 .067

8000C .049 .050

The small relative measures of disorder for the as implanted

samples indicate that the damage is dispersed throughout the crystal

in the form of point defects which is a characteristic of light ion

implantation. Comparing the relative measure of disorder for the

8000C anneal with that of a virgin crystal,X.M .050, implies

that most of the damage caused by implantation has been removed.
2

This agrees with the results obtained by Favennec.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS:

The Rutherford backscattering data indicates that the damage is

present in the form of point defects which can be removed with an

8000 C anneal. One can infer that the damage is either caused by the

bombardment of the crystal or by the presence of off-lattice site
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oxygen which either migrates out of the crystal or to a substitutional

site during anneal. Upon examining the C-V data one notices a thick

compensated layer for 8000C anneals which means that the oxygen has

probably not migrated to the surface, but one still does not know the

oxygen site before anneal. In order to verify the presence of oxygen-18,

one should use a nuclear reaction technique for profiling. 180(p, )lN

has a resonance at 630 KeV which is 2.6 KbV at FHM yielding a depth

resolution of .038 um. 7 This reaction will reveal the depth and the

concentration of the oxygen-18 in the crystal. A second recommendation

is that this method be used in conjunction with channeling in order

to determine the lattice location of the oxygen.
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ELECTRICALLY COMPENSATED CONSTANT SPEED DRIVE

by

Tim W. Krimm

arid

Jimmie J. Cathey

ABSTRACT

The feasibility of designing a constant speed drive utilizire a

mechanical differential in conjunction with a parallel electric drive

speed compensation link is examined. Bidirectional power flow in the

electric compensation link uses two high-speed, permanent-magnet, three-

phase machines interconnected by a power conditioning network. One

machine is operated as a brushless dc machine, while the other functions

as a variable speed synchronous machine. Steady-state performance of two

types of power conditioning are studied--a dc link inverter and a cyclo-

converter link.

The dc link inverter with bidirectional power flow is found to

require excessive values of current to allow full range reverse power

flow. A mode switch to synchronous inversion is necessary to reduce

current values, but it adds the penalty of increase in power elecLronic

devices and control complexity. The cycloconverter link is found to

offer the better full range bidirectional power flow. In addition, d oc

link system is examined for a method of operation with unidirectional

power flow through the compensation link at the expense of increased size

of electrical machines, but offering simpler controls.

Suggestions are m. e for further research on this system concept.
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I. INTRUtUCTIUN

The need for a highly efficient link, capable of bilateral power

flow, connecting a variable speed snaft to a constant speed snaft is

manyfold. A particular Air Force need is to drive an onboard aircraft

alternator at constant speed while the turbine engine speed varies.

Presently, two methods are employed to provide a constant frequency on

Air Force aircraft:

1. Constant Speed Urive (CSU)

4. Variable-Speed, Constant-Frequency (VSCF)

The VSCF system allows the alternator shaft speed to vary directly

with turbine speed. The variaole frequency alternator output is then

conditioned by a cycloconverter to obtain a constant frequency. The VSCF

system is not sensitive to attitude changes, and thus, functions well on

highly maneuverable aircraft. However, totdl output power of the

alternator must pass through tne cyclocunverter, leading to bulky and

expensive power conditioning and filter circuitry.

The CSU scheme utilizes a mechanical differential to link the turbine

engine and alternator. A constant alternator shaft speed is maintained

by proper clockwise or counterclockwise rotation of tne differential

carrier housing through use of a reversible hydraulic pump-motor drive.

tor a 1.1:1 turbine speed range and a lossless system. d maximum ut
1.5% of the alternator shaft power must pass through the compensating

hydraulic drive, while 18.6% to 100% of the power is transmitted directly

through the differential gearing. The CSJ has been successful in flignt

operation except during maneuvers that produce negative gravity. In such

cases, fluid level shifts can cause the hydraulic system to momentarily
malfunction, creating an out of frequency range condition and leading to

loss of electrical power.

Regardless of the above described potential failure mode, the concept

of the CSO system has a quite desirable feature in that a large percent-

age of its output power is transmitted only through a Iow-order-wmesn gear

train which by nature is highly efficient. Replacement ot the hydraulic

compensation drive with an electric compensation drive can yield a CSD

concept that is insensitive to aircraft attitude changes while preserving
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the desirable feature. Further, a properly designed electric drive

should offer an increase in overall etficiency, due to reduction in

losses through the speed compensation path. Also, the potential exists

for a greater interval between maintenance than for the compensating

hydraulic drive system.

II. OBJECTIVES

The principal goal of this research was to study the feasibility of

designing an electrically-compensated, constant-speed drive (ECCSD) that

has potential for application as a drive link between a turbine engine

and an iircraft alternator. Objectives were established to study the

nature of ECCSD systems in the steady-state. Transient characteristics

and parawter sensitivity evaluations were not possible within the

research period time trdme, and thus, were left for future investigation.

The specific objectives that were pursued are enumerated below:

1. Define candidate electrical machinery and power conditioning cir-

cuitry arrangements suitable for use with an ECCSD system.

2. Detenine nature of torques, currents, and voltages for each

candidate system operating as an ECCSD.

3. Identify special requirements on machines, controls, and power

electronic devices that result from the ECCSD application.

111. BASIC REQUIREMENTS AND CHARACTERISTICS OF ECCSD

An understanding of the power flow and torque requirements of the

ECCSD concept underlies any study as these characteristics must serve as

a basis for selection of candidate electric machine and power condituon-

ing systems.

A. Nature of Power Fluw. A physical arrangement of the ECCSD power

level components is shown in Figure 1(a) where variable input speed nh,

constant output speed no , and differential carrier speed n2 are related

by:

n,= 1/2 (n, - n,,) (1)
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Figure 1 (a) Physical Arrangement of ECSD

(b) Power Flow Diagram of ECCSD

Speed compensation to maintain no constant can be accomplished by two

basically different control approaches:

1. Reversing differential operation. Ratios are selected so that n

lies between the extremes of n . Thus, from equation (1) it is apparent

that n2 can range from negative to positive values or that the differen-

tial carrier must be reversed to maintain a constant n0 over the range of

nI excursion.

2. Unidirectional differential operation. Ratios can be selected

so that nI is always greater than (or always less than) n0 , leading to

the conclusion from equation (1) that n, does not change sign as nI

varies; or, the differential carrier i, always rotated in the same

direction for speed compensation.

For study of basic characteristics, a typical turbine speed range of

1.7:1 (10,588 to 18,000 rpm) was used. The 400 Hz alternator was model-

led as a 44.444 KW load at a constant 12,000 rpm (40 kVA output at unity

power factor operating at 90% efficiency). Constant efficiencies were

assumed as follows:

1. Electric machines - 90%

2. Power conditioning units - 95%

3. Gear mesh - 99%
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Energy balance equations were written for the arrangement of Figure 1(d)

and turbine speed was incremented across its speed range to examine both

the case of reversing differential carrier and the case of unidirectional

differential carrier operations. A power flow diagram of the ECCSD

system is shown by Figure 1(b) where the flow direction of compensating

loop power (Pc) depends upon the polarity of (n- no ) as indicated on

the diagram.

The reversing differential carrier results ir mininum torque re-

quirements Tor PM2 if the miardnge speed of n is set to equal no, which
also gives a synhretric range on n2 abGut the zero speed point. Figure 2

displays the performance results of this system. It is observed that the

torque requirements of PM2 are nearly corstant across the range of opera-

tion. however, the torque requirements of P141 range from zero at the

midrange speed point to a maximum value at the point of minimum turbine

speed. It is further rioted that the imaximum torque requirement Of PMI is

greater than that of PM2. The two maximum torque requirements could be

made equal by an unsymmetric shift of the differential carrier zero speed

point with a net result of increasing the torque requirement ot P!'2 while

decreasing the requirement of PM1. The ratio of power flowing into the

speed compensation loop to power delivered to the 400 Hz alternator
(P c/P ) is plotted to use as an indication of power apportionment between

that transmitted by the compensdtion loop and that transmitted in

mechanical form through the ECCSD.

so 100 JER 100
40 OVERLL EFFICIENCY 8O Lt EFrICINCY

10-

soo

% TOR" (Phi))
2 0 %~ T00~ 60a 

- a

is 0 4 17 is oL I I aI
000540 SPEED - mm) n"14E Saron - fgmw

Figure 2 Calculated Perfornrce Figure 3 Calculateo Performiance
of Reversing Differential (if Unidirectional Differential
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Calculated torque requirements and performance results for

unidirectional differential operation, if nI < n1 , are depicted by Figure

3. System gear ratios were selected so that n2 ranges from 2% to 100% of

PM2 base speed circumventing the necessity of dealing with low frequency

torque pulsations at near zero speed.

B. Electric Machines. The wide speed range, constant torque

requirements suggested for Pt.12 by the above work is the characteristic of

a shunt dc machine; but, due to the brush-commutator maintenance require-

ment and poor adaptability to liquid cooling, the commutator dc machine

is not suitable for aircraft application. However, the brushless dc motor

offers the same desired speed-torque characteristics as the dc machine

without the disadvantages of the commutator dc machine. l - 0 Further, use

of a machine with a permanent rmagnet rotor offers two aoditional

advantages:

1. Field excitation is eliminated which removes the complexity of

supplying power to a rotating member. Also, machine efficiency is

increased due to absence of field excitation losses.

2. Higher speed design is possible for permanent magnet rotors than

is feasible with wound rotors permitting increased gear ratios and

substantial reduction in electric machine size.

Some of the brushless dc motor performance reported in the litera-

ture is experimental data 1,3,5 Others have presented calculations

based on formulas derived using approximations of sinusoidal waveforms or

neglecting commutation intervals giving results with some degree of
2,8,9correlation to test data but with appreciable error . However, the

nonlinearities introduced by the circuit switching leads to equations

that are best solved by numerical techniques, and the reported perform-

ance data calculated by numerical solution of network differential

equations show the least error between theoretical prediction and test
4,.10,11results . When analyzing PM machines with rare earth magnets and

stainless steel retaining rings for rotor construction, Demerdash has

reported 11 that rotor eddy current effects, armature reaction, arid

position dependence of inductances can be neglected leading to a simple

third-order system of equations to describe a balanced, three-phase,
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wye-connected PM machine:

I= [R] i E [L] pi + e (2)

where v is a vector of terminal phase voltages (v,, v2 , v3 ),

is a vector of phase current (iI , i2, i3),

e is a vector of phase generated voltages (el, e2 , e3 ),

[R] is a diagonal matrix with each entry being phase resistance,

EL) is a diagonal matrix with each entry being half of line-to-line
inductance, ard

p ( ) is understood to mean d .

dt

Since the equations given by (2) are decoupled, each can be used in

networks formed by addition of the power conditionirg circuitry with

minimum difficulty.

C. Power Electronics. Obviously, the power conditioning circuitry

of this application must be capable of bidirectional power flow when

utilized in conjunction with the electric machinery. No reporting in the

literature is available of an ac P machine-to-brushless dc PM machine

drive system. However, two basically difterent power conditioning links

are candidates for use with this ECCSD under study:

1. A dc link inverter using a phase-controlled converter for

rectification and synchronous inversion.

2. A cycloconverter link to perform ac-to-dc conversion.

Either of these power conditioning links can use thyristor or

transistors as switLhing elements, but the practicality of transistors

depends on valufs of voltage and current ratings dictated by the final

system design. Much of the logic and signal manipulation of either power

conditioning link will lend itself to digital processing and microproces-

sor control giving a finished product in which a large percentage of the

signal level electronics is integrated circuits.
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IV. DC LINK INVERTER WITH REVERSING DIFFERENTIAL

A. System Description. Power level components of a dc link drive

system for use with the reversing differential are shown in Figure 4

where PM2 is operated as a brushless dc machine while PM1 functions as a

variable speed synchronous machine.

In order to simplify the analysis, the phase-controlled converter

and PMl of Figure 4 are modelled as a dc source which, when coupled to

the inverter and PM2, forms a nonplanar network. In this resulting

network, the various SCRs (or transistors) and diodes are represented by

nonlinear resistors the resistance of which are assigned small values

SII TCH

PKASE-CONTRO4L(OI

t4S.O00 RPV (REV. OIFF

Figure 4 Power Components of DC Link Drive System

when forward conducting and large values when reverse biased. For a

wye-connected PM2, the constraint that the phase currents must add to

zero exists; thus, a system of two first-order differential equations is

sufficient to describe the network. These equations nave nonlinear

coefficients due to the values of SCR (or transistor) and diode resist-

ances being functions of the dependent variables (phase currents).

Further, each 60 (electrical), a switching operation transpires in the

inverter circuitry requiring a revised set of differential equations to

describe the system; therefore, the differential equation coefficierts
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are also functions of the position (82 ) and speed (-2) of PM2 rotor. In

matrix notation, the network equations can be written as

pi_ = [A(i,0 2 )] i + [eB(2)] u (3)

where i is a vector of two independent phase currents (i l l i 2 ), and u is

a vector the entries of which are phase generated voltages arid the dc

source which models the phase-controlled converter and PM1 combination.

B. Control Approach. A block diagram of a control approach that

can be applieo to this dc link drive system is displayed by Figure 5.

PE W E SI AlOP

P12 ENCODER SPE

SRN RR SOR

Figure 5 Block Diagram of DC Link Drive Syste-m
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A prinary control loop is established with a speed reference signal to

assure that the 400 Hz alternator maintains rated speed. A secondary

control loop is present to guarantee that equation (2) is satisfied. The

SCRs (or transistors) of the inverter are fired in a manner to maintain a

constant commutation angle , related to the angle between the mmf wave

of the rotor and the no-load mmf wave of the stator. The delay angle

of the phase-controlled converter is varied to regulate the value of dc

link voltage applied to the inverter terminals. Steady-state

characteristics of this drive are quite similar to those of a dc machine

system 1-10 except for the extra degree of freedom that exists in

selecting Y

The block diagram if Figure 5 is shown with a microprocessor based

control on current limit and SCR firing. It is likely that summing

functions of the primary and secondary speed loops can also be handled as

microprocessor operatiuns if timing and sample rates do not become

limiting factors.

C. Performance Results. Values were selected for motor and choke

coil parameters as Ra = 0.006s2 , L = 26 x 10 6 H, R° = 0.0031,, and L.

43 x I0_6H. A numerical solution of the equations represented by k3) was

implemented using a fixed increment, fourth-order Runge-Kutta procedure

to find performance of the dc link drive for various values of constant

speed. A trial-and-error search was made for the average values of PM2

shaft torque (T sav ) to satisfy the requirements established by Figure 2.

Results of points calculated across the speed range for forward flow of

compensating loop power and partial range values for reverse flow of

compensating loop power are shown in Table 1.
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TABLE 1. PERFORMANCE OF DC LINK WITH REVERSING DIFFERENTIAL

SpeedTSped sav  d ve r.s

(rpm) (N-m) (degrees) (degrees) (A) (A)

45,000 2.46 18.2 45 56.4 69.5

22,000 2.48 61.6 45 56.2 69.2

5,000 2.51 82.8 45 56.4 69.8

5UO 2.24 88.2 45 55.2 66.3

50 2.53 88.5 45

-500 -2.45 89.3 165 47.0 56.8

-5,000 -2.36 91.3 150 81.9 92.9

-10,000 -2.46 90.3 140 115.2 130.6

It can be observed that the values of average and RMS current

required to produce the needed torque when PI11 is in the regeneration

mode (reverse flow of compensating power) increase as speed becomes more

negative. This increase in current values is attributable to a markeo

increase in the magnitude and time that current flows through the in-

verter shunting diodes. At some point for speed mjore negatiVC than

-22,000 rpra, the shunting diode current reaches a conduction angic equal

to 60' at which point cormutation failure occurs. A full range regener-

ative range operation with PM2 acting as a brushless dc machine is it

possible. At some negative vdlue of speed, it would be necessdry t,

change modes of operation; P42 would be allowed :c operate as a variable

frequency synchronous generator with the inverter shurting diodes acting

as a three-phase, tull-wave bridge rectifier and the phase-controllcd

converter could be controlled tor synchronous inversion. However, use of

a bridge switch as shown in Figure 4 would be necessary to establish

proper polarity of dc voltage to the phase-controlled converter for

synchronous inversion. Calculations show that the average values Of

current can be reduced to acceptable levels with the synchronous inver-

sion operation; however, the mode change creates cortrol compl(-xities.

Further, with addition of the bridge switch, the number (16) of purer

level switching devices has closely approached the quantity k1i3) neces-

sary fur the cycloconverter link which is capable of full speeo range

regenerative operation without a control mode change.
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V. CYCLOCONVERTER LINK WITH REVERSING DIFFERENTIAL

A. System Description. Power level components of a cycloconverter

drive system for use with the reversing aifferential are shown in Figure

6. As in the dc link case previously discussed, PM2 operates as a

brushless dc machine while PMl functions as d variable speed synchronous

machi ne.

It is permissible to model PMl as seen from the terminals of PM2 as

a ac source that is magnitude dependent on both the speed of PMl and 3n

SCR firing delay anglea. However, since the response of PM2 due to the

frequency of PMl is desired it is necessary to describe Vd' the instan-

taneous waveform of Pill generated voltage as seen from the terminals uT

PM?, in 60' increments of the PM1 voltage wavefori, yiving the expression

Vd = Vm sin(. It - + 3 + (4)

where Vm depends on the speed of PMl .w1,is the electrical angular

frequency of PMl and is a phase shift angle that depends upon the

?b.470-4 .000
RPM

Figure 6 Power Components of Cycloconverter Link Drive
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particular 60' increment of the PMl wavetorm that is applicable at the

instant of solution. The nonplanar network that results when Vd is

coupled to P2 through the cycloconverter is described by a set of two

differential equations with nonlinear coefficients as discussed ir

section IV except that now the forcing function coefficient matrix has

entries that aepend on the electrical angular frequency of PMI:

p! = [A(i,e 2 )Ji + [B(w ,w2)]u (5)

B. Control Approach. A control approach is suggested by the block

diagram of Figure 7. The philosophy is basically that of the dc link

system1 given by Figure 5 (discussed in Section IV) except that gating of

the SCRs must be handled in such a manner to assure that both the conmiu-

tation angle and delay angle are both simultaneously satisfied.

PECOA SPE IDID

RAMf- PROMSSOR

Figure 7 Block Diagram ofi Cycloconverter Drive .System
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C. Performance Results. The PM machine constants were unchanged

from the dc link study. Values for the choke coil parameters were

selected as R0 = 0.003P and L0 = 150 X 10
-6 H. A numerical solution of

the equations represented by (5) was implemented and a trial-and-error

search made for average values of PM2 shaft torque (Tsav) to satisfy the

requirements established in Figure 2.

Performance points across the speed range for forward and reverse

flow of compensating power are tabulated in Table 2. It is observed that

control across the region of reverse compensating power flow is nicely

accomplished by shift of delay angle a greater than 900 and an additional

forward shift of y by 1200. No increase in PM2 phase current occurs as

in the case of dc link when PM2 is regeneratively operated.

TABLE 2. PERFORMANCE OF CYCLOCONVERTER LINK WITH REVERSING DIFFERENTIAL

Speed Tsav a Y I ave I ms

(rpm) (N-m) (degrees) (degrees) (A) (A)

45,000 2.59 33.0 45 55.6 66.9

22,000 2.48 68.6 45 54.3 65.6

5,000 2.53 84.7 45 58.2 62.6

500 2.48 88.8 45 53.7 58.8

50 2.49 86.6 45

0 2.49 89.1 45

-5,000 -2.45 92.6 165 47.4 58.)

-22,000 -2.45 103.2 165 50.7 58.8

-45,000 -2.53 116.1 165 48.0 58.2

45,000 3.76 0 47 73.7 87.1

The last entry of Table 2 presents a set of control conditions and

results for meeting a 150% load case (short time overload). Operation at

such a point is automatically permitted by the control system unless

prohibited by limits. Since current is monitored, the microprocessor can

allow a timed interval of operation at any point above rated value before

initiation of a limit action creating a quite flexible approach to

overload management.
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Figure 8 displays the steady-state instantaneous PM2 torque at a

forward and a reverse compensating power flow point. There is inherently

a pulsating torque component present in the brushless dc motor operation

of a frequency that is six times the electrical angular frequency of P42.

At low speeds, this pulsation frequency can decrease to within a range at

which the mechanical components respond. The control system will have a

feature to assure that at low mechanical speeds, the gate drives are

cyclically enabled and disabled at a frequency above that at which

mechanical response is possible.

VI. DC LINK INVERTER WITH UNIDIRECTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL

A. System Description and Control. Power level component arrange-

ment of a dc link drive system for use with a unidirectional differential

is the same as shown in Figure 4 except that the bridge switch is not

needed. The system equations are formulated ds discussed in section IV

and are given by (3). The block diagram of Figure 5 i' applicable in

describing a control system for this unidirectional differential drive.

T 1

(a) (b)
Figure 8 Calculated Torque For Cycloconverter Link with Reversing

Differential
(a) Forward Compensating Power Flow (+22,000 RPM)
(b) Reverse Compensating Power Flow (-22,000 RPM)

B. Performance Result. The drive system must meet the performance

criteria of Figure 3. Since the torques required are approximately 50%

greater than for the reversing differential case, the PM machines will
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necessarily be about 50% larger in size. The parameters for PM2 and the

choke coil values are adjusted accordingly to give Ra = 0.004Q , La = 15

x 10-6 H, R0 = 0.0O03, and L0 = 25 x 10
-6 H. A numerical solution for

values of average torque to satisfy the requirements of Figure 3 and the

results are presented in Table 3.

TABLE 3. PERFORMANCE OF DC LINK WITH UNIDIRECTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL

Speed Tsa v  Y I ave 1rms
(rpm) (N-oi) (degrees) (degrees) (A) (A)

45,000 4.09 22.7 45 92.7 114.2

22,000 3.98 62.5 45 89.6 110.7

5,000 3.98 82.6 45 91.0 111.5

900 4.12 86.9 45 100.6 120.9

Inspection of Table 3 shows that average current values are approxi-

mately 60% greater than for the reversing differential case (See Table

1). Although this unidirectionally operated differential offers control

simplification in that only one direction of compensating power flow is

required and the necessity of dealing with torque pulsdtions at near zero

speed is eliminated, the increased size requirements on the PM machines

(to deliver approximately 50% more torque) and the increased current

ratings on the SCRs or transistors (to conduct approximately 60% more

current) are considered sufficient weight and cost penalties to abandon

further study of this concept.

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS

Although this feasibility study uses specific examples, it is only

possible to examine nonlinear systems of this complexity by numerical

methods. The values of constants and parameters selected are believed to

be sufficiently typical to identify problem areas and to allow

formulation of general conclusions with reasonable confidence. The work

leads to the conclusion that an ECCSD system is feasible and practical if

PM machines are used in conjunction with a cycloconverter link and a

reversing differential. Additional study is recommended in the areas

enumerated below prior to and as an aid in torming specific guidelines

for any prototype design.
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A. Control system. Design aid breadboard a wicroprocessor based

control system to ilentify problems with timing and sampling rates.

B. PM Machines. Rough design PM machines of appropriate voltage

rating and torque capability to verify that the needed parameters are

practical and to establish approximate weights and sizes. Study the

advantages and disadvantages of using identical machine sizes for both PM

machines. Predict tie approximate effects ot magnetic saturation on

performance.

C. Parameter Variation. Study the sensitivity of system perfot'-

mance to variation of design parameters.

D. Transient Perfurnance. After a control system model has b,'en

fornid and machine parameters and mechanical sizes. dotermined, study the

nature of response to step lodd changes and rapid turbine speed changes.

E. Operational Model. Fabricate a test bed mooel to further verify

operational characteristics.

F. Transistor Swithing Elements. Examine the increase in

electrical machine utilization Sained by transistor switching elements

which allow operatioi at unity power factor without the ddngcr of

cuimnutation failure that exists when SCRs are used.

G. Dual Function of PM1. Examine the feasibility cf designing PMl

large enough to also serve as either a pilot exciter or primary exciter

for the 400 Hz alternator.
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PHOTOIONIZATION OF IODINE MOLECULES AND CLUSTERS

IN A SUPERSONIC MOLECULAR BEA14

by

Edward A. Walters

and

J. Kent Newman

ABSTRACT

In preparation for a study of the photoionization of 12, 13, 14, etc. a

photoionization mass spectrometer employing a supersonic molecular beam emerg-

ing from a small nozzle was relocated from Los Alamos National Laooratory.

Much of the effort described here has to do with moving and critical alignment

of the mass spectrometer. Also described are the results of a literature sur-

vey of the photoionization and photoelectron spectroscopy literature on the

important iodine molecules and clusters. Design of a nozzle for the genera-

tion of 13 is discussed. WorK done in interfacing a PDP 11/23 computer to

tne mass spectrometer and initial results of software development for control-

ling the experiments are described.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The iodine laser depends upon the production of electronically excited

iodine atoms. Any channel for chemical reaction or energy transfer for which

the velocity exceeds the stimulation of emitted radiation will reduce the

laser efficiency. It is possiole that the reaction

I + 12 --> 13

is such a chemical reaction since 13 has been calculated to be bound. If 13

survives for more than even a few collisions, the laser efficiency will be

affected. Thus, it is important to know and understand the properties of 13.

We report here the initial efforts in the direction of preparing and studying

13 Dy photoionization mass spectrometry.

II. THE IODINE LASER

The means of generating excited iodine, 1*, is a crucial step. Tnere are

two methods that have neen examined rather extensively: flash photolysis of

organic iodides (RI), and energy transfer from singlet oxygen (01a). Both

of these methods will be discussed briefly.

A. Flasn Photolysis.

The iodine photochemical laser operates by flashlamp ,hotolysis of an

organic compound to produce iodine atoms in the upper state of the ground state

multiplet, I(52 P112 ). Tne effective iodide has been perfluoroisopropyl iodide,

i-C3 F71 , though others may be used. A flashlamp emitting light in the range of

35,000 to 45,000 cm- I excites i-C3F7 Ito a dissociative upper level which

leads almost exclusively to I(5
2P112 ).
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i-C3F71 + hv -- > i-C3 F7 + I*

The net result is the conversion of the absorbed uv photon with an energy of

-4.5 eV into an ir photon at an energy of -1 eV in the process

I(52P112 ) --> I(52P3/2) + hv(x = 1.351 pm)

The ground state iodine, 1(5 2P31 2 ), recombines very efficiently with

i-C3F7 to regenerate the parent compound (1).

i-C3 F7 + I( 5
2P312 ) -- > i-C3 F7 1.

There are a large number of secondary processes which affect the concen-

trations of atomic iodine and the radical C3 F7. These include collisional

deactivation of I*, radical recombinations of R+R and R.+RI, radical-molecule

reactions such as R-+RI and R,+I 2 , and the three-body recombinations I*+I+M

and I*+I+RI. Although many of the rate coefficients for these reactions are

not known for R = C3F7, there are enough rate coefficients available for

the closely related compound with R = CF3 to permit reliable kinetic

modeling. From a computed time development of concentrations based on these

rate coefficients it has been shown that under typical operating conditions

collisional deactivation of I* is not expected at times less than 10 us.

Although the method of generating 1* is different for the chemical iodine

laser, the photophysics is nearly the same. Hence it is instructive to con-

sider the levels involved in the laser in more detail.
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The laser transition from 1(52P 112 ) to 1(5
2P31 2 ) is a magnetic

dipole transition for which the radiative lifetime is -130 ms. For 1271 the

degeneracy of both the upper and lower levels is removed by the magnetic dipole

and the electric quadrupole moments of the nucleus which has a nuclear spin of

5/2. Consider first the upper level; the angular momentum can be parallel or

opposed to the nuclear spin so the total angular momentum will be F = 5/2 +

1/2 = 3 or F = 5/2 - 1/2 = 2. For the lower level however there are four

hyperfine states: F = 5/2 + 3/2 = 4, F = 5/2 + 1/2 = 3, F = 5/2 - 1/2 = 2, F

= 5/2 - 3/2 1 1. The selection rule governing allowed transitions between

these levels is aF = Fu-FZ 0, * I. There are consequently six transi-

tions allowed: Fu-FZ = F3  F F3  F 2 * F2 , F2 * F,. The split-

ting of the upper levels F2 and F3 is larger than the splitting in the

lower levels, so the six transitions cluster into two sets of three closely

spaced transitions. The transitions center around 7603.15 cm- I with a total

frequency spread of 0.7 cm- I = 2 x 10 s- 1 = 20 GHz.

Tne Einstein coefficients A for stimulated emission have been reported for

the six laser lines (2). These values are reproduced in Table I along with

Table I. Einstein coefficients and line center cross sections of tne iodine

laser lines.

Fu+F# 3.4 3.3 3*2 2.3 2*2 2.1

A (s - ) 5.0 2.1 0.6 2.4 3.0 2.3

au*L(V ),

(O-18 cm ) 6.0 2.4 0.66 2.67 3.3 2.55
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tne line-center cross sections, au>(vo), for photolysis of i-C3F71 at

20 Torr. The net spontaneous emission rate for the process

* - I hv

is given by

rate = A[I*)

Here A is the effective Einstein A coefficient which is ootained by averaging

individual A values over the initial (upper) states and summing over the final

(lower) levels. The average over initial states is done oy computing the degen-

eracies of the upper levels. Since degeneracy is 2F + I we get for Fu = 3

and Fu = 2 that 93 . 7 and 92 . 5, respectively. Thus the statistical

weignts are 7112 for Fu = 3 and 5/12 for Fu = 2. These considerations give

g3
A=(g2- ) (A A A3)

g2 +g3  34+ 22 + 2
(A243 A242 A241 )

Using the degeneracies calculated above and the Auk values from Table I, we

get A = 7.7 s-

A parallel argument can be used to derive an expression for a net stimu-

lated emission cross section 0(v) as a function of frequency:
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g2+g3

o + g2 ()o3 V(u) + a + 2 , 2(' )]

g2 "
+ (g2 -)L2,(v) oz z() + 2i

This is a very interesting result since the frequency dependence of a(v) and

therefore the gain depends upon the extent of overlap and linewidths of the

individual transitions. The linewidths can be manipulated by changing pres-

sure and gas mixture in the laser cavity. This ability to control the fre-

quency and intensity of stimulated emission is a remarkable and powerful

feature of the iodine laser.

8. The Oxygen-Iodine Laser.

Excited iodine atoms can also be produced by energy transfer from molecu-

lar oxygen in the singlet state, 02( a). There are two common ways of

generating 02('a). First, excited oxygen is produced in usable concentra-

tions when a mixture of 02 in He is passed through a microwave discharge at

2450 MHz. Alternatively, it is the product of the reaction between Cl2 and

a mixture of NaOH and H202. This later route provides a chemical pathway

to pumping the iodine laser and consequently presents many attractive possi-

bilities.

The lasers that have been constructed to date have been almost exclus-

ively small-scale devices in which 12 is injected itito a cavity containing

02(1a). The net result of this interaction is the generation of I-, but

the mechanism by which this occurs is unknown. It is generally believed that

the reaction consists of at least two steps, the dissociation of 12 by

02('a) to give 1*. This however is not at all ciear. Nevertheless,
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if the laser is to be scaled from a "bench-top" model to something larger, the

order and mechanism of the reactions must be understood to assure proper scal-

ing.

The first reported work on 12 dissociation by 0,(la) was by

Oerwent, Kearns, and Thrush (3). In addition to the evidence of emission from

atomic iodine they noticed a yellow glow which was attributed to the 12

transition 83
1V0 +u --> XIE. The mechanism they suggested to be compat-

ible with their results was

02( )E + 12(XIE) -- > O2(3E) + 21

02( E) + 12 (X )) -- > 02 (3) + 12 (A 31u )

12 (A
3 

1u) + 02(.a) -- > 02 (3Z) + 12 (B
3 o+0u)

The serious flaw with this mechanism is that 1* atoms are produced in the

chemically pumped reaction and that under these conditions sufficient H20 is

present to quench all 02(0E) before reaction with 12 is possible. This

was confirmed by experiments in which 1* was produced in the absence of

03( E) (4). Thus the only other excited species, 0,(1a), must be

responsible for the dissociation and energetics requires at least two of these

molecules. A number of possible mechanisms are currently under investigation,

but they are all still quite speculative and very little information is avail-

able which even favors such a mechanism as, say, one involving vibrationally

eKcited 025 a) or the theoretically predicted but experimentally unknown

'3dark state of 12(A' ,2u),
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In order to minimize the quenching effects of all the compounds found in

the chemically pumped laser and thereby produce efficient cw operation of the

oxygen-iodine laser, it is important to remove the products as quickly as pos-

sible from the active volume. This is accomplished by rapid mixing of the

reactants 02( a) and 12. In order to obtain high cw power levels it is

necessary that the gas flow velocities be supersonic. In the case of the

HFIDF laser this is done by injecting H2 or 02 through nozzles into an

expanding flow of F atoms in an appropriate carrier gas. Unlike the HF/DF

system, for which a large amount of practical data are at hand, the problems

of mixing a very massive molecule like 12 into a relatively light gas of 02

molecules have not been resolved. The low cross section for stimulated emission

also dictates that the mole fraction of iodine be high. It is evident therefore

that supersonic mixing introduces a number of other unanswered questions into

the operation of the oxygen-iodine laser.

There are more questions related to the basic chemistry of the laser. For

example, in a clean system of I atoms and 02( a) molecules only the four

following reactions are needed to describe the observed kinetics (5);

02(1 ) + 1 <"=> 02(3Z) + 1*

I* + 02(a) -- > I + 02(0 )

I* + 02(3) -- I + 02(3 E)

0(l a) + 02(1 ) -> 02( 3) + 02(1E)

Although there does exist data on all of these reactions, it is relatively
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incomplete and, in fact, there is considerable uncertainty about the I* + 023 E)

reaction.

In a real system there will be contaminants in the flow. principally H2 0

and Cl2; rates of reactions of these species with I* and 02(1 a) are not

well known

Iodine recombination rates are also critical (5). The reaction rates are

known for the three-body process

I + I + 12 -- > 212

at room temperature to I00OK and atmospheric pressure. Extrapolation to te-

peratures of 100-200 K, as encountered in supersonic nozzle expansions, is very

uncertain except for the knowledge that the three-body rate increases as the

temperature decreases.

Finally, cluster formation is a well-known phenomenon in supersonic nozzle

expansions. The possibility of the formation of small metastable clusters in

reactions like

I + I2 > 13

need to be explored. It has been predicted that 13 is bound (6); if so, the

reaction resulting in its formation will be a channel for depletion of the I

atoms needed for producing high energy laser emission. This is but one of

several broader questions related to cluster formation and nucleation phenomena

in a supersonic oxygen-iodine laser (7).
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a) How readily does nucleation occur?

b) What is the time scale for nucleation and what implications does

this have for the 021* laser ?

c) Will wall or nozzle conditions influence nucleation?

D. Purpose of this Work.

In light of the preceding discussion, it was agreed that a better under-

standing of 13 is important. This species has not been observed experimen-

tally, so a somewhat exotic approach is needed. We decided to try to generate

13 in a supersonic nozzle source and to study it by photoionization mass

spectrometry. A photoionization mass spectrometer with a supersonic nozzle

was available for loan from Los Alamos National Laboratory, so the goal of

this effort was (a) to move the apparatus from Los Alamos National Laboratory,

(b) to design nozzles for the generation of 12 and 13, and (c) to automate

the data collection and reduction steps by interfacing the apparatus with a

POP 11/23 computer. We report the results of the effort.

I1. 12PHOTOIONIZATION

The absorption spectrum of the iodine molecule has been studied exten-

sively over a period of many years. The great majority of this work has con-

centrated on tne region above 1700 A and surprisingly little has been done in

the vacuum-UV region below this value. There are several reasons for this.

First, autoionization features are dominant from threshold into the far UV

thereby making identification of vibrational progressions and ionization to

excited states difficult. In addition, the close spacing of the vibrational

levels of 12' 214 cm- , means that at 300 K there is considerable popula-

tion of the v.2 and v-3 levels, so hot bands obscure the ionization threshold

and other vibrational sequences. The ionization potential has been
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determined by vuv spectroscopy (8), electron impact ionization (9), photoelec-

tron spectroscopy (10-12), photoionization without mass selection (13-15) and

photoionization with mass analysis (15,16). Photoion yield curves for the

region of 1050 to 1410 A (13,16) have been published. In the first instance

(13) only total ion current was measured, so the rather prominent structures

at lower energy than the spectroscopic ionization potential of 9.400 eV (8)

were attributed to the ion-pair formation

12 + vh --> 12* --> I I-.

The threshold for this process was measured as 8.84 eV. This corresp.nds well

with the earlier results of Morrison et al. (15) and Watanabe (17) who give

8.85 * 0.1 eV and 8.93 * 9.02 eV, respectively, as the onsets for ion-pair

production. Ionization potentials for 12 have been established from these

reports as being close to 9.38 eV.

The photoion yield curves are characterized by extensive autoionization

features which largely obscure ionization to the higher electronic states of

12 that have been identified by PES. In addition, spin-orbit splittings

and vibrational transitions cannot be clearly identified. Because of the

relatively low vapor pressure of 12 (0.35 Torr at 300 K), no effort was made

to examine the photoion yield curve close to threshold as a function of tem-

perature for the purpose of clarifying which of the observed peaks are due to

hot bands.

On the basis of our experience with supersonic nozzles, however, it is

reasonable to expect the cooling of the gases during expansion to be suffi-

cient to reduce or even eliminate the problem of hot bands (18-20). With the

resolution of our apparatus, 0.006 meV for monomers, and the spectral
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range accessible, 960-1250 A, a detailed exploration of the photoion yield

behavior of 12 is worthwhile. The autoionization behavior should be resolv-

able into Rydberg series that can be identified through convergence to the

second and higher ionization limits. The photoion yield curve for the ion

pair production partner I should also provide very interesting results for

detailed analysis. These thoughts are the incentive for some of the photoion-

ization studies we have initiated this summer. A thorough survey of the lit-

erature revealed nothing pertaining to the cluster species I12 = 13.

Consequently, any information that can be supplied from photoionization will

be a useful contribution.

IV. APPARATUS RELOCATION AND RECONSTRUCTION

The primary objective of the summer work was to relocate a molecular beam

photoionization mass spectrometer from Los Alamos National Laboratory to a

permanent location at the University of New Mexico. In preparation for the

move, a large number of detailed photographs of the assemoled apparatus were

taken to assure ease of reassembly and relocation of wiring, flanges, fittings,

forepumps, diffusion pumps, etc. These were printed as 8 " x 10" glossies

which have subsequently been used extensively. Figures 1-3 are photographs of

the assembled apparatus at LANL. Disconnection of the electrical components

and labeling of the wires were completed in early June. At this time all

parts of the apparatus were checked for possible radioactive contamination by

H Division personnel. Direct counting was done where possible, smears were

taken of less accessible portions, and water lines were flushed with dilute

acids which were then monitored. No evidence of any residual radioactive

material was found. Next, the mass spectrometer was carefully disassembled

and all critical parts -- nozzle source, ionizer, grating, channeltron -- were
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packed with extreme care. This was then moved to UNM by U-Haul trucK. Th is

was accomplished by early July.

The heart of the apparatus is the electromagnet which weighs about

6,000 lbs. Special provisions and coordination of effort was required for

moving tne magnet. For removing tne magnet and stand from the CMR Building at

LANL, Zia Corporation provided a crew of riggers; they placed the magnet on a

truck from UNM which was used to transport it to AiDuquerque. The UNM

Physical Plant service lifted the magnet from the truck and set it on the

ground next to the Chemistry Building. The magnet is too heavy for the

freight elevator in the building so Crane Services, Inc. was hired to move the

magnet into the lab and mount it on the stand. Because of the awkward loca-

tion of the balance point on the magnet, it was necessary to fix a set of

I-beams to the top of the magnet for lowering it into a doorway with direct

access to the basement. Once in the lab another arrangement of I-oeams was

needed to lift the magnet into position so the stand could oe moved under it.

This was accomplished by using a set of snort (8) hydraulic jacks mounted on

cribbing of large timbers. This last stage of getting the magnet into the

building and mounted properly took about I weeK of full-time effort.

While this was being done the source chamber was reassembled, leaK-

checked, and pumped down. With very little effort besides closing all the

flanges, tne source chamber was pumped down to a pressure of 5xlO -7 Torr.

This assures us that the apparatus is tight enough to begin experiments, tnat

is, it suffered no major damage in the move. A beam of He atoms was run

through the nozzle and routine checks were performed on the beam flag, ion

gauges, power supplies, etc. which showed that all are in working order.
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We also performed some checks with the monochromator. Since the -nono-

chromator as originally designed does not fit into the available space around

the ion source compartment, it was necessary to reverse the entrance and exit

arms. This means that the grating must be turned so the olazed grooves point

in the correct direction. It also means however that to scan into the +1

order, the scan must be in the opposite direction from the zero-order reflec-

tion than the readout drive on the monochromator. Some simple experiments

confirmed this expectation. Slight modification of the monochromator will be

required when it is being mounted to assure maximum recovery of light from the

H2 discharge lamp.

Magnet Alignment Considerations. The first, and extremely critical, job

is proper alignment of the source and detector chambers. This is essential if

adequate resolution is to be achieved. The resolution R is given by

r
2(sI+,(r))

where r is the radius of curvature of the magnet (17.750") in this case) and

sI is the source exit slit width. O(r) is the error term which can be

0.004", expressed as

(r) = ra2 + E

where a is the half angle of the lateral divergence out of the source slit.

In this apparatus a is determined by the quadrupole focusing lens system and

is 0.015 radians. E is the sum total of errors which arise from misorien-

tation of the magnet, anomalies in the magnet field, etc. For our
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apparatus ra2,= 0.004", so that if a resolution R = 1000 is desirea, E cannot

exceed 0.0018". We are confident that this maximum value for E has been

achieved with tnis mass spectrometer since the mass spectrometer equation

B2r2

m/e= 2V

has been previously satisfied. In this equation m is the mass of tne particle,

e is the electrical charge, B is the magnetic field strength, V is the acceler-

ating potential, and r is tne particle orbit radius. Figure 4 shows the rela-

tionships of the slits and the magnet with respect to one another. The

desired resolution (R = 1000) will be obtained when the following conditions

are satisfied:

a) The distance between the slits if 71.000±0.005".

b) X1 = X2 * 0.005".

c) The ions enter the magnetic field at an angle of 90' ±0.001 rad.

d) The mass spectrometer equation is satisfied.

The cross-hatched area in Figure 4 indicates the location of the virtual

magnet. By rule-of-thumb, the outer edge of the fringing field is one pole

gap away from the side of tne magnet. Tne pole gap in our magnet is 7/8".

Although the radius of curvature of the real magnet is 16", when the fringing

field is taken into account the radius of curvature of the virtual magnet is

r = 17.750". Tne geometry of the system then requires that XI = X2 = rnT

+ 0.875" = 31.618". This condition must be met in the first-order alignment,

second-order alignment will later be done by moving the magnet just enough so

that mass spectrometer equation is satisfied.

Alignment Procedure. In order to accomplish the alignment several

special pieces of equipment were made. These were:
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a) An aluminum bar whose total length is 71.O00*0.O10". The center is

clearly marked and the ends are oriented at an angle so the tips fit

into the slits of tne source and detector.

u) Two pieces of aluminum angle were fit with threaded rods to hold

them against the sides of the magnet. Tne center of curvature of

the virtual magnet was precisely located near the intersection of

tnese bars.

c) A block of ai.iinum was machined to fit between the pole faces of

the magnet. A long rod was calibrated so the distance between the

magnet sides and the slits could be determined to *0.005".

d) A second aluminum block was manufactured to fit between the magnet

pole faces. This one was cut so the side facing the slit is per-

pendicular to the lower magnet pole face to 0.001 rad. A first

surface mirror was attached to this face.

e) A surveyor's transit.

These tools were then used to complete the alignment. First, the center

of curvature of the virtual magnet was located near the intersection of the

two aluminum angles mounted on the magnet sides. Second,.the long aluminum

bar was centered over this point so that it was perpendicular to the symmetry

axis of tne magnet. The source and detector chambers were then moved until

the tips of the bar touched the slits. Third, the distances from the magnet

sides to the slits were measured and tne chambers were adjusted to get these

distances (XI and X2 ) nearly identical. Fourth, the block with a mirror

was placed between the poles faces of the magnet and viewed through tne slits

at both the source and detector ends with the surveyor's transit. Tnese units

were then oriented carefully and cautiously until they were symmetrically

disposed aoout the line of sight through the telescope and the reflection of

the slit wes also symmetric about the line of sight. These steps were
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repeated in this sequence until self-consistency of all the measurements was

ootained. In the final configuration X, = X2 = 31.581,0.005".

Reassemoly. After the first-order alignment was obtained, the channel-

tron was fit into the detector chamber and entrance and exit slits were set at

0.004". The vacuum system of the analyzer was assemoled and leak checking

commenced. It appears that everything is in reasonably good order and that

only a few O-rings and new pump oil will be needed before the desired pressure

of -lxlO - 7 Torr will be achieved.

V. 13 NOZZLE DESIGN

The production of the possible intermediate 13 is of critical impor-

tance to this experiment. The goal is to be aole to generate a sufficient

amount of 13 in a supersonic molecular beam to be able to study it oy photo-

ionization. The most convenient way to do this would be to generate the 13

in the nozzle itself, so the first attempt at constructing an 13 nozzle is

based on mixing 12 and I immediately prior to expansion through the nozzle.

The nozzle designed is being constructed according to the drawing given in

Figure 5. It consists of a pair of concentric nozzles; 12 will pass througn

the inner nozzle into a buffer region between the nozzles where the process

I + I --> 13 can occur. The 12 will be mixed with a carrier gas, proo-

aoly helium or argon, and the entire nozzle and inlet system can De neateo.
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The outer portion is where I atoms are transported to the interaction region.

The plan is to prepare I by the reaction

12 + 02 (1 a) -- > 21 + 02(3E)

Singlet oxygen 02( a) will be prepared by a microwave discharge through a

flowing stream of 02 in He. This will intersect the 12 in an interaction

region immediately prior to expansion. This nozzle design can be employed in

a variety of ways to dissociate iodine. Much work will be required to charac-

terize the nozzle and to establish optimum operating conditions. A preferred

characterization technique is laser induced fluorescence.

If a satisfactory I atom concentration cannot be achieved by this approach,

it may be necessary to revert to the standard nozzle design and to generate I

atoms from photodissociation of 12 or (12)2. This possibility is suggested

by the work of Valentini and Cross (21) who have reported substantial cage effects

in 12 Ar clusters when photodissociated at 488 nm with a cw argon ion laser.

VI. COMPUTER INTERFACING

The photoionization mass spectrometer was operating at Los Alamos National

Laboratory required manual data collection and wavelength positioning in addi-

tion to manual data manipulation to correct for background, pressure drift, mag-

net drift,and normalization of day-to-day data. All of this is rather tedious

and inefficient when the instrument is fully oprational since the data reduc-

tion may require considerably more time than the data collection and the possi-

bility of error from manual treatment of the data increases substantially. Con-

sequently, we have proceeded with efforts to interface the equipment to a com-

puter which will be used to do much of the routine work.
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To tnis end we nave acquired a POP-11123 computer with 32 K of memory. It

uses the RT 11 operating system for data acquisition. The mass storage medium is

a TU-58 cassette tape system, we expect to nave access to either an RXOI or RX02

disc drive in the near future to use for software development, but these nave not

been available to us yet.

We have developed a parallel digital I0 to the photon counting system.

This channel reads the total number of counts collected on a PAR Model 1112

digital synchronous computer in a preset period of time and resets the time to

zero and initiates counting. This much of the code is currently working. We

plan to include an option in which it is possible to choose between a prede-

termined counting time; a total number of counts such that the counting errors

reach some selected percentage error given by I/ 'N, where N is the number of

pulses collected; or the choice between 11 5N and some maximum count time if H is

small. To write the software for these options, it is most useful to oe able to

connect the computer directly to the apparatus. We expect to be able to do this

very shortly -- we need only to find all the leaks in the analyzer section of the

machine and then we can apply power to the detector and receive counts.

Tne computer has eight double-ended A to D channels which can be used for

data collection. For example, it is important to monitor the intensity of light

from the H2 source as measured by the photomultiplier tube. The ideal

situation is to, in fact, integrate the light over the counting period so that

the number of ions produced per photon intersecting.tne molecular beam can be

determined. This can be done easily with the computer. Also, it will be useful

to monitor the various pressure gauges to be able to normalize the count rate to

some pressure. This is important since the concentration of clusters in the beam

is related to pressure by a function like p2 =Pn where n is some numoer

greater than unity, PT is the total pressure and P2 is tne partial pressure

of dimers.
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The computer system supports D-to-A channels which can be used to drive a

stepping motor which will be attached to the monochrumator drive system. This

will allow us to advance the monochromator automatically by punching the desired

wavelength increment into the computer console. This capability will also be

used to display the final adjusted results on an XY plotter.

In preparation for writing our own software we have reviewed the code used

on the photoionization apparatus at the National Synchrotron Light Source at

Brookhaven National Laboratory, which was graciously loaned to us by J. R. Grover

(22).

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS

It is quite evident that many uncertainties exist with respect to the

operation of the oxygen-iodine laser. A large number of these questions per-

tain to the basic science of the reaction mechanism while a collection of others

are related to the operation of the device itself. We have chosen to address

some of the questions about nucleation or condensation phenomena in tne

oxygen-iodine laser. The experiments initiated are difficult because the species

we wish to investigate, most notably 13 and 14, are short lived and

transient. We have made considerable progress in constructing an apparatus which

can supply information about these species. however in the 10 week period of this

project we were not able to actually come up with answers. In view of the

potential importance of these answers to the supersonic oxygen- iodine laser, we

recommend that the photoionization and 13 nozzle work be pursued. The limited

experiments done on the photoionization of 12 point to the need to clarify

these results, particularly in supersonic beams. Clusters can be identified and

examined by electron impact ionization is a rather crude way, and in much more

detail with photoionization. Particular emphasis should be placed on obtaining

thermodynamic parameters for the clusters and cluster ions. Development of an

13 nozzle should be pursued.
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A SITMPTTFTFf USER, GUIDE FOR THE
ICSSM COMMUNICATIONS PACKAGE

by

Craig A. Paul

ABSTRACT

The Interactive Communications System Simulation

Model (ICSSM) was presented to RADC by Hazeitine

Corporation on June 16, 1982. The accompanying users

manual, while presenting some information for running the

ICSSM package and programming to add simulation

capabilities to ICSSM was far too detailed in some cases,

lacked important information in other cases, and required

too much knowledge of the internal workings of the package

for the manual to make much sense to the user and

potential programmer.

Hazeltine presented a half-day briefing for potential

ICSSM users and left a users manual behind. After two and

a half weeks of reading the users m;:nual, some

conversations with Hazeltine, and examination of the ICSSM

FORTRAN coding I could implement my own ICSSM modules and

explain to others via a seminar and a short users guide

how to really use ICSSM to simulate communication systems
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and install their own ICSSM modules into the package.

Included in this report is a half-page users guide

and an ICSSM programmers guide. The programmers guide is

intended as a supplement to be referred to concurrently

while examining certain sec4 i-ons of the ICSSM users

manual.
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I. INTRODUCTION: At the University of Kansas I have been

engaged for the last eighteen months imp lmenting a

digital communications system simulation package authored

by Hughes Aircraft Space Communicatiions Division called

SYSTID. The FORTRAN code for SYSTID included a source

language compiler, FORTRAN communication component models,

and post-processor routines. Having converted SYSTID frost

a PRIME machine to a Harris machine at Kansas University

and with ten years of experience with Operating Systems

Design and Implimentation I was selected to help RADC

understand and use ICSSM.

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH EFFORT: Our research goals

were to impLiment our own modules into ICSSM to see how

difficult that task would be, condense and supplement

information in the ICSSM users guide for users and

programmers here at RADC, and to advise RADC as to what

additional modeling elements they would need to make ICSSM

a flexible and easy to use package to model communications

systems including anti-jamming, spread spectrum, combat RF

environment simulations, and other C cubed communication

systems.
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III. HOW TO USE ICSSM

First get permissions to access the ICSSM directory on the

MULTICS system through Peter Leong, RADC/DICEF, 4567.

Next, go to a Tektronix 4014 terminal, and log in. ICSSM

screen formatting was designed only for use on Tektronix

equipment and can be most easily used on a 4014. After

logging in and getting to the correct directory the user

can run all of ICSSM by simple one line commands.

TO CONFIGURE A SYSTEM FOR MODELING PURPOSES TYPE

ec sel

AFTER CONFIGURING THE SYSTEM YOU NEED TO RUN THE

PRECOMPILER, SO TYPE

ec pc

TO ACTUALLY RUN THE MODEL TYPE

ec exxer

IF YOU NEED TO POST-PROCESS ANY MODEL OUTPUT FIRST TYPE

ec run pps

This is the post-processor selection package.

TO RUN THE SELECTED POST-PROCESSING SOFTWARE TYPE

ec run ppe

During the system model configuration phase (ec sel)

you will be prompted as to what i; available to run and

certain module (model) specific parameter values to set.
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"Checkpoint" values are set at this time. During model

execution, when checkpointed variables reach their

specified values ICSSM will tell you how long the system

has run, give an estimate of how much longer it will take,

and occasionally give reassurances that the system is

indeed running. These "reassurances" will, of course,

take place during the system "exerciser" phase (ec exxer).

During the system model configurator, when you have

finished specifying the system and have told ICSSM to

finish, ICSSM will notify you that there is no

post-processor port. Let ICSSM go ahead and put a default

post-processor port in the system. This post-processor

port dumps the signals from the entire simulation to a

file called "exer9_dat" in ASCII floating point numbers.

ICSSM has enough memory space to run systems with 25

modules. If your system has more modules you will want to

consider splitting it into two or more separate systems.

Or, if you want to reduce MULTICS run times on two similar

systems that only differ in the last few modules ,for

example, you may want to run the system once and output

data that will feed into the dissimilar sections. In

these cases you will want to put an "output driver" at the

end of each system that provides the common signals.

Later, when you run the second segment(s) of your systems

you can choose the appropriate "input driver" to recover

the "output driver"'s data file so as to continue your

system simulation.
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IV. FOR ICSSM PROGRAMMERS

This section assumes that those of you interested in

programming for ICSSM have access to parts of or the

entire manual entitled "Report 6390R1, USER MANUAL FOR

INTERACTIVE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM SIMULATION MODEL (ICSSM)

EXTENSION". This section is intended as a supplement.

While the ICSSM manual tells what each variable means, it

does not tell you what it is used for. This section will

hopefully provide that information for you.

Section A in the ICSSM manual covers programming

requirements for ICSSM modules. Various labelled common

areas and other FORTRAN statements are highlighted as

needing to be contained in ICSSM modules. Commentary and

page references are provided for elements that I think

need further explanation. Refer to page A-2, Figure A-1,

for the "APPLICATION MODULE DESIGN ELEMENTS" needed for

different "generic types" of ICSSM modules.

(On page A-3)

COMMON /EXEC/ TNOW,MODUL,IPORT,NDCD,KEVNT,AUX, IOK,VNOIS

TNOW Given

MODUL An ICSSM assigned number uniquely identifying

this module (Given)

IPORT The data streams this module is currently

getting data from (initially set to 1) or

putting data to (you set it) or the last

data stream port that the module immediately

upstream from this module just output (Given)

This will be covered more during the discussion
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of "KEVNT" below.

NDCD Given.

KEVNT Check this to see what the module immediately

upstream is doing. See discussion below for

details.

AUX This variable needs to be an integer.

Otherwise, don't worry about it.

IOK Set it to 1 as the first executable statement

of your module, then forget about it.

VNOIS Unimplemented.

(On page A-3)

COMMON /PARAM/ (User-settable real parameters),

(hidden real parameters)

The settable parameters are those that the user

should set during system configuration (ec sel). As an

example, a transmitter module (called a "self-updating

module" in ICSSM nomenclature) should allow the user to

set the total amount of time that the transmitter will

transmit signal.

Hidden parameters are those that should be saved so

that their values remain valid from previous invocations

of this module, for example, a sum of an input signal

accumulated over many module invocations needs to be saved

as a hidden parameter.

(On page A-4)

COMMON /IPARAM/ (User-settable integer parameters),

(Hidden integer parameters)
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This corresponds to COMMON /PARAM/ except that this

area is for integers.

For further commentary about these design elements see

paragraph A.2.5, pages A-4 and A-5.

NOTE: Before a module is invoked its /PARAM/ and /IPARAM/

commons are restored from large arrays in the ICSSM

exerciser mainline and saved back into those large arrays

after the module has finished executing. This means that

each module can have its "own" /PARAM/ and /IPARAM/ areas

regardless of values inserted in /PARAM/ and /IPARAM/ by

any other modules.

(On page A-5)

COMMON /XBLOCK/

Any variables that you want to put here that have the

meanings in /XBLOCK/ can be accessed by any other nodule

with COMMON /XBLOCK/ in it. Any other variables that you

want all modules to have access to can be put into

REALIX, REAL2X, INTIX, INT2X, INT3X as needed. A word of

caution: other ICSSM modules may already use these for

their own purposes. Also note that TON and TOFF are

already set.

(On page A-7)

COMMON /UBLOCK/ U(4096)

This array is filled with signal by the module immediately

upstream. ICSSM nomenclature for signal samples is

unfortunate. Contiguous samples from a signal stream is
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called a "coefficient list".

(On page A-7)

COMMON /EVENT/ ION, IOF'F,IDEL, ICON, IUP, ISTOP, ICHK, IEND

IUP Used by self-updating modules to let ICSSM

know to run them first during the current

simulation time "chunk" TDUR. Every time

an IUP is encountered by the ICSSM exerciser

the screen status information will be

updated.

ION Tell ICSSM that this module is ready to run

only after all modules who have values IUP

in KEVNT have been run. This is also used

in ICSSM routine "SIGOUT" to let downstream

modules know that this module has put out an

output signal.

ICON This "event" can be used for feedback. A

further explanation of how to accomplish

feedback is presented later in this paper.

IOFF ICSSM programmers will generate thin event

only for feedback purposes.

An ION event, when passed through "SIGOUT", will

change the downstream state to IOFF.

The remaining states should not be issued by ICSSM

p rog rammer s.

(On page A-8)

IOK2
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This lets ICSSM know that a module is currently running.

(On page A-8)

IF(KEVNT. EQ. (logical expression)) Or

IF (KEVNT.NE. (logical expression)

Example: For a module with one input port

IF(KEVNT.NE.ION) RETURN

This means that if there is no input signal to process

don't execute the module.

The following are equivalent statements for their

applications:

IF(KEVNT.EQ.ION.AND.IPORT.EQ.N) (process data)

(for an example of this see page A-19)

or

IF(KEVNT.EQ.IOFF.AND.IPORT.EQ.I) (process data)

(for an example of this see page A-42)

In the first form the module(s) immediately upstream

indicate(s) that valid input signals are available at

input ports up to and including port N. Since all input

ports now have valid data this module's processing can

proceed.

The second form is independent of the number of input

ports in that the IOFF event is checked for. IOFF means

that all modules immedtately upstream have finished and

that they have called "SIGOUT" to put signals into their
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output ports. The IPORT.EQ.I check indicates that the port

number has been reset to 1; this module's COMMON /UBLOCK/

has been filled with signal for input port 1 of this

module.

(On page A-9)

CALL DUPXY

This routine transfers data in COMMON /XBLOCK/ to

COMMON /YBLOCK/. Before a module is invoked its COMMON

/XBLOCK/ is retrieved from a disk area. Any modifications

to /XBLOCK/ are then transferred to /YBLOCK/ by DUPXY.

After the module has finished executing during this

invocation the /YBLOCK/ area is output to a disk area.

This way, a time history can be kept of these areas

(called the *signal list" in ICSSM nomenclature).

(On page A-9)

CALL DUPUV

This routine copies /UBLOCK/ to /VBLOCK/ and also copies

their associated disk records associated with the input

port (/UBLOCK/) to the output port (/VBLOCK/).

(On page A-9)

CALL FETCHX(INPORT, ISTATUS)

INPORT Data associated with this input port

is brought from disk into /UBLOCK/.

A call to FETCHX is unnecessary for

input port i upon initial entry into
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a module.

ISTATUS ICSSM code never checks this variable.

Hazeltine programmers appear to rely

totally on KEVNT and port numbers.

(On page A-10)

CALL CKTRIG(MODUL)

This allows the ICSSM mainline to suspend execution

of the model at this module and look to see whether any of

the user specified variables for this module (MODUL) has

reached a value indicated as a checkpoint value. If any

of the variables has reached a checkpoint value data files

will be written containing system state. In case the

system run gets interrupted and execution is prematurely

terminated the system can be restarted at the last

checkpoint and proceed as if no interruption had occured.

(On page A-10)

CALL YSET (TIME,TDUR, SINGTM,MODUL,ICUMUL,NPTINV, RBASIS)

TIME Use TNOW in common /EXEC/

TDUR Amount of simulation time that this module

will be active for this invocation.

Usually TDUR is set by a self-updating

module and is made available in common /YBLOCK/

and therefore equivalently in common /XBLOCK/.

For examples see page A-18 and TDURP on page

A- 26.

MODUL Provided in common /EXEC/ as discussed above.

ICUMUL Cumulative number of samples. This is updated
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by YSET but should be stored as a hiuuen

parameter in common /IPARAM/. This value is

incremented by NCOF in common /XBl.OCK/

usually set by a self-updatiny module.

NCOF Number of samples processed during the time

TDUR, number of samples genurated per

invocation.

RBASIS Usually set to 1. This variable is put into

c:ommon /XBLOCK/ variable SPACX by routine

YS ET.

(On page A-11)

S[GOUT (TNOW,1 PORT, 1, 1 EVNT)

TNOW Current simulation time, available from

common /EXEC/.

IPORT Note: This port number takes into account

also the number of input ports present

for this module. Given a module with 1

input port and 1 output port the output

port number to be used here would be 2.

If the module has 3 input ports and

3 output ports and I wanted to output signal

on the second port the SIGOUT port number

would be 5.

IEVNT ION means send the ION event to alL modules

immediately downstream and run this module

next time only after modules with IUP event codes

have been run.

ICON means that this module will be let run after
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all modules with IUP and ION event codes have

been run. ICON is used for feedback processing.

More about this later.

(On page A-i)

TNEXT=TNOW+TDUR (See if this module should run again.)

IF(TNEXT.GT.TSTOP) GO TO xxx (Wrap up processing.)

CALL SCHDL(OTNEXT) (Run this module again.)

(optional FORTRAN code)

xxx (wrap up code) (Special wrap up code may be needed

for the last invocation or all

i n voca t ions.)

(On page A-12)

COMMON /YBLOCK/

This common block is similar to /XBLOCK/ except that

it is associated with output ports. The contents of this

common are written to the signal list file, SW, by SIGOUT.

(On page A-13)

COMMON /VBLOCK/

This common block contains signal samples to be

output to the coefficient work file, CW, by SIGOUT.

SIGOUT needs to be called once per output port.
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FEEDBACK PROCESSING

In certain applications feedback of signals is

desirable. There are two easy ways to do feedback

supported by ICSSM.

1) If there is enough room in common /PARAM/ you can

store data there to be fed back at the next invocation of

the module. Remember, common /PARAM/ including settable

and hidden parameters can be at most 2100 real locations.

2) Comoute TNEXT and use it as the first variable to

SIGOUT. Use ICON as the last variable for SIGOUT. Use

SIGOUT with these variables to output the data to be fed

back. Call SCHDL with an IOFF event. The next time the

module is invoked the proper data will be available at the

feedback input port.

UPDATING THE LIBRARY

Definition: For ICSSM purposes the "library" comprises

only ASCII documentation files to be used during system

configuration (ec sel). The ASCII file is needed so that

the user configuring a system can see values needed for

user-settable parameters and explanations of what modules

in the library do.

Edit file "fileadat" so that all the number of

models per chapter, the numbers appearing at the end of

the chapter descriptions, are set to 0 (zero). You are

now finished updating that file, close it. See page G-4

for its format. Append your module specifications to

"fileddat" in *filed dat"'s format (see pages G-2 and
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G-3). Update the first line in "filed_dat" to reflect the

total number of modules in the library, now including your

new modules. Close that file. When you are ready to

update the library type "util". You'll get the entire

library file listed to your terminal ordered by chapter.

If you look at "filea dat" after "utill is finished you

will note that the chapter entry numbers have been

properly updated. Ignore the "open statement" section in

the "filea dat" and "filed dat" layout specifications.

They are not needed.

Output files produced by "util" are Ifilebdat" and

"filec dat". In the ICSSM manual these files are referred

to by the names "bdat" and "c-dat". Next, put object

code from your module and all the functions and

subroutines your module calls in the ICSSM directory.

This will allow all your routines to be available to ICSSM

during the execution of your system during the exerciser

(ec exxer).

Some final observations: While ICSSM is running the

screen is filled with status information. This makes

output to the screen by user modules somewhat obliterated.

The best thing to do is to output to a file by using the

fortran "WRITE" statement. For example, WRITE(66,...)

will output to a file named "file66". No FORTRAN open

statements are necessary and the file will be closed when

ICSSM stops. To see your data simply *print" it to your

terminal or use "dprint" to get hardcopy to the main

MULTICS line-printer.
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After sucessfully programming a n 1CSSM III dl U1CYoUU

will find that progranm~iny for ICSSM is faiLy 1YasJy, there

i s just a lot of tedious insertion of dteniqn t-lemtents.

Use caution, especially makinqg sure that your On t r I-C i

"filed dat" are in thev correct format and hav(e cor rect

entries.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS: The Hazeltine IL7:, SM document at ion,

shtiou id incorporate information provided in thin report as

users and proqrammer s real Ly on ly need pa rt o f the(

information presented i n t ho ICS-M usercs manual to ()et

their own models runninq in ICSSM and to run ICSSM itself.

Many more communi cattins siys teltt components need to be

mode Led for use in ICSSM. These i nolude qvnera Iized

low-pass, band-pass, band-rej]ect , a nd hi~j h-pass I i I ters ,

modu lat ion schemes, othfe r en cad i ncj schemes,

spread-spectium schemes, and t ra nsrnrI s!; ion medLli a

simulators.
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A MODEL FOR PUISED LASE R AFP:EA1INr, O' SILICON

by

Gregory D. Punkir

ABSTRACT

In this paper we seek q solution of the thermal diffusion

equation, which describes pulsed laser srne.ling of silicon.

This equation is a non-linepr differential e-untior with temp-

erature-deDendent parameters; functiornl forms are fitted to

these parameters usir empirical data. For the non-homogeneous

case (including the incident ltser source term), the eru~tion

is solved numerically, using an adiabatic Apnroximntion to in-

corporate the temperature dependences of thermpl 'nd optic-1

properties. Melt depths and evaporrtion losses Pre r-so trbu-

lated numerically using energy balnnce evuntions.

An analytical method for solving the homogeneous ec.uption

is introduced, apnlic'ble for certnin function-l forms of temp-

erature-dependent thermpl properties. This method is not in-

corporated into the nbove-mentioned model; however, we include

it as it may be useful in other contexts.
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GLOSSARY OF SYV9OLL US 7D

Symbol Meaning Unit5P__s; Velue used
"T Temperature see text

Time sec

Time of lnser pulse sec 15 x 10-q

S Diameter of laser pulse cm

Laser wsvelength 1 - .53, 1.06
Z Incident lpser intensity Wtts/cr.

Laser energy density Joules/cm2 1-?, steps

( = "v)of .25
Melt time nfter pulse sec

X Depth cm

( Melt depth at pulse cm

termination

AL Melt depth after pule cm

(additional)

Xg Depth which reiches boiling cm
temperrture

AK, EvRporPtion loss cm

Thermal conductivity Watts/cm-K

KS Thermal conductivity of Idtts/cm- .25

solid Si at room temp.

o Specific he~t Joules/g-K see text

CL Specific heat of linuid 3i Joules/g-K 1.05
y Density g/cm3  2.33

2.
D Thermal diffusivity = /c' cm/s see text

DL Thermal diff. of liquid Si cm s .28

A 5 Reflectivity of solid Si .35

RL. Reflectivity a liquid Si .7

Absorption coefficient cm ")

TR Room temperature K 98

i"- Melting noint of i 1683
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GLOSSARY OF S"MOLS UIED (continued)

SYmbol Meaning Units V-lue ured

Boiling point of Si 'K 2950

.- Melt front velocity cm/sec

L.A Lntent heat of melting Joules/g 1POO

g-. Latent hest of v-noriz.tion Joules/g 11000
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I. INTRODUCTION:

Laser annealing of semiconductors is a process which re-

stores the crystslline quality of the solid by repairing the

damage done by ion-implantation. A field of study which is

less than a decade old, laser annealing currently stimulotes

some of the most intense interest Pt the frontiers of rere-rch

in materials processing. Production of hi-h-ounlity semicon-

ductors is essential to the improvement of highly technical

electronics in modern aircraft.

Ion-implpntation of impurities in semiconductors produces

a disordered (amorphous) surfqce l'yer in the solid. This

layer can be nnywhere from a few hundred to a few thois-nd

angstroms thick. Two schools of thought h-ve dominated the

study of the process by which cryst-llinity ia restored durin7

pulsed laser annealing. One theory stotei thrt the surfrce re-

gion of the semiconductor melts, nfter which epitoxiol cr'st-1

regrowth occurs. The other states thnt dam-e is rennired bi

the formation of an electron-hole plosmr ' I'oct recent experi-

mental evidence is in favor of the melting model;' some recent

treatments of the problem have incorporated both meltinp -nd

plnsmn effects. In this project we nssume th-t melting t-kes

place; we thus try to predict the effects of vsrious ircident

laser energies.

At the Materials Lfborstory of W, right Pntterson Air Force

Base, experimental laser annealing research h-s recently been

initiated using a single 15-nanosecond Nd:YAG lnser pul!e. The

incident laser actually consists of two beams: P fundonmertnl
with wavelength 1.06&, and simultaneously, R frecuency-doubled

beam at A=.53w. The optical sbsorption coefficient of Si v~rios

strongly with wavelength. Since it is much higher for tre .53,,"
beam than for the 1.O0y4 beam, we consider only the nbsoratior of

the former.
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II. OBJECTIVES:

At the Materials laboratory, total time of surfqce meltir.

is measured by monitoring the reflectivity of the semiconductor

surface during snnealing. The time during which the reflectivity

is that of liquid Si (as ooposed to that of solid Si) is t-ken

to be the total time of melting. Unfortu-tely, the time fr-me

of this project (ten weeks) hqs not allowed us to make cogent

predictions concerning the regrowth velocity (thnt is, the r-te

of recrystollizntion after a.neeling), which, of course, is cru-

cial to a prediction of totnl melting time. However, we h-wP

devised a model that, in nddition to predicting mpximum melt

depths end evaporation losses as functions of incident 1-ser

energy, has the flexibility of varying the initinJ substrte

temperature and thickness of the surface ,mornhous l-yer. An-

nenling of other mnteriqls, such -s GaAs and Go, could -iso be

investigated with this model without too much difficulty (furc-

tional forms of temperature-dependent pnarmeters for the'e
materials would have to be obtained). Further study of the

problem could result in Dredictions nbout the r-te of cr:st1l

regrowth, which would enable extensive comp-rison with experi-

ment.

III. THEORETICAL BACKGRCUID:

Heat transport in materiils obeys the continuity eauntion,

V- (")

Here7l, the volume energy density, is -:-T. J, power per unit

area, is -F. (minus sign because the temperature grdient must

be negative for energy to flow). S(r,t) is the source intensity

which is given by A

The criterior fcr tre-tir- t':- nroblen -s ore-di-enrion-I ip t,- t
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here i'R represents sn anproximption of a "l-ter-2

diffusion length. Since J, is of the order of 1 centimeter for

our case,r. =15 nanoseconds, and D varies from about .8 to .1

from room temperqture to melting point, the inequality is s-tis-

fied. Thus the diffusion equation reduces to

d-T  -J- d _ k-z)

It becomes convenient to work in a tempernture scale in which

the initial substrate temperature (for our case, P98 K) is the

zero of temperature. Then, if we trent the material fts semi-

infinite, the initial and boundary conditions are:

The problem is greatly complicsted by the fact that D and a are

strong functions of temper'ture. For the sblid ph-se D c.n be

fitted well .by

- - D2078.P6, G=1.3876, for 298 T <I 0?OO'K

I-13.7037, =.67934, for 1200K < T < 1683K (4)
(Here T is in Kelvins).

The temperature behavior of the absorption coefficient of

solid Si is not well known. It is known to be -ad' t room

temperature for )=.53a. The liquid value at thst wavelength is

known to be -Iot&'. As one apnroximation, we treat log,,a ns

being linenr with T. However, recent data from Onk Ridqe Vp-

tional Laboratories0 indicates an exponential dependence of

with T up to 10000K. We cari extrapolate this to the melting

point. Thus we investignte the effects of using two different

functional dependences of the absorotion coefficient:

" ' o "7 T'lF<, C. "-fl, 0 -

where again T is in Kelvins.

Thus, equations (M)-(5) descibe the heat trensport process
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for pulsed laser anneslin-1 of Si with )=.53#. Purely -n-ly-

ticml attempts to solve this differential e'untior hpve not

met with success; thus approximations must be m-de. We inves-

tigate these in a later section.

IV. AMORPHOUS I.AYR:

We take the thickness of the Pmorahous 1ypr to be 1000 A.

(This value can easily be changed; it is an innut to the com-

puter program). Temperature-denendent parameters for amorphous

Si are not well known; however, it is believed that the therm-l

conductivity is lower than that of solid Si k't lenst at low

temperqtures), and that the absorption coefficient is higher.

For the latter, we use eqs. (5), with w=30OCC Prd 2 replaced

by 1.53 in the first equation; oi,=30465 and T=601.5 in the sec-

ond. For the former, we follow the predictions of Wood" and

set the thermal diffusivity at .1 cm/s. (It mry be still

slightly higher st low temnernturen, but the high-temper-ture

data is more imnortint to our anilysis. Test runs of the com-

puter program have indicated thqt, regardless of the thickness,

the amorphous layer does not make a grept de-l of difference

concerning meltinr and evaporation. This is probably due to

the fact that our high-temnerature nredictiions for the diffu-

sivity and absorption of qmorphous Si do not differ gre'tly

from those for solid Si).

V. ADIABATIC APPROX'(IhAQ*ICN:

For constint D -nd a , equetions (2-3) can be solved using

the Green's function technique. The result" is

_r( /

D
IK
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We now incorporate the temperature dependence of D and in the

following manrer : the incident laser pulse is divided into

many subpulses of infinitesimal time duration At. During epch

subpulse the temperature rise is assumed to be small enouph

that D and c can be treated as adiabatically constant. The

value of D and e at the beginning of each subpulse is deter-

mined by the temperature due to incremental increases from ll

previous subpulses. In other words, from eq. (6), the temper-

ature rise during the first subpulse is given by (using the Ok

Ridge absorption function for the sake of illustration):

The temperature rise during the n subpulse is given by

F (TP -AT

To evaluate the temperature distribution Pt nny time t, we sum

over all the incremental rises, then take the limt as &--.:
4

-- o er (8)

The specific heat c is a weqk function of temperature in the

range of interest

(9)

where c,=.27867, Y=.17734. It cnn be treated, without gret

error, as constant; we choose, however, to incorporate ita

temperature dependence into the solution by the method de-

scribed eprlier in this section.

Since one of the boundary conditions of the problem is

that T(t=O)=O (this c9n be checked by evaluating F(t=0), re-

membering that erfc(;)=l-erf(7); erf(- )=-erf(f); and erf(-o)=

1), equations (6), (8), -rl (9) le-d to (.-in using the Ok
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Ridge absorntion function),

ro/ x r P. t

f /T 7-

This implicit function of T must, of course, be solved nurer-

ically. This is done for both of the aforementioned functi on l

forms of c(Cr).

VI. MEL'IN Y[?ING LAS"R: PUISE:

By onservation of energy at the melt front, the melting

velocity is determined by

The first term on the right hand side of eruation (11) repre-

sents the energy incident unon the liouid lpyer qt the semi-

conductor surfnce; the second term reprerents the eneri., lost

to the solid beyond the melt front. Due to the latent hent L,,,

it is probable (and is verified by our d ta. for most energies)

thst, during the Dulse, a gre-ter depth will hPve reqched the

melting temperature then will have melted. This sug-ests the
I,

presence of a transition or "slush" zone * 'e thus ev-'luate

the temperature gradient at the end of the slush zone, since

the entire zone is sssumed t be at the melting point. -s is

mirrored by the discussion in the l'st few szntences, an upper

limit on the melting depth is the depth which hns rpached the

melting temner-ture. vor high ener7ip, (1.7--9 J!cm, it is

found that, ne-r the e-d of tre pulsu, the Plt dt rr-c Ps
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this upper limit. In other words, there is no slush zore for

these energies at the end of the pulse.

VII. HEATING OF IIQUID DURINI PUTISE:

For liquid Si, the thermal and optic-l pprameters are

treated as constant (see Glossnry). We thus assume that, once

a given depth hns melted, it heats according to ea. (6), with

the zero of temperature now being-Fm, and the zero of time

being the melting time for that depth, determineO by eos, (10)

and (11).

VIII. SURFACE EVAPORATION: T -

According to the pre-

ceding section, at the end of I
the pulse there will be a I

certain temperature distri-

bution in the liquid (nrbi- I

trarily shown in fig. 1). 1 amount

A certain depth, Xe, will be

calculated to have exceeded F . 1

the boiling point. However,

assuming the liquid does not heat aboveTea, we can assume that

calculated tempertures above Th contribute to surfPce ev-por-

ation. We csn thus calculpte the amount lost to evaporft ion

by the following energy balance equation:

Here the integral represents region I in fig. 1.
We should mention here that doubts exist as to vhot the

boiling point of Si is. Estimates in the liternture rorge from

2500-3500' K.' Variations in this will alter the predicted

value of evatpor-tion lo.-s !-s well as the tot-i melt de',th%(see
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next section). Further, some evaporntion will occur b'fore the

boiling point is reached; however, since the temner-ture rise

from Tt1 to Te near the surfnce is found to occur in P much

quicker time than 'r. , we neglect evnorntion before the boil-

ing Doirt is reached.

IX MEITING AFTFR PULSE:

Using a similar method we cin calculite the "dditionpl

depth to which the solid melts ifter pul-e termin'tion. Using

a similpr -rgument to thit of the last section ,,e c-'n write

(see fig. 1)

L.x L-(13)

Here the irtegrnl represents region III in fig. 1; the second

term on the right renresents region II corrected for ev-por-

ation loss.

The time of melting after the pulse c~n be anproxim-ted

by -r-z A- where x-'.tx,-t,< . This estim-tes t-( time it
takes for he-t to diffuse from the front surf-ce of the linuid

(corrected for evaporption) to the mnximum melt denth.

This approach !ssumes thnt, at the end of the pulse, the

solid is Pt the melt temper-ture to -t le-st P depth 6f., beyond

the pulse-terminqtion melt deoth, ${. However, rec-ll from

section VI that, for energies of 1.75-2 J/cm , no such trn-

sition zone is found to exist. Although it is 10ic-l to as-

sume that further heting of the solid t-kes place for thece

energies (since the uprer limit melt velocity is re-ched), it

is not safe to nssume that a transition zone exists to s depth

Xm+&me. For this reison, in fir. 2 we plot the melt depth

reached durian the pulse, X,. This cpn be reg-rded -s a lower

limit to the actual melt depth reached, while x, *Lxp cn be

regarded ns the corresnondinr upper limit.
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X. SOME CCM!'ENTS CONCE2NING RECEYSATLIZATION VETOCITY

As mentioned before, we were unable to make any good

predictions of recrystalliz-tion velocities. However, some

qualitative comments may be helpful:

We have assumed that once the total melt depth has been

reached, the entire liquid layer is at ,, all "excess" he-t

having been exhausted by the Drocess described in en. (13).

Then the recrystallization velocity cpn be determined by

The melt velocity (eq. (11)) at the end of the pulse is

found to almost triple when the energy density is doubled.

This suggests shallower tempersture grndients in the solid for

increasing energy density. If we assume that this same trend

holds true by the time total melt depth is reqched, then re-

crystallization velocity will decrease with incrensing energy

density.

For further discussion of recrystnllizotion, consult ref-

erences 15 and 16.

X%. RESULTS AND FURTHER DISCUS'IOH:

In figs. 2 and 3 we plot melt depths Pnd evaaorntion los-

ses, respectively, ns functions of incident energy density.

This is done for both previously mentioned functionil forms of

c. It is seen thrt which functional form of -t is used is not

crucial, even though the value of a for solid Si at the melt-

ing point differs by a factor of 4 for the two cases. The ren-

son for this can be seen upon examination of eruation (6): for

-' , which is the cse at melting voint for either furc-

tional form, the terms that dominate F are

independent of at

Exnmination of the melt depth grr~nh reveis th-t the denth

of melting appears to approach a saturation value. This is
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due, in nart, to the fact th.t at higher energies the melt

depth reaches its upper limit nrior to pulse terminqtion. As

energy density is increased, this occurs sooner -nd sooner in

the pulse. The melt depth is then limited to the depth which

has reached melt temperature. Inspection of the dominqnt

terms of eq. (6) reveals th-t the temperpture ,'ill fnll off

with depth faster than it will rise with increasing intensity,

suggesting a threshold on the depth to which melt temperture

is reached.

Further study of this problem could determine whether or

not melting can occur to a total denth of 1,.-tk. for the ener-

gies at which the melt velocity remches its upper limit during

the pulse. If we were to predict th'4t this carnot occur, then

a maximum total melt depth threshold of -P000 A would be pre-

dicted (indicated by the dashed line in fig. 2). Otherwise,

surface ablation dpmpge, which is known to occur if the melt

depth reaches ,-1 micron"?, iF predicted for ener.ies Pt or

above 1.75 J/cm .

MAXIMUM 1VELT DPTH AS A EVAPORATICIT LOSS Ao A
FUNCTION OF ENERGY DENSITY Fr.'CTION OF ENERGY DFI SITY

C1-3t

AAr
1~~ .

0 .0

-- Ice)

C X

P / -
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XII. RECOMF:1,DATI0NS:

A detailed description of the computer program which

models the processes described in this paper is being provided

to the people at the Materials Laboratory. The programmer

inputs three quantities into the prograni: l--er energy den-

sity, initial substrnte temperature, and amorDhous l-yer thick-

ness. It was found in this paper thpt amorphous 1-yer thick-

ness is not crucial to this model; however, if more reli'ble

informstion is obtained concerning the characteristics of

amorphous Si, it c uld be found th-t the qmorphous 1-yer thicV-

ness is P more crucial quantity. One possibilitj th-t wns not

investigqted in this model was thpt of a lowered melting temp-

erature and/or latent hert of melting in the amorphous lnyer;

it might be instructive to modify the progr-m to include these

possibilities.

Based on the finding, of this model, energies of the order

of 1 to 1.5 J/cm1 should be used for desired nelt denths; high-

er energies could result in damage to the silicon wnfer. The

melting threshold is predicted to be about .5 J/cm1 : this is

one suggested wpy to test the accuracy of the model.

The references cited in section X -re a good st'rting

point for further investigntion of regrowth velocity. If we

predict a regrowth velocity of 5m/sec, which is comparrble to

experimental findings, the resulting predictiions of totpl

surface melting time Pre e-250 nanoseconds for 2J/cm pulse,

and about 100 nanoseconds for iJ/cm~pulse.

Acquisition of better data, especiqlly at high temper-tures

for absorption and diffusivity of Si, would improve thr -ccu-

racy of this model. So would more efficient Pnd precise compUt-

ing techniques.
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APPFDIX: TP0AT.ENT' OF TH NONILIrFYAR HOCcG.NEOUS DIrFfUlICN

EQUATION

In the absence of s source term, eouqtion (2) reduces to

e O Ot( (A-1)

Suppose D(T)=D.-f where O-0-I Then

-T Ox(A-2)

thus d.T - -_D T
dxt (A-3)

We now employ separation of v~riibles: let -- N±' . Then

~ ~ (A-4)

(We have chosen the negative sign on ? for convenience; treat-

ment is just Rs straightforwArd for the positive case). Solving

the time-dependent pqrt,

- [(I+! ')(A-5)

where "?is a constrnt of integrition.

Turning now to the spstially-dependent prt of ea. (A-4),

we make the transformstion " ' Then

a x "  D ,, ' (  ( A - 6 )

The left-hand side cRn be written as - Then

' (A-3-1

,..I - ,,,,- ± + ,-. . (x, ± o
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Let I Since --0-1 • Then

For even powers of (corresponding to 1 =1/3, 1/5, 1/7, etc.)

solutions to the left-hand side of (A-8)c .n be found in stpn-

dard integral tables. (Solutions my also be found for cert'in

negntive values of o . or instance, for Si the thermrl dif-

fusivity can be fitted quite well, in the solid Dhse, by

D(T)=I1-T-,/ I for this c'se z . snd eo. (A-5) becomes

ee-' (A-9)

Eq. (A-8) becomes

- 77-(A-10)

I. C"
But1 ,so

E..d 1 +-,. D ,

-T/3 .3/, (A-li )

where Thus, if T, X,, and 'T cpn be fitted to

boundary and/or initial conditions of a homogeneous diffusion

problem for Si, eeustion (A-11) is n complete anolyticnl sol-

ution for the temperpture Ps a function of depth and time.
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ANALYSIS AND MODELING OF A REAL-TIME HOLOGRAPHY SYSTEM

by

Jerome Knopp

and

Jeffrey M. Swindle

ABSTRACT

The real-time holography system was studied in some detail using
a generic model. It is shown that aberrations are introduced by
wavelength rescaling. Further errors are generated by the very
nature of phase recording a hologram plus the non-linearities in
the recording media. Resolution requirements and MTF limitations
show that present day phase recording devices are just barely
adequate to correct low level turbulence.

A study of the system using dimensional analysis showed that the
Fresnel approximation may be used to construct a scale model based
on Arkadiew's Law.
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I. INTRODUCTION

At the present, DARPA has considerable interest in the application

of optical phase conjugation techniques to visible laser communication.

In principle, phase conjugation can be used to compensate for most of

the optical phase distortions along the beam path of a propagating

laser. In cases of practical interest, the aberrations are due

primarily to the atmosphere; however, phase conjugation can be used to

correct other aberrations such as those due to errors in optical

components or within a laser cavity.

At the present there are several different methods of phase

conjugation which are being considered including adaptive mirrors,

nonlinear optics and real-time holography.

Adaptive mirrors represent conventional technology and have been

under active development for more than 14 years. In order to employ

mirrors for phase conjugation, a wavefront sensor is required that can

determine the aberrated wave profile and then apply a best estimate of

the profile conjugate to the adaptive mirror surface by distorting the

surface with an array of actuators. The practical probler' of

constructing such systems are considerable. In order to apply these

mirrors to total atmospheric compensation would require mirrors better

than those presently available off the shelf. Atmospheric compensation

requires a fast time response (i.e., in the millisecond range) and large

numbers of actuators (on the order of 10 to 10 ). While it is

possible to build adaptive mirrors meeting the required performance

criteria, the costs are hign. For this reason, other approaches to

phase conjugation are being investigated.

Nonlinear optics refers to a collection of methods that use

wavefront reversal (i.e., phase conjugation) caused by elastic photon

scattering or stimulated interactions of inelastic photon scattering.

Both three wave and four wave mixing techniques are described in the

literature. It appears that these techniques are the leading

technologies for future work in phase conjugation; however, they are not
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available in the near term because most mixing schemes are very

inefficient. In most practical schemes that implement phase

conjugation, the conjugate must be produced from a very weak aberration

sensing beacon that is not strong enough to produce a clean conjugate

wave.

The most promising near term prospect for phase conjugation is

real-time holography. A hologram is made of the aberrated wavefront

from which a conjugate wavefront is produced. Real-time holography

requires a fast recording medium in which to form the phase correcting

holograms. Devices, such as the Ediphor, Ruticons, photo-TITUS and the

PROM which employ fast (real-time) media, are possible candidates for
3

real-time holography. The cost versus risks for developing a workable

phase conjugation system based on real-time holography appear

reasonable; it is this particular approach which is the subject of this

report.

The fundamental propagation problem to be analyzed is shown in Fig

1. It is desired to direct the energy from a laser source of wavelength

A, to a target aperture of diameter Dr from a telescope with a

diameter Ds . It is assumed that a pointing and tracking system keeps

the beam boresighted on the target aperture. Mounted at the center of

the target aperture is a beacon source of wavelength AA . The beacon

propagates a wave from the target. The wave travels through the

aberrated atmosphere and is used to form a hologram of an aberrated

wavefront at the source. The hologram is used to produce a conjugate

wavefront that is propagated back through the atmosphere. In principle,

this conjugate would precisely cancel the wavefront aberrations of the

atmosphere. This corrected wavefront could deliver energy very

efficiently from the source to the target provided the target aperture

was large enough to collect the energy from an ideal diffraction limited

spot. In practice, the implementation of a real-time holography system

presents many problems that will prevent ideal correction of a

wavefront. An attempt will be made here to analyze some of these

problems and to examine the possibility of studying a real-time
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holography system using a scale model.

II. OBJECTIVES AND OUTLINE OF THE APPROACH

The objectives of this report are to conduct a systems level study

of the real-time holographic approach and to discuss the possibility of

constructing scale model experiments. The systems study will be

conducted by defining a generic model and applying scalar diffraction

theory to examine certain problems associated with a working system.

Scale modeling will be discussed using dimensional analysis to construct

a group of dimensionless parameters to model a working system. Using

this group, certain scaling effects will be examined.

111. GENERIC MODEL OF A REAL-TIME HOLOGRAPHY SYSTEM

The system model for real-time holography will be broken into two

parts: hologram formation as shown in Fig 2(a) and conjugate playback

as shown in Fig 2(b). In Fig 2(a) a hologram is formed of an aberrating

atmosphere using a beacon wavefront at wavelength A,. The beacon is

received by the pointer telescope and the received beam cross section is

reduced by the telescope expansion ratio M. The reduced beam is

directed to a beam splitter from which a reference wave is derived. In

general, the reference may be formed in one of several ways; no

generally accepted scheme is available yet. (Some comments on this

issue are included in the conclusions.) For the purpose of the model, it

will be assumed that a spherical or plane reference wave is produced.

The interference of the reference wave with the aberrated beam produces

a hologram of the aberration. The hologram will be assumed to be a

phase hologram, since most of the materials being considered at present

for real-time holography depend on index changes, surface relief or

birefringence to encode the wavefront. In the model, the material is

assumed non-linear, with a band limited modulation transfer function.

The playback system used in Fig 2(b) produces a conjugate wavefront

that would in principle be perfect; however, in most practical systems

the conjugate would be reconstructed at a different wavelength, 2
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than the beacon wavelength. (This is done in part to assure good

separation between outgoing scatter and the weaker beacon.) The "laser

power amplifier" is used to strengthen the reconstructed conjugate.

Strictly speaking, the power amplifier may in practice upshift or

downshift the conjugate wavelength; however, this model will not include

that effect. It will also ignore atmospheric effects due to wavelength

differences between the beacon and the conjugate wave as well as the

pointing and stationkeeping problems of a beacon in geosynchronous

orbit. These issues are addressed elsewherei

IV. ANALYSIS OF THE GENERIC MODEL

In the analysis that follows, the generic model will be used to

examine the following issues:

i) Aberrations introduced by the rescaling of wavelengths

between the beacon and conjugate waves.

ii) Reconstruction errors in phase recording the aberrated

wavefront.

iii) The effects of non-linearities in the recording media.

iv) Resolution requirements and MTF limitations.

A. Wavelength Rescaling

The problem of reconstructing holograms with a reference wave

different from the reference used in forming the hologram has been

studied extensively in the past; however, most of these studies are

concerned primarily with image aberrations rather than wavefront

reconstruction. The concern here is with reproduction of an exact

conjugate. Consider the most general situation, a beacon wavefront

VS (xyz) to be recorded with a reference LrR(x,y,z). Note that

underlined quantities represent clockwise phasors. Assume that a

hologram is formed with an exposure range that is in a linear region of
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the field amplitude transmittance-exposure curve for the recording media

that encodes the hologram. Then the following field amplitude

transmittance will result:

T Y) = Co (Lie U TrR ) ( V8_+ JR)* ()

where C. is a constant and the asterick indicates conjugation.

Expanding Eq. (1)

, y) = C.( 4 L is 4_ g8  _ - _ (2)

Rewriting the phasor quantities explicitly gives

LJ'-I U, &_ J Y)

and
- J l (x., Y )

2R Re
Substituting into Eq. (2) and using Euler's identity gives

=CU: U a+ 2RU. S cSo(*-0 . (3)

In equation (3) the first two terms represents the intensities of the

waves used to record the hologram while the last term encodes the phase

difference in a fringe structure. From a communication viewpoint the

last term represents encoding of the beacon information on a reference

carrier. In order to retrieve the information the carrier must be

known. In order to accurately retrieve the conjugate wave, the

conjugate of the reference must be used to reconstruct the hologram. If

the reconstructed field is designated as rH , then

or from (2)

US'.. +,-0 Y . ....... (4



The last term in e uation (4) represents the reconstructed conjugate

provided that U is relatively uniform in amplitude. fhis term is nf

special interest and will be designated as L__ , therefore

The first two terms represent low frequency bias terms due to the

intensities associated with Lis and Lm. They are a source of noise

in the reconstruction. The third term in general, _ represents a

distorted version of Lis since U is not necessarily a constant

phasor. Usually LT is chosen as an easily reproducible wavefront.

Failure to accurately reproduce LJR results in errors.

For the applications of interest here, a plane wave or a spherical

reference wave is of interest. For the case of a plane wave the

reference can be defined as:

j ' (p xY + rJ)

where c( , , 6 are direction cosines with respect to the x, y and z

axes, respectively. If a wavelength of A, is used in recording the

hologram then k, = 27r/),,. The only term of interest in reconstruction

is L" . Assuming the conjugate is used in reconstruction,then,

substituting the plane wave conjugate into (5) gives r iZ and

an exact duplicate of the beacon is produced; however, if a different

wavelength, , is used in the reconstruction then

(k - -k,-,Sy - (a)_ = e -  (6)

where k - 2 n/A . Equation (6) shows two types of error; one is a

tilt term represented by the exponential, the second error is an error

in the optical path. The tilt term is not a problem since it is a fixed

pointing error. The path error is more of a problem. The [-T';term is

the correct phase at the wrong wavelength. Therefore, a path error of

(I - X2 / j) 8is produced. The path error can not be eliminated

easily. It could be approximately corrected using an Arnulf lens, a

device that approximately multiplies the phase at each point by a
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constant without changing the lateral dimensions of the beam. Since the

resolution requirements for atmospheric correction are quite low (to be

discussed later) such a lens is workable if the wavelength ratio between

?,, and Xz becomes a significant problem.

If a spherical reference is used and a change in wavelength is

involved, then for an off-axis reference point located at (x ,YC ,zC.)

then j k,
TLR = CS -F-
JRC r.

where Cs  is a constant and

Reconstructing the conjugate at a different wavelength gives

2 
#-'k1-ka)r- Cs r ' (7)

Equation (7) shows that a spherical error is introduced that presents no

problems since it can be corrected with a fixed lens and the path length

error is identical to the one previously discussed.

Therefore provided a plane or spherical reference is used,

reconstruction phase errors should be determined by (I-)a/ ,) 8"

B. Reconstruction Error in Phase Holograms

As previously mentioned, real-time holography is based primarily on

phase holograms. Phase holograms encode the holographic fringe

structure as a phase change that is directly proportional to exposure.

Unfortunately, they are inherently more noisy than amplitude

transmission holograms. This can be seen by rewriting the exposure, E,

directly in terms of a phase shift and using a second order

approximation to the phasor exponential to describe the field amplitude

transmittance t . In phasor form.
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where )/( is a constant. Now expanding the exponential term gives

2

-; E - 2 E) (9

If

Y) U 2 u U va* a U

Then equation (9) describes a phase hologram for the beacon. The only

terms of interest in reconstructing the phase hologram are the ones

containing LT all other terms are ignored. It will be assumed that

the angle between the beacon wave and the reference wave is large enough

to provide adequate angular separation between these other terms and
.. .Therefore

-. <2 )UT o,2U t n 7 (0)

Since L R  is assumed uniform, the first set of parentheses in Eq

(10) yields only a quadrature component. The second set of parentheses

contains tJT which is not uniform and is in fact highly speckled in the

case of atmospheric recordings. This term is intermodulation noise and

is referred to as "flare light" or "halo". This halo, in general, may

not be easily removed. Therefore, by its very nature a phase hologram

will have noise. The only way to reduce the noise is to keep yA small

and accept very low diffraction efficiencies.

It should be pointed out that in devices used for real-time

holography, the intermodulation will be worse than that normally

observed in bleached photographic emulsions. In emulsions, both relief

and index changes occur at low frequencies and they tend to cancel out

and compensate for the low frequency speckle.
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C. The Effects of Non-Linearities in the Recording Media

In the previous section, only linear phase recording was

considered. The recording media in general will not record the phase in

a linear fashion. Therefore, this section will concern itself to the

effect of a quadratic approximation to the non-linear recording. The

previous hologram transmittance Eq (8) now becomes:

T = T, C( 4E+

where L. and A are constants and E(x,y) is as previously described.

Expanding the exponential yields:

T- E / + -<2 -02)

Considering, as before, only terms containing At

7, 2 U 2 + 6, A, UU+2,) L LU

52 I(U + U 2 + 22 ( ,+ 2 2 (13)+ r . (_-US'g + o,14 Us o LT. [1 *6

Comparing Eq. (13) to Eq. (10), it is seen that the non-linear

recording makes matters worse; it increases the number of

intermodulation terms. These terms cannot be filtered out by angular

separation like the terms that are not shown. Therefore, maintaining

linearity is very important since there is no way to compensate for the

non-linearities. It might be hoped that nonlinearities in the media

could be played against the inherent non-linearity of phase recording;

unfortunately, if equation (13) is examined closely, it will be observed

these non-linearities terms are at quadrature with respect to one

another.
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C. Resolution Requirements and MTF Limitations

The best of the present devices being considered for real-time

holography use a crystalline material that have modulation transfer

functions that roll off at spatial frequencies on the order of the

crystal thickness. Typically, these devices depend on materials that

are difficult to fabricate much thinner than about 100 microns. This

suggests that, at present, spatial frequencies are limited to about 10

lines, m. For correction of atmospheric disturbances in "good" seeing

the angular spectrum extends to about 10 )irads. Under the best

turbulence conditions, given a receiving telescope with a beam expansion

ratio of M, the received angular spectrum at the hologram will extend to

about l0M prads. Since the angular spectrum interprets the aberrated

wavefront in terms of plane waves, it is only necessary to determine the

highest spatial frequency needed for an off-axis recording of the plane

wave itaking the largest angle with respect to the reference. For two

plane 4aves at angles e(9 and e. on either side of a normal to a thin

hologram, the spatial frequency S of the recording is given by

S = A (14)

where A is the recording wavelength. For small angles

S A
Since the minimum reference angle for adequate separation of the

conjugate must be at least three times the atmospheric bandwidth then

the minimum spatial frequency Sr,. n  is given by

40 x .0-6M cycles/meter.

For an expected demagnification on the order of 100 this means

resolution requirements of about ! ; B- 8 lines/mm which is just

about the state-of-the-art. Therefore, we may expect that there is
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adequate resolution in presently available materials to make turbulence

corrections in good seeing. For extreme levels of high turbulence, it

will be necessary to reduce M and increase the hologram surface. Th~s

would require growing fairly large crystals to record the holograms, it

is not clear what the limitations are here, but such devices are not

off-the-shelf.

V. SCALE MODELING OF THE REAL-TIME HOLOGRAPHY SYSTEM

The only exact way to evaluate any real system is to construct a

prototype to make measurements on; however, for system development it is

often reasonable to consider building a scale model in cases where the

model is economical. Unfortunately, it is not always possible to

fabricate a scale model in such a way that useful information can be

extracted from it. In order to be of value, a direct relationship must

be established between measurements made on the model and measurements

made on the prototype. If a scale model is possible, a set of linear

scales can be used to establish a correspondence or "similarity" between

the systems. In what follows, the theoretical question of a scale model

will be examined using techniques from dimensional analysis. From this

analysis certain dimensionless groups will be established. These groups

will define a set of dimensionless variables and parameters through

which model and prototype measurements can be related. It will also

provide a complete system description using a minimum number of

variables and parameters. This is useful in reducing the amount of data

and the number of experiments needed by a considerable amount.

Consider rescaling the generic model. In practice the beacon will

be essentially at infinity. Therefore, the fundamental problem is that

of a plane wave on an atmospheric "slab" that has an index of

refraction, n (x,y,z,t), that varies randomly from point to point. For

the purposes of this analysis, the atmosphere will be examined at a

specific instant of time; all of the index variations will be frozen in

place. If index variations are small then it can be rewritten as

r) (xy,z) r + ni (x,y,z)
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where I) o is an average value and f ,x,y,z) is a perturbation about

the average. If the perturbation is small, then the diffracted field

from the slab can be approximated by examining only first order

diffraction.

Consider d plane vave propagating in the z direction 'mpinglng

normally on the atmospheric slab at z=O and through the randomly varying

index until it reaches a receiving aperture at Z = 20 . The problem is

to o)del accurately the field in the 2 Zr) plane using a three

dimensional scale model of the atmosphere. This can be done for the

first order diffracted part of the field. The first order effects are

estimated by dividing the slab into a thin stacK. Uf lamina; each

thick, then the field from a single lamina at z is given approximately

by
A J  ° 

kk Ak el n (

e -" Ae ( -j'kKA )
Here A represents the amplitude of a plane wave that passes through the

slab with negligible loss. The diffracted field from each lamina is

assumed to reach z without further diffraction by other laminae. This

represents first order effects only and ignores the "diffraction of the'1 7
diffraction". Using the Fresnel approxmdtion and ignoring the

indiffracted part of the tield, the diffracted field U D  at Z, is

given by integrating over all la,ninae:

A I( X. Y)(.

By defining a set of dimensionless variables equation (15) can be

redefined in dimensionless form. One particularly useful set is:

- - 7)
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Xd (19)

(20)

S- (21)

Rewriting (15) gives the normalized diffracted field at = 1 as

The normalized equation represents a generalized form through which a

relationship can be established between model and prototype variables

since this equation represents both systems, Letting primed and double

primed variables represent model and prototype systems respectively the

scale relations between the model and prototype can be derived directly

from equations (16) through (21). They are

UD k'," A "n (3)k
x -e

~ (24)

7 - -(25)

v- 7(26)
(27)
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These relations establisn a linear scale between the diffracted fields

in the model and prototype systems, hence, measurements of the

diffracted field from the model can be d'rect!y related to those in the

prototype. Therefore a scale model is possible at least as far as first

order diffraction effects.

These equations also determine how the scale model is to be

constructed in order to keep a linear relation between the diffracted

fields in the model and orototype systems. The scaling of refract-we

index coordinates is a key :oint in the -odeling. The index coordinates

in equation (22) must be scaled in normalized coordinates. index

coordinates will follow the scale relations given by equation 23)

through (28). This mears that if the thicKness z, is reduced by a

factor p in the model, then the lateral index variations in x and y are

scaled by the i/p provided the wavelength remains unchanged. This scale

relation is not new, it was discussed by Ar~adiew in 1913; however, his

presentation was highly intuitive, based on Fresnel zone construction,

while the results given are rigorous. It should also be pointed out

that only the diffracted field was discussed here. In general, it is

not possible to scale the total field including the undiffracted part.

It can be shown that the ratio of the dif'racted to the undiffracted

part of the field does not scale linearly. Fortunately, the effect is

not critical since the net effect is to lower the contrast in the

intensity variations. This effect is easy to account fcr since the

undiffracted part is an additive constant.

It should be pointed out that the, non-dimensional parameters given

in equations (16) through (21) are the most compact representation of

the atmospheric slab possible. They are ideal for minimizing parameters

needed for either experimental or computer simulatior. If two

particular parameters such (e.g., wavelength and thickness) are in the

same dimensionless group, then varying one is equivalent to varying the

nther as far as makinig measurements are concerned. Therefore, using

non-diniensinal viriahles and parameters reduces the number of parameter

changes needed for investigation. This often means orders of magnitude
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reduction in the amount of effort needed in experimental or computer

simulation.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

From the results of the analysis using the generic model the ollowing

conclusions have been reached:

1. Phase aberrations introduced by rescaling the wavelengths will

depend only on the ratio of the wavelengths used in forming and playing

back the hologram if spherical aberration and tilt are accounted for.

This assumes that a perfectly plane or spherical reference can be

Jeri,,ed from a beam split off from the beacon wave. This IS nignly

debateable. Since adequate filtering of the reference means that a

small portion of the angular spectrum from the derived beani is used ano

therefore a small portion of the enerq from it. This neans a ,waK

reference beam and requires a weak or attenuated object wave to form a

proper hologram. This represents a great waste of photons.

Furthermore, some suggested schemes for deriving a reference, filter out

the reference using a pinhole filter in conjunction with a lens to carry

out optical Fourier transform filtering. Considering the very speckled

nature of the return wave impulse repsonse, the pinhole filter will be a

very hit and miss operation that will prov'de a reference with large

dynamic variations. This issue definitely needs more thought.

2. The problems of phase reconstruction errors in phase holograms are

two fold,

i. Inherent errors due to the non-linearities in phase

recording

ii. Additional errors due to non-linearities in the mapping

of intensity into phase.

These problems are inescapable and lead to intermnudulation noise in the

reconstructed wave. The first is avoided y accepting low diffraction

efficiency, the second by making sure the phase recording nave adequate
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dynamic range, this may be a difficult problem cOnSiderin3 tne intens't,

variations inherent in tne speckled beacon return.

3. The resolution reqjireinents of present raterialI appears adeqAte

for correction in loss turbulence. Correction in 0igh turbulence may

require devices with larger surface areas than are presently available

off-the-shelf to accomodate the higher space bandwidtn pruOuct required.

4. Modeling the effects of the atmosphere appears to be practical. It

is possible in principle to construct a small model atmosphere, if -'e

index variations can be properly scaled using Arkadiew's scaing laws

for the diffracted field.

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS

In order to further reduce risks in develuping a working real-time

holography system it is recournend~a that in future work tne following

issues be examined:

1. The effects of speckle on a reference wave aeriveo from the

incoming beam.

2. Alternate tecnniques for deriving a reference wdve to avoid

wasting photons.

3. Dynamic range effects of present real-time media anU trade-

offs that can be maJe between dynamiic range ano signal-to-noise

ratios.

4. Applications of scale modeling tG reducin development cost and

improving laboratory simulations, presently oeing Cusidere.
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THE MEASURE4ENT OF ION-MOLECULE REACTION RATE COEFFICIENTS

by

Thomas M. Miller and Rodney E. Wetterskog

ABSTRACT

Rate coefficients have been measured for C , CO , and CO2

reactions with 02 over a temperature range of 90-450 K using a

selected-ion flow-tube (SIFT) apparatus at the Air Force Geophysics

Laboratory. Charge transfer is observed to take place for CO+ + 02

and C02+ + 02, but is not allowed energetically for C+ + 02. Instead,

2 2*
weobserveC+ +0 0 ++CO andC + 0* CO + 0 occurring. The

+
C + 02 reaction is found to proceed at its gas kinetic rate of about

9 x 10-10 cm3/s, independent of temperature for 90-450 K. The rate

coefficients for both the Cot + 02 and CO2  02 reactions are de-

creasing functions of temperature in this razqe. The ion flow velocity

in the SIFT apparatus has been determined versus gas pressure and

temperature using a time-of-flight technique. These results, combined

with our helium flow measurements, have significant implications for

low-temperature reaction experiments with flow-tube reactors.
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1. INTRODUCTION:

The Aeronomy Division at the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory has

long been active in research on the composition and chemistry of the

earth's upper atmosphere. This research involves both atmospheric

sampling and laboratory studies of atmospheric reactions. The labora-

tory research centers on charged-particle interactions primarily be-

cause of the importance of military communications through (or reflect-

ed by) the partially ionized gas of the earth's atmosphere. The par-

ticular laboratory we were working with (AFGL/LKB) is currently study-

ing atmospheric ion reactions with neutral constituents, and the photo-

dissociation of ionic molecules.

The main interest at present in the AFGL ion-molecule reaction

research concerns ion clusters which have been found to dominate the

stratospheric ion population. Since there has been very little work

done on negative ion reactions the emphasis has been in that direction.

(The negative ion reactions tend to be more difficult to study because

generally speaking it is easier to make large densities of positive

ions than negative ions.) The neutral reactants chosen for these

experiments are of course observed (or suspected) atmospheric molecules

which may be present in the atmosphere in very small fractional concen-

trations (mixing ratios 10 - 6 ) but nevertheless play an important role
because of their large dipole moments or low ionization potentials.

At AFGL/LKB a selected-ion flow-tube (SIFT) apparatus was con-

structed about two years ago to study ion-molecule reactions. An

essential feature of the design of the AFGL SIFT apparatus is its

ability to operate over a temperature range of 80-500 K, which allows

the determination of ion-molecule reaction rate coefficients for
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atmospheric temperatures (180-300 K) as well as providing for a wider

range necessary for insight into the reaction mechanisms. Much of the

work we were involved in during the summer of 1982 was in taking the

SIFT apparatus to low and high temperatures for the first time and the

solution of various problems encountered. For this purpose relatively

straightforward ion-moleucle reactions were chosen, C
4+ 

+ O2, CO 
+ 

+ 0

and C02
+ 

+ 02. Our objective was to study the fate of these reactions

over a wide temperature range.

One of us (TM4) has had experience with ion-molecule reaction

research at the University of Birmingham (UK) on the original SIFT

apparatus and at Georgia Tech with a drift tube apparatus. Both of us

have worked with a flow tube reactor at our home institution, the

University of Oklahoma.

II. APPARATUS AND EXPERIMENTAL METHOD:

The selected-ion flow-tube method was developed by Adams and

Smith at the University of Birmingham (UK) around 1975 and represented

a significant improvement over the already quite successful flowing

afterglow technique. The SIFT method is still being improved upon as

its use spreads.

Briefly, the AFGL SIFT apparatus consists of a 108-cm long, 7.3-

cm i.d. tube through which a helium carrier gas is flowed at low

pressure (-0.3 torr) and high speed (-10
4 
cm/s). Ions are created in

an electron-impact ion source, mass analyzed, and a current of V0 - I 0 A

of a single desired ion species is injected into the flow tube at low

energies in the center of a supersonic jet of the helium carrier gas.

The ions quickly thermalize in collisions with the helium gas and flow
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with the 9as down the tube. The trip requires approximately 10 as. At

the end of this trip some of the ions pass through a small (0.03 sm)

aperture leading into a second mass spectrometer maintained at high

vacuum. The detected ion count rate is proportional to the original

injected current.

In order to determine ion-molecule reaction rate coefficients, a

very aall concentration of reactant gas is titrated into the flow tube

at a point sufficiently downstream from the ion and helium injector

that equilibrium flow has been reached. If the primary ions react with

the titrated gas, producing a product ion of different e/m, the detect-

ed primary ion current I is attenuated exponentially by the reactiono

according to Beers' Law:

-knt (I)

The reaction rate coefficient k is calculated frcm measurement of the

fractional decrease I/I in the primary ion current by a known concen-o

tration of reactant gas n, in a time t:

k =In(Io0/l) (2)

nt

Experimentally, the small fractional concentration n of the reactant

gas is determined from the measured helium density N and the throughput

QR of the reactant gas compared to the helium throughput Q He The

reaction time t is determined from a direct measurement of the ion

velocity v and of the distance d over which the reactant gas flows.

Thus,

k - 2n(IdI) (3)

(QR N/ QH!,d/vi }
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A computer program, SIFT82, has been written to handle the SIFT

data on the laboratory-a Hewlett-Packard 2112 computer. The program

plots the data, calculates the reaction rate coefficient and related

quantities, and calculates and plots the ion product percentages.

An example of the raw data is given in Fig. I for the reaction

C + 02 at 196 K. The reaction time in this case is 3.84 us and the

reaction distance is 43.5 cm. The direct ionic products of the reac-

tion are 0+ or Co ions. The 02
+ 

ions observed are secondary products
+ +

from the subsequent reactions 0 + 0 and CO + 0 . The reaction rate2 2

coefficient is 8.8 x 10
-
10 om3 /.

Three different titrant ports are available to enter reactant

gases, at three different distances, permitting any end effects to be

accounted for.

Ion-molecule reactions are examined for temperatures other than

room temperature by cooling or heating the flow tube and the helium gas.

500

200 - K

ion
counts +X

per second 100 0

co;

00

: ~+e + o

20 -0 +

10 + I I I
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

02 concentration (in loll molecules/cm
3
)

FIG. 1. DATA FOR TH REACTION C' + 02 AT 196 K.
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il." RESULTS:

A. Ion-Molecule Reactions. The reactions C + 0 , CO + 0 2 and

Co 2 +. 0 have been studied over the temperature range 90-450 K. The2

results are shown in Figs. 2-4. compared to previous work.

The interaction C+ + 02 proved to be independent of temperature

over the range 90-450 K and essentially equal to the calculated gas

kinetic (Langevin) rate coefficient of 1.0 x 10-9 m3 /s. Simple charge

transfer is endoergic in this case. Two reaction channels were observ-

+ 4.
ed, however. The first, C 4. 02 -P 0 + CO is exoergic by 3.635 eV, and

is favored (62%) at all temperatures used. Although the neutral CO

product is not observed directly, the energetics of the reaction re-

quire that it be bound. The second channel observed is C + + 02 -0
4

CO 4+ , which is exoergic by 3.240 eV.

so - " I ' "

20

Rate
Coefficient 10

-10 3
(10 c /s)

5

2

I , - I I I I _
0 100 200 300 400 500

Temperature (K)

FIG. 2. REACTION RATE COEFFICIENT FOR C+ + 02 - 0+ + CO. The data
point X is that of Adams and Smith, and of Rakshit et al. 3 The point 4.
Is that of Rakshit et al.

3
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Rate 6
Coefficient 1

-10"10 m3 

0.5

0.2

0.1 I !

0 100 200 300 400 500

Temperature (K)

FIG. 3. REACTION RATE COEFFICIENT FOR CO + 02 CO + 02+ . The
data point X is that of Adams et al.

5

2

Rate
Coefficient I

(10-10 cm 30S

0.5

0.2

0.1 I
0 100 200 300 400 500

Temperature (K)
+ 4

FIG. 4. REACTION RATE CEFFICIT "FOR CO + 0 -.. CO 40 +
solid line is an average of various data reported ly Lin~ingei et al.5
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+
The rate coefficient for the charge transfer reaction CO + 0 -)

2
+

CO + 02 was found to increase with decreasing temperature, approaching

the calculated gas kinetic rate of 7.7 x 10
- 10 cm3 /s at very low

temperatures. This reaction is exoergic by 1.950 eV.
+

The rate coefficient for the charge transfer reaction CO2 + 0-
+2

CO2 + 02 was likewise found to increase with decreasing temperature,

approaching the calculated gas kinetic rate of 6.9 x 10 am /s at

very low temperatures. Our data join smoothly onto the high tempera-

ture data of Lindinger et al.,
5 
which extend to 900 K and show that the

rate coefficient passes through a minimum in the neighborhood of 680 K,

implying that a second reaction mechanism becomes effective at higher

temperatures. The charge transfer reaction is exoergic by 1.706 eV.

All rearrangement reaction channels are forbidden energetically.

The reaction rate coefficients presented above are estimated to

be acturate to t30%. The reaction temperatures are estimated to be

correct within 5 K, which is the greatest variation observed among five

platinum resistance thermometers mounted along the flow tube. However,

at high temperatures this variation was as large as 20 K and hence the

temperatures above room temperature are much less certain.

B. Ion Flow Velocities and Injection Shock Effects. As a part of

our studies of the behavior of the flowing ion swarms at different

temperatures we measured the time-of-flight of the ion swarms. These

data are of interest to others using SIFT or flow.n- afterglow appara-

tuses for two reasons. First, the ion velocity ib needed in order to

determine the reaction rate coefficient in Eq. (3), and we are not

aware of any work done on this matter other than at room temperature.
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Second, the results give evidence for undesirable effects of a shock

wave in the flow tube associated with the supersonic helium injector.

The SIFT injection shock was brought to general attention by Dupeyrat

et al. 6 who studied various injector designs in a flow tube and a wind

tunnel. The shock apparently carries ions downstream in the flow tube

much faster than they would otherwise travel. The shock presents no

problem provided (a) the flow has reached equilibrium by the time the

ions arrive at the reactant gas titrant port, and (b) the ion velocity

is measured entirely in the equilibrium flow region.

6Dupeyrat et al. find that the persistence of the shock downstream

in the flow tube depends on the ratio of the gas pressures on either

side of the injector. A large pressure drop across the injector means

that a greater distance must be allowed for the flow to reach equili-

brium. (In the AFGL SIFT apparatus the first titrant port is 34 cm

downstream of the helium injector.) We have measured the average ion

velocity over the first half of the flow tube and over the second half

of the flow tube under widely varying conditions. Some of these data

are presented in Table I and have been used by us as a diagnostic to

indicate safe conditions for ion-molecule reaction studies.

Also calculated for Table I is the ratio of the average equili-

brium ion velocity v to the bulk helium velocity v (determined from
i He

the helium throughput and pressure). The ion swarm could be pulsed for

time-of-flight data either in the ion source or at an electrode midway

down the flow tube. We found that the measured time-of-flight is

independent of the precise pulsing scheme (turning the ion current on

or off with the pulse, partly or fully) and independent of the mass of

the ions (from 12 to 44 amu), within about 1%. The less massive ions
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TABLE I. A SAMPLE OF ION VELOCITY RESULTS VERSUS FLOW TUBE

PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE.

(1) for v for (1) (2)

Tempera- Pressure vI vi
ture (K) (torr) first half second half -- zr

of flow tube of flow tube v VHe

92 0.160 5864 cm/s 4909 cm/s 1.19 2.18

0.200 7687 5385 1.43 2.08

0.230 8402 5579 1.51 2.10

0.299 13677 6015 2.27 2.10

0.372 25293 6608 3.83 2.16

250 0.240 15263 13230 1.15 1.72

0.320 18689 14040 1.33 1.71

0.372 21046 14637 1.44 1.71

450 0.460 28649 25141 1.14 1.64

0.550 32971 26296 1.25 1.68

0.600 34266 26705 1.28 1.68

clearly diffused more in the pulse, however, as evidenced by the

greater width of the arrival time spectra.

Considering only the results for vI from the equilibrated flow,

we find (a) the ratio v i/VHe is independent of pressure at a given

temperature, and (b) the ratio v1 /vHe is constant for temperatures
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above about 270 K but increases at deLreasing temperatures below 270 K.

The ratio v /v is expected to be greater than unity since the ion

density is greatest along the axis of the flow tube where the helium

velocity is the greatest.
1
'
7 

However, it has heretofore been assued

that the parabolic velocity profile across the diameter of the flow

tube was essentially the same at all temperatures, and therefore the

ratio vI/VHe would be independent of temperature. Our data indicate

that the helium velocity profile across the flow tube becomes more

sharply peaked at low temperatures, leading to a larger value of v i

and hence of v I/V He This conclusion is supported by viscous flow

measurements we have made which imply that a molecular slip contribu-

tion is more important at low temperatures. Sufficient molecular slip

would decrease the radius of the region of viscous flow and modify

the helium velocity profile across the tube.
8 

Further analysis of the

flow problem is needed at this point before we can offer a quantita-

tive explanation of our results.

C. Other Ion-Molecule Reaction Data. We have obtained a few

preliminary results for N+ and N2 + ions reacting with 02, CO, and NO

and for C+ + NO. These studies are in too early a stage to report on

here. Data for C~+ NO and N+ + CO are needed for comparison to

recent atomic beam results.
9

IV. RECOHENDATIONS:

An abstract for a paper on this research has been submitted for

presentation at the Gaseous Electronics Conference in Dallas in
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October 1982, and we anticipate that one journal article will be

prepared on the ion-molecule reaction results and a second article

will be written on the implications of the SIFT ion velocity data we

have obtained.

We still need to carry out some analytic work in regard to the

helium flow problem, as discussed in Sect. Ill-B, with the goal of

supporting our ion velocity data with calculations. These results are

important for research with flow-tube reactors (SIFT and flowing

afterglow). Very little work has been done at low temperatures, but

as the number of flow-tube reactors in use around the world grows,

the flow problem must be worked out.
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ANALYSIS AND COMMENTS ON THE THEORY OF THE

CAPACITANCE-RATIO TEST

BY

R. L. REMKE

K. WILSON

University of South Florida

ABSTRACT

A detailed analysis is given on the theory of the capacitance-ratio test used in the

detecticn of moisture in hermetically sealed microelectronic packages. The model

for the moisture-induced frequency-depenaent capacitance observed between pins of

an integrated circuit is developed. This model is then extended to describe its use in

the capacitance-ratio test. Also included are some observations and comments

concerning the implementation and use of the capacitance-ratio test.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The capacitance-ratio test is presently being evaluated and tested by Rome Air

Development Center (RADC) as a non-destructive method for determining the moisture-

induced capacitance between two metallization lines in an integrated circuit package.

This capacitance is compared with a known reference to determine if the moisture

content of the package is less than or greater than the reference.

The theory and practice of the capacitance-ratio test was originally postulated and

developed by R. Merrett 2 , and has been proposed as an alternative to the existing

standard moisture content tests. However, to properly implement and interpret the data

of the capacitance-ratio test, an understanding of the theory of the measurement

technique is essential. In addition, an acute understanding of the mechanisms influencing

the measurement, provides insight into additional potential applications for the technique.

In this document, the theory of the capacitance ratio-test is analyzed in detail,

beginning with Section 2, which outlines the objectives of the project. Section 3 describes

the derivation of the characteristic impedance and propagation constant in the distributed

element model of adsorbed water, above a metal track in an integrated circuit package.

Section 4 then uses the general transmission line equation to convert the distributed

parameters into a representative lumped-element network. The T-network is simplified in

Section 5 on the basis of appropriate approximations, as presented in a numerical

example. The equivalent circuit model is given in Section 6 for the most general case of

multiple parallel metallization tracks. From this equivalent circuit model, the frequency

dependent and independent capacitances, used in the capacitance-ratio, are defined in

Section 7. Section 8 discusses the relation used in .he measurement of the capacitance-

ratio. Section 9 outlines the derivation of the failure criterion based on the results of the

calibration procedure. Results of the initial measurements, and recommendations for

further testing and applications of the technique are given in Sections LO and 11,

respectively.
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2. 03LJECTIVES

The primary objectives of this project were to anaiyze the theory and give further

empirical evidence on the capacitance-ratio test as a me3ns for determining the relativo

moisture content of integrated circuit packages. While a comprehensive ttudy of the

measurement technique was beyond the scope of this project, the following were project

objectives:

(1) Analyze in detail the model for moisture-induced and frequency-dependent

capacitance observed between two metallization tracks.

(2) Analyze the application of the model in the capacitance-atio test.

(3) Assist in the implementation of the capacitance-ratio test system as a viable

moisture detection system, through establishment of a data base.

(4) Correlate the test results in the capacltanc2-ratio data base with those from the

mass spectrometer.

(5) Investigate the use of the capacLtance-rato test as a leak detection technique.
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3. THE CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE AND PROPAGATION CONSTANT OF A

LAYER OF ADSORBED WATER ABOVE A METALLIZATION TRACK

The theory of the capacitance-ratio test is based on a distributed element

analysis similar to that used in transmission line analysis. For convenience, a brief

review of distributed element theory is presented in Appendix A.

The characteristic impedance, Zo*, and the propagation constant,Y *, of the

cell shown in Fig. 1(a), (see also Fig. 2) which represents the region above a single

metal track, can be found by considering the following:

a. the resistance per unit length between edges aa' and bb', and

b. the capacitance per unit length between the adsorbed water and the metal

track.

3.1 DISTRIBUTED SERIES IMPEDANCE

For a layer of adsorbed water of thickness, t, the resistance per unit length is

given by

R (ohms/m) = I/(o'A)

where o' is the conductivity in mhos/m. For a cross-sectional area, A = Lt,

R = 1/(c? Lt)

Since the surface conductivity is defined as a (mhos) = at, the distributed series

impedance per unit length, Z, is Z = R = I/(L) (1)

3.2 DISTRIBUTED SHUNT ADMITTANCE

The capacitance between the adsorbed water and the metal track is

C = EA'/d

where A' is the cross-sectional area LW, E is the permittivity

of the material, and the depth of the dielectric spacing is d

If cO* is defined as the capacitance per unit area,

co* = C/A' = E/d (2)

and the capacitance pcr unit length in the x direction is
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C' (farads/m) = (C/A') L % co*L

then the distributed shunt admittance per unit length, Y, is

Y = jtjco*L) (3)

3.3 CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE

The characteristic impedance is defined (Reference Appendix A) as

7 * = /Y= /r (4)

where Y * is the propagation constant.

Substituting eqns. (1) and (3) into eqn. (a),

t -i) ( (5)

From eqn. (4), )'* /-Y, therefore,

- (p/&')' a 4~

or- (6)
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4. LUMPED ELEMENT T-NETWORK MODEL

Having determined the characteristic impedance, Zo*, and the propagation

constant, f*, the lumped elements in the representative network, as shown in Fig.

1(b), can be determined.

Given (see Appendix B , noting the change in notation)

- Z, (Z.,q - 2z.s,) (7.a

27 = Zoe - Zzw (7b)

and the general transmission line equation (see Appendix A)

,[ bs/ r ' ', 5,,h ?-"V)
then,

(9)

and, A7
Cas OS.0

Z*4, (10)

i
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,3
Since the transmission line is a reciprocal, or bilateral network

So, from eqn. (7a) i ~

But co/'h /anh x = /

then - ';e./,te

Using the hyperbolic trigonometric identity

then

EI = o e'"( Z ~ A (12)

From eqn. (7b) - -

so,

Using the hyperbolic trigonometric identity

then 7 Z"7.t6(''I (!3)

Noting that the "length of the transmission line", W= W, then
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.nd .Zj. 7=
~ 

' 
-'," (Y V' (15)

5. SIMPLIFIED T-NETWORK

From the general relations in eqns. (14) and (15) defining the Jumped elements

in the representative network, a simplified network model can be obtained under

certain approximation conditions. These approximation conditions place a limitation

on the lower test frequency to be used in the capacitance ratio test.

Considering the following representative values:

£,(overglaze -SiO2) = 3.9

d(thickness of overglaze) = 6000A

d-(surface conductivity of adsorbed water) = 10"14mho

W(width of metal track) 6rpm

A, (lower test requency) 83Hz

These approximate values for the parameters in the equation for the

propagation constant can be used to calculate the magnitude of this term. Thus,

jiC I
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and therefore '- " y2  '
, *i -

la 1 7 0 os /

'hen I.I = /Oi v'"/'>)4x/C'mn) .

From the plot of the hyperbolic tangent function, shown in Fig. 3, it can be seen

that if the argument of the h: perbolic tangent function is greater than 3, the

functional value is approximately equal to unity. Thus,

and as a result, since , = 7,7/ -

then ZO / I/W - /

Similiar ly, from the plot of the hyperbolic cosecant function shown in Fig. 4, it

can be seen that if the argument of the hyperbolic cosecant is grea:er than 6, the

functional value is approximately equal to zero. That is,

cse (1,,"lw) 0 W /r'l/ '
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and as a result, since -" / 5C (t' v,

5.1 MODEL FOR THE REGION BETWEEN THE TRACKS

From this model of the region above a single metal track, a similar model can

be develor 'd for the region between the metallization tracks, as shown in Fig. 2. The

parameters ZI and Z in the lumped element T-network model of this region, are

derived in a similar fashion as the derivation for Z * and Z2*. For a spacing between

the metallization tracks of width S, and under the approximation that / '

where - (16)

and c0 is the capacitance per unit area between the film of adsorbed water and the

substrate.

6. EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT MODEL

For the case of an interdigitated structure, that is, for multiple parallel tracks,

the representative network is shown in Fig. 5. Z I Z 2 *, Z,, and Z2 are as previously

defined, and Cr is the capacitance between the metal track and the substrate. This

is defined as

where c, is the capacitance per unit area between the metal track and the substrate.

Under the appropriate approximation conditions,/f'/*->/ 4 4 / / ,f/ 5 . ,

the simplified multiple track network model is shown in Fig. 6. Reduction of this
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network into an equivalent Circuit model can be done by first reducing a single

section from node A to node B, as shown in Figs (6) and (7). The resulting equivalent

impedance is

(t7

So, x= - (2 ,.

and since Zr A/

For n tracks, there are n-I networks of this form in parallel, therefore the

overall admittance is

r[C'z

'Ya - f )~- ~lJw Z

7. DEFINITION OF CAPACITANCE TERMIS

For the case of only two tracks, as expressed in eqn. (18), the equivalent

admittance is,

- /

r{( ,./, ) , L ](20)

Let .... r L(21)

1 6- 13
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and (22)

so~~ 2 /~;< /e

4= i/( j t2fI

-I " 4-''

Thus, ( .)represents the capacitive term, C, in the equivalent

admittance model as shown in Fig. 8. Defining,

e: 2so 2w.

,"., - Z kk/ (25)

From these two capacitance terms, given in eqns. (2) and (25), the capacitance

ratio, Acan be defined as

/ / A/ .aa
0.'
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F2- .26)

8. MEASUREMENT OF THE CAPACITANCE RATIO

The capacitance, C, is given by

es - '- ' (27)

From eqn. (25) it can be seen that Ci is a frequency independent term, and represents

the INHERENT CAPACITANCE, and from eqn (24), it can be seen that Cv is the

FREQUENCY DEPENDENT CAPACITANCE, representing the partial capacitance

contribution due to the adsorbed water.

Thus, since L W _

#'<-,) -- # 7(2)
and # ) . *,,) -'

or 9(29)

From eqns. (26) and (27), e<') di. .- C. Caw e)

so, Cll') C,.) Cg.

then C')- C,, • -") -

so, '/,

Since Ci is frequency independent,

C(,). C tLJ)
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$. Ch. iQ .[ =4'b _] -<.. C4,'4 + ,} -f] ,

but, r~

then

C (IWO)

9 1 f ,) _ . # w , - c 4 ' , ,

Were ""4, and C(w, and C (1) are canparable in magnitude, eqn. (30)
reduces to

t'w,)) e(31)
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9. DERIVATION OF THE FAILURE CRITERION

For experimen:al convenience, the caiibration procedure is performed at room

temperature. Since the capacitance-ratio test is performed at a lower temperature, the

failure criterion as deduced from the calibration procedure, must be extrapolated to the

testing temperature. The fundamentals of this extrapolation are given below, prefaced by

a brief summary of the terminology used.

9.1 TERMINOLOGY

In general, the capacitance (C) measured across two pins of an IC is a function of

temperature (T), frequency (F), and relative humidity (RH). Where the previous analysis

has assumed ideal isolated metallization strips, actual strips are connected to circuit

elements. These circuit elements may exhibit a frequency and temperature dependent

capacitance, Cp (T, F).

If A is defined as the difference in capacitance at the two test frequencies (F, FL

indicate the higher and lower test frequencies, respectively), then

A < ,,,',') e ( ,,, 11R ) - C (7, F,.,, e<',l,) (
j4(rC.,/)' - 6> ~ A ) C(7 (rW (32)

but, since each of the capacitances above has a frequency dependent and independent

component as discussed previously, and a circuit element component, then

and ,(r, e,) (r,, c ,r C2),
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dr, AY) - CWfr ( ,,/ C.,, , , C11,) (34,)

If we define a moisture-induced capacitance difference, a, (T, RH), and the circuit

element capacitance Jifference, dp(T), then

where 7-, (7 RH) = v(" 'F,'H) - ¢ F, ')

and p (r) - CpA(r, ) - C. Y, F)

Defining o. as the difference in capacitance due to moisture in the two calibration

environments,

4' - C ( r, Av, elw) - C (72, AV, A111.) (36)

where TC - calibration temperature (room temperature)

RH D - relative humidity of dry nitrogen gas ( < 5%)

RH W - relative humidity of wet environment (75% RH)

Substituting eqn. (33) into eqn. (36),

-C w ( r, r wole ) - Ci ( re) - 6 ., ( r, , ,,

, g,, (c7, ^, f'w) - Cw (7r, rw, ewo/)
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However, since there is no moisture present in a dry environment to produ ce the

capacitive effect,

(rW ( e, r., 0 C

and as a result,

ef= c 1  r4, 3) 07)

9.2 THE FAILURE CRITERION

The parameter of primary interest in the capacitance-ratio test is the ( (T, RH)

term of eqn. (35). For the calibration temperature, Tc, and test temperature, Tt, the

moisture-indiced capacitance difference may be written,

and
, d M, ( 7 , R 11, ) C e ( r , A ,- , l e 4 ) - if ,, W ( 7 -e , A , n ( 3 9 )

From eqn. (24)

w ((40)

where surface conductivity is given by 4

(r(r) u exp &r
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2

and the associated activation energy has been experimentally determined to be 0.4 eV.

Then, ___.

(41)

4.. (re,

w h e r e i " ' 2 ' . l l l i - e / , / 2 .J ' 2 X / OI .I

Then ,m " i"f.A') -i (7., 2eH /;.p/.32x,,.o'i( o I,]/<( ,>

This equation can be expressed in alternate form by considering the expressions in

eqns. (3t5) and (37).
wheres o,,. re, e/W ) aJ., (r, ., i Q- r., (") A,,, 4 v)

and (4 2)c (,, ,rx,,)
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then dm (7 , ) = ' ( -,

Referinz agin to eqn. (411). (7-, ', ) = '

and J' ellw

so, e(,, q ,) C A -v-) =

Cw (r, ,, eww) (5

but where

then fA' w, , t'-',) .(6)

and substituting back into eqn. (a4) yields

,14 ,e'w,) - .3 '- J" = . ")

Thus, from this relat'on and eqn. (43),

,(7?t, eq)Y [2,"i ~ S2,00 3 (,-

We define a as the failure criterion given by

, -_.=.v = h",,, f7 . "' 'a
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where iis the average C over the calibration samples.

9.3 THE TEST APPROXIMATION

Recalling from eqn. (34) that

. ( r. ##)- c 7 f -. . CA 7',- Ar v.

Then if the capacitance due to the circuit elements is generally frequency independent,

the capacitance difference may be written at the test temperature

This approximation has been discussed by Merrett 2 and is used in the test procedure

discussed in the following sections.
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10. CAPA CITANCE-RATIO TEST PROCEDURES AND INITIAL RESULTS

The apparatus and procedure f,:or performing the capactance-ritio :est was ie.

mented accoroing to the description by Merrett '2 . A block diagram summary cf tne

procedure is given in Figure 9. Initially, the relation between junc:.on voltage and

temperature for a forward biased pn junction on the die is determined. This juncton

is used in the test to monitor the die temperature. T,.vo pins are then chosen for the

capacitance- ratio test using the selection criteria as described by Merrett 2 . The

response of the die to moisture is determined in the calibration procedure. The change

in capacitance between the pins is measured as the relative humidity is varled fromn

< 5% RH to 75% RH. This change in capacitance is then used to calculate the moisture

induced capacitance at the test temperature (Tt). Several samples are used in the

calibration procedure and the average change in capacitance is used. The f.nal step n

the capacitance-ratio test involves cooling the die down to the test ternperature while

maintaining the lid temperature at Z 150 C. The change in capacitance between the two

pins at the high and low frequencies is measured and compared with the arzviously

calculated value obtained from the calibration procedure. If for each sample,to.e change in

capacitance measured in the test is greater than that determined from the calibration

procedure, the CERDIP tested has an unacceptable moisture content. In making this

comparison, the reader is referred to the comments of Merrett 2 concerning the

sensitivity and sources of error involved.

The capacitance-ratio test was performed on several linear and digital integrated

circuits. Temperature calibration was obtained using diodes within the circuits, yieiding a

change in the forward biased junction voltage with temperature of, typicall! two to three

mv/°C for 50 microamperes constant current. The calibration procedure was perfcrmec

at 330 Hz as the relative humidity was varied from <5% RH to 75% RH. As the relatve

humidity increased, the capacitance between the pins increased. Typical values of

ranged from 0.1 pF to 0.3 pF and some variation was observed from cGe to oie :n tt,e
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magnitude of '. This variation has been previously discussed by Merrett. 1' The

capacitance-ratio test was performed at 83 Hz and 830 Hz using a die temperature

of -5.5 0 C and a lid temperature of 150C. Initial results indicate the test is

performing as expected with the experimental results to be compared with those of the

mass spectrometer. It is recommended that this initial work be continued and a

comprehensive data base on capacitance-ratio test results be established, with correlation

from the mass spectrometer.

An interesting phenomena was observed when certain CERDIP packages (unopened)

were exposed to the ambients used in the calibration procedure. In several cases, a

change in capacitance at 83 Hz was noted when the ambient was varied from < 5% RH to

75% RH. This change ranged from .1 pF to 0.4 pF and the time constants were

approximately those observed in the die calibration procedure. This change in capaci-

tance is believed to be due to the preferential adsorption of moisture in cracks in the

sealing glass of the integrated circuit. Further study of this phenomena is recommended

to evaluate its potential as a crack detection technique.

Since the capacitance-ratio test measures the relative amount of moisture in a

package, the test offers potential as a leak detection technique. To test for package

leaks, the capacitance-ratio test could be used to measure the increase in the moisture

content of packages after they have been "bombed" in a humid environment. Leaky

packages should exhibit an increase in moisture content after "bombing", whereas

hermetically sealed packages should show no change. This use of the capacitance-ratio

test is recommended for further study.

In addition to the previously described uses of the capacitance-ratio test, the change

in capacitance at low frequencies between metallization strips offers a sensitive

technique for investigating the adsorption-desorption of water on SiO 2 . This technique

could be used to study the fundamental processes involved in the
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adsorption and desorption of moisture on insulating substrates and is recommended for

future work.

1I. RECOMMENDATIONS

On the basis of analysis of 1,est results and associated experimental t servacions, :ne

following recommendations are extended wit,. regard to fur-her test.ng if the

capacitance-ratio test:

(1) Establish a comprehensive data base on the behavior of 1fferent kinds of

integrated circuit packages to the capacitance-ra:io test.

(2) In this data base, establish a repeatabe correlation of test results with those

obtained from the mass spectrometer.

(3) lnvesitgate the use of the capacitance-ratio test as a leak detectiorn technique.

(4) Investigate the use of the capacitance-ratio test as a technique for locating

the presence of cracks in the sealing glass of integrated circuit packages.

(5) Investigate the adsorption of water on SiO2 using the change in capacitance

between metallization strips at low frequencies (!frorn the capacitance-ratio

test).
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Figure 7. Impedance block diagram for a single
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Figure 3. Equivalent admittance model.
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CAPACITANCE-RATIO TEST

Determine the relation between the die temperature

(Td) and the junction voltage (Vd) for a forward

biased diode on the die.

FChoose pins for the capacitance-ratio test.

Calibration:

(1) Open CERDIP and insert in calibration chamber
(2) Measure C(TC, FHP RHD) between selected pins

(3) Introduce RHW ambient into calibration chamber and allow to stabilize.

(4) Measure C(TC, FH, RHw)

(5) Calculate A = C(Tc, FH, RHW) - C(TC, FH, RHD)

(6) Repeat (1) through (5) for ten samples and calculate average (J)

(7) Calculate the failure criterion capacitance ( 3' m)

at the test temperature between FL and FH

A1mc 2.16 5 exp(-2321 (l/T t - I/TC))

Test:

(1) Insert CERDIP into test chamber and cool the die to the test temperature

(Tt). The die temperature is monitored using the pn junction and the Vd
vs Td curve previously obtained. The lid of the the CERDIP should be

kept at a minimum of 15°C using a heater.

(2) Measure C(Tt, FL, RH) and C(Tt, FH, RH)

(3) Calculate

I m= (T, FL, RH) - C(Tt,FH, RH)

No Yes

mAccept M > mReject

Figure g. Block diagram summary of the capacitance-ratio test.
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Terminology:

TC = Calibration temperature (room temperature in OK)

Td Die temperature

Tt Test temperature (267.5 0 K)

Vd  lunction voltage

FL Low frequency (83 Hz)
FH = High frequency (830 Hz)

RH = Relative humidity

RHw = Relative humidity - wet (75% RH)
RH = Relative humidity - dry ( <% RH)

C Capacitance between two pins of integrated circuit

6 Change in capacitance at FH between RHW and RH 0 .D is average 6.

am= Moisture induced capacitance measured from test procedure.

1m= Failure criterion capacitance determined from calibration procedure

Figure 9 continued.
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APPENDIX A. REVIEW OF NETWORKS OF DISTRIBUTED ELEMENTS5

Consider a network with distributed elements,

Z dx I+dl

VY dX IV+dV

I 
y

Figure Al

The change in voltage across the series element Zdx is

~dv -- - (zdx).Z"

alp
or, ax( (A-1)

Similarly, the decrease in current which flows through the shunt element Ydx is

or, g' -YV (A-2)

From equations (Al) and (A2) a general wave equation for the transmission line

may be written:

w=y

= (2,) v(A-3)
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Defining the PROPAGATION CONSTANT, ( / (A-)

such that, WP = rJ/(A-5)

Solution of this differential equation is of the form

V' *4- r" - ge" (A-6)

where A and B are arbitrary constants which may be solved for from the boundary

conditions.

From eqn. (Al), Z f'( /
thus, 2: ' ) ,7-(4 e -" r,6 'eY-

'Y : )-r4 ,:B "

;~.4 ge ,e' ")

- (.4e e

Defining the CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE of the transmission line, Zo,

ld =/# (A-7)

thus,

Now, consider a transmission line terminated by a load ZI, as shown in Fig A-2.
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Z dx

Z, Y dx ZL
iL

-I

X'-tW Figure A-2 x=

The input impedance at any point on the transmission line is given by

Z)) .(A/a -re _de X

Applying the boundary condition that at x = 0, the input impedance is mere!y Z,

the constant C can be solved for.

Z~lo = z = E ''
(0- H4 Zo91

Substituting this back into equation (A-9),

( -t -  e

The input impedance on the transmission line at some point x - is given by
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z,~ ~ ~a (e"c!- / . -")-
. . e - z& (e "w e' - -h

wheoe (e '- e u) - , ,'

Then,

ire to in (A-10)

which is the genetl equation for the imlpedance on a transmission line.
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APPENDIX B. REVIEV OF NETWORK ELEMENT DETER 1INATION 3

Consider the following 2-port T-network,

Z2

1 2

jZ3

,1 2

Figure B I

The following parameters can be obtained,

(a) open circuit port 2: ,f - Z ' zi (3-1)

(b) open circuit port I: Zj" Z, Z4 (B-2)

(c) short circuit port 2: '0 ,Z1e,

A (B-3)

(d) Short circuit port 1: ' //Z-

(5-4)

Substracting equation (B3) from (B 1),
=Zj
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where from equation (52), a w &7- "

A, - /(,,7 -rz,, ,,,)Z -

from eqution (B2), -5 I -e (B-6)

and from equation (B) B - (8-7)
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THE MANUFACTURING CONTROL LANGUAGE FOR ROBOTIC WORK CELLS

by

Mark A. Fugelso and Brian 0. Wood

ABSTRACT

Under contract F33615-78-C-5189 within the United States Air Force

ICAM program, the McDonnell Douglas Corporation has developed the

Manufacturing Control Language (MCL) for use with robotic work cells.

An extension of the numerical control language APT, MCL contains control

words for real time decision making and vision processing. These

facilities, along with several other features, make this language a

versatile off-line programming tool. This paper gives a basic overview

of MCL's capabilities. Suggestions for further research in this area

are offered.
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